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ABSTRACT

Speeir,rens of high-d-ensity apd iow-det:sity polyethylene

were uniaxially compressed at nominally constaut strain-
rates ranginE from 0.000066 to 0.66 secll at temperiltures

florn 7f Lo 35QoK and hydrcstatic pressures from 0.001

(ra.tm) to 4 Kbar.

It \..zas shown that there werc significant effects of

temperature, pressure and strain rate on both poly-

ethylenes.

At small strains (O.Of), the time-temperature and time-
pressure superpositions were used successfully to con-

struct the master curves of stress versus reduced strain-
rate. These master curves, which were found. to have been

taken in the range of linear-viscoelastic behaviour of

the pOlymers, were emplOyed to derive t'he stress-relaxatj.on

moduli and the relaxation spectra.

The viscoelastic response to temperature and pressure of
high-density polyethylene in t-he transition zone between

the ^y and o relaxations, and that of low-density
polyethylene in the transition zone between the ? and F

relaxatiorrs have been found to be controlled by the same

molecular motion. This motion, an Arrheuius-type

activated process, was identified. as involving molecular

segments of six to eight. carbon atoms with an activation
energy of 22 Kcal/mole and an activation volume of l-Lo

cms/mole.
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TNTRODUCTION

Iir contr""t ooith the markecl adv'ances in the knowledge

and understanding of the viscoelastic properties of

the amorphous polymers, little is known about the

viscoelastici'ty cf the crystalli-ne polymers'

This consideration has led to the preserrt undertaking

of a series of measurements on the mechanical behaviour

of a crystalline poiymer at several. different temper-

atures and uncler various hftdrost'atic pressures'

The neasurements were performed in uniaxial. compression

at different constant strain-rates. Uniaxial compression

was chosen because it was a convenient technique for

whictr a large number of specimens could be easily pre-

pared. Polyethylene was selected for its chemical

stabil-ity, relatively simple rheological properties,

and for its non-liquid-absorbing property

The invesLigation involved a tlso-fo1d task:

(f) Establistring ttre apparatus and techniques necessary

for carrying out measurements of the mechanical response

of polymers to temperature and pressure, and

( Z) examining the mechanical response of polyethylene

to temperature and Pressure.

The former required the modification of basic apparatus

and the development of a high-pressure system and itS

associated instruments, for measurements of the type
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planned.

The latter involved the assessing of the exi-sting
knowledge of the viscce.lastic beha..rj-our of polymers

in general and of polyethylene in parti.cular, and the

acquisition and theoretical interpretation of data

ained at contributino to 1i:his knor.rledqe.
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ChaPter J

The Nature of Viscoelastic Response

INTRODUCTION

In many polymers of ilteresL in modern physics as well as

of practical importance in engir.eering, viscoelastic
phenomena dominate their mechanical behayiour. The laws

of viscoelasticity esLablish the time-clependent relation-
ships between stress and strain. Stress analysis in
polymers appJ-ies these laws to provide a solution which

describes the stress distribution for prescribed dis-
placements. This solution differs from that for an

elastic med,ium, since time appears in the stress-strain
relations and the solution must involve the history of
the process throughout the time range of interest.

The viscoelastic nature of polymers derives from the

complicated molecular adjustments rn'hich are possible and

make major contributions to any macroscopic mectranical

deformations. In a metal, atoms are displaced from

equilibrium positions in fields of force which are quite

local in character. From knowledge of inter-atoryric
potentials, elastic constants can be calculated1. Other

deformational mechanisms refLect structural imperfections
involving distances larger than atomic dimensiorr=t'=. In

an ord.i-nary liquid, the time-depend,ent viscous f1ow, under
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st:ressr cf nolecules surrounding a given mol-ecul-e is

detennined by relevanL forces and processes of adjustment

rvhich are also local in character. The viscosity can, in

principle, be calculate,l from 'Lhese forces and proct==tto'n'

In a poI1'rner, On the Ot*her hancl, each molecule is much

larger than atomic d.imensions and is continuously changing

i ts s|ape in both long range and short range conto'urs '

Under stress, a new assortment of configurat-ons is obtained'

The response to the local aspects of the short range con-

tour is rapid, the response to the I'ross aspects of the

long range contour is slow, and the overall response

occurs over a very wide and continuous range of time

scales .

In a body of rnaterial, the state of deformation at a

given point is specified by a strain tensor which

represents the relative changes in dimensions and angles

of a small initially cubical element cut out ai that

position. similarly, the state of stress is specified

by a stress tensor rvhich represents the forces acting

from different directions on d.ifferent faces of a unit

cubical element. If the strains are small rnost polymers

exhibit linear viscoelasticitys: the components of the

stress and strain tensors are related in a simple manner

by certain moduli of elasticity whictr are time-dependent'

At large strains the response of aI1 polymers becornes

non-linear and in a given experiment the ratio of stress

to strain is not only a function of time but also

depends on the magnitude of strain in a complex manner.

The experimental problem in any investigation of

viscoelastic behaviour of polymers is then to determine
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the relatiorrs among stress, stra.in ancl- time for a

particular type of cleformation anC a particular loading

pattern. The ouLeome of the finding rests on whether

the discovered behavi'.rr-rr is linear or non--'i-inear.

In studies of stress-relaxation beharrj-oll.rr a strain is

su<ldenly -i-mposed. and then held constant. while the stress

required to maintain it is measured as a functicn of

time. In studies of creep behaviour.. a constant stress

is applied arrC the strain is measured as a function of

time. Other transient mettrods for investigating time-

dependent behaviour include experiments at constarrt rate

of straining with time (constant strain-rate) and at
constant rate of stressing with Eime (constant stress-

rate). These have the advantages of a larger range of

standard. apparatus and a greater ease of operation.

In studies of dynamic behaviour, a stress which varies

sinusoidatly with time is imposed, and the resulting
strain, which also varies sinusoidally but out of phase

with the stress, j.s measured as a function of frequency.

Dlrnamic methods provicle twice as much direct experimental

informatiOn as transient methods, because at each frequency

two independent measurements can be made. These are

expressed by the ratio of the stress in phase with the

strain to strain and the corresponding out of phase ratio.

For solids behaving in a linear viscoel-astic manner,

mathematical expressions are available t-" for translating
the results of one type ef sxperiment into those of
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arlother. The courrcrsjon of one tytre of date to another

is generally carried cut by u'sing .i:}ie relaxation or

retardatiotl spectrun, I-I or L respectively' The

original d.ata shoulcl cover many deca<les of frequency or

i;ime in order to get a gooc approximation. More detailed

definitions of the various terms are g'iven elsewh.r"='

The general equations for calcu.i-ating the stress-relaxation

rnodulus u( t) or the creep compliance u( t) f rom the

distribution of relaxation titnes g( fm ) , or the j-ogarithmic

retard.aiion sPect'rum r,( tnt ) are:
ttoo - + /.r

E(t) = Eoo -F / n(rnr) " " 'dlnr (r)
ri_@

1t@ -+ /r
o( r) : D^ + l' r,( :-nT ) [r-.-tz'' 1dltt + E/n ( z)

u ,,!-

where E@ is the long tim6 equilibrium modulus, tb is the

instantaneous glassy state compliance, and 11 is the steady

state viscositY.

Dlznamic properties may be calculated from ttre spectra by:

E'(.o) = E@ + ,l-:H(rnt)# drnr (,)

E"(o) = .l' s( tnr )1fizF dlnt
.._oo

nr(co) = D^ + l'* l( lnt )i*--" dlnt
U ,/-- -' 'J+cD*T-

@

D,,(u:) = l' L( rnr );%-, drnr,1-- r +0-T-

where nt(o), E"(o), Dt(cD) and n"(o) are

moduli, and storage and loss compliances

a frequency 0J.

( r+)

(:)

+ I/un (6)

storage and. loss
respectivelY at
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n

and I{

r,( rn t)

H(rn t) =

*-12
dln rr nl -F iTzwz ( rn t)

E

n ,is given by:

dln 'r

and L are ini:er-rel-ated as f ollows:

H( rn t)

ft)
state . rriscosi by

l'* ,
= | r H(Int)

I

["." -.,|." /r

(s)

(e)L(u r)
2

t + r,(rnr,) amt'-Il *nzf (rnt)
Lo ,,_- I-rt /r qJ

The above relations, (f) to (9), can also be used to

calculate all the functions on the left hand side from

eactr other. In practice the colversion is not always

easy. Firsr-, experiments must cover a wicle rang'e of

time scales. Second, the integration and d.if ferentiat-ion
may be tedious and sensitive to errors. For these

reasons, experiments are often carried out at various

temperatures and the time-temperature superposition
principle (section 1.4) is used to shift the results to

cover an exten<led time scale at some reference ternperature,

and approximate relations are developed for performing

conversions.

These relations have been described in reviews by

Ferry9e. First-order approximations have also been

given by Mear"" to . OnIy the derivation of the relaxation
mod,ulus and tl-e relaxation spectrum from results of

constant strain-rate experiments will be described here.
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' THE COI,ISTANT' STRATN.-IrrI.{E lI}jfERTIIlMl

According to ri.nea::-viscoel-astic theory5:3r3.. a stress-
strain curve det-enninecl at a constant strain-rate € is
given by the equation:

ft* -+/ro(e,t) = E- d t +.t l r H(r) [1 - e-E/'' 1dtr, "v- co

also the tangent modulus :9, evaluated at t=e/d., isci€ -

equal to the str-ess relaxa.tion modulus n( t) . This
relation results from different.iatir:g equa{:ion (fO) with
respect to e which gives the equation:

( ro)

d6E
Another method has been proposed by stnithli which involves
replacing € rn equation (ro) by its equivalent e/t and
then rearranging to obtain the secant modu]_us 6 /e :

o(et) r n- -x/.r€ =E* +; J r n(r)[]_e-.ruf dln.r (rz)

The secant modulus is a ,r""arl' o, time arone arrd has
been ca1led by smithlr the eonstant strain-rate rnodulus
r(t). rt is relared to r(t) of esuarion (rr) by rhe
relation:

n( t) = r( t) fr . e-rcs-r{rl I t r:)'l_ dlogt I

Most porymers exhibit linear viscoelasticity when subject
to small deformations, The secant modulus is then equal
to the function r'(t), and. the stress-relaxation modulus
can be derived from equation (fl),

The magnitude of strain at which departures from linearity
first appear varies amongst polymers, polymer liquids and
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rubbers are linear for sLrains in excess of
I3

I . Polyethylene single crystals, on the
sho\^r deviations at very smal.l- strains, in

l4as smal.I as C.00f . .

I R(- -\ |

I u \t., L/ 
|L€J _ _ _cr

r( t)

L2
O.1 or

other
some

( 14)

The secant mod,ulus 6/e obtained from constant strain-rate
tests is often a function of both time and strain, and

equation (12) then does not hotc1. rn this investigatiorr,
the early position of the sLress-straj.n curve was

measure,J with accuracy and a critical value of strain,
€c' was established the results at strains below wbich
would be linear:

A description of the linear viscoelastic berraviour of a

material would be j-ncomplete rviLhout the derivation of
either the distribution of reraxation times or the clis-
tribution of retardation times. There are at least five
different approximate relations5rr's-18 that may be used
to calculate the relaxation spectrum frorn the stress-
relaxation modulus which has been obtained from equation
(ff). one of thcse derived by Tschoegl 17 was used here:

dE( t)
dlnt + +h+#SL] ._ r/"/v (rr)

To use equation (fl) i-t is necessary to measure b.oth first
and, second derivatives of n(t). The carculated value of
g(t) corresponds not to r = t but r = JV t.

The data presented in this thesis did not warrant any

higher-order approximations .
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1.4.1

B

TD}IFEITATURE DEPENDT]TICE OF .V].SCOELAST.I,C REgTOL{SE.

GENERAL

The effect of temperature o11 the rriscoelasl-ic behaviour

of polymers is as compiicated. as its time depenclence.

The relaxation and retardation times "a'hich. form the

viscoelastic spectra decrease with increasing temperature'

Frequently, however, theories such a.s those of Rouse re-.

Zimm20 or Tschoegl2r which g:<press the reiaxation Limes

in te::ns of molecular paraneters and temperature cartllot

be verified easily by experimenLs on pollrners, and anlz

attempt to formulate an n(1r) at constant time or an

E'(T) at constant f requency would lead t.o very ccrnplicated

results. Fortunately efforts to separate the two prin-

cipJ.e variabl-es of tirne and temperature have been fairly

successful. As a result, viscoelastic properties are

expressed in terms of a single function of each, whose

form can be determined experimentally. Whether or not

each function can be represented by a mathematical

expression is often of no real importance'

Curves which represent the viscoelastic behaviour of a

polymer, d.etermined at several different 'temperatures are

often similar in strape when plotted against 1og t22 or

logct 23 . They can be exactly superimposed by shifting

them along the log t or logcu axis. The superposition

enables data obtained at one temperature to be trans-

lated to another temperature and, since the necessary

shift is along the log t axis, to another time scale.

Thus data determined at several temperatures over a

restricted frequency range or time scale can be combined
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to give a. Sing}c- curvc rcferring to a chosen reference

tempera.ture arrcl coverirrg a. wide range of frequency or

time, otherwi-se possih]-e only' b1' " nunber of different
compl.rcated experiraenis. The distance through whictr a

currre has to be shifted io transpose it frorn the temp-

eratulie of Obser-,ration T tO the reference temperature

To has been calted log k ?4 2 2s and 1og aT2

The tinrc-temperature superposition was early applied to

mechanical, dielectri.c, and ntagnetic relaxation measure-

ments and discussed by Lead,erman2T a.nd Miiller2e

Tobolsky2e , in analysing stress-relaxation data,

rnultiplied the modulus by the factor To/T in recognition

of the rubber-iike character of the elasticity before

shifting. The f acto:: tdso/\p was subsequently applied in
ttreducingtr dynamic 26 and cr"ep to measurements. The

significance of the empirical shifting procedure in terms

of molecular parameters, and the relation'of the shift
factor a1 to the temperature dependence of relaxation or

retardation times have been discussed recentl-y by

Ferry (r9Zo) " .

The nature of the temperature dependence of the visco-

elastic behaviour of a polymer is thus uni.quely determined

by its a, which must be common for all viscoelastic
functions of the same polymer. In the next sections the

merits of the vertical shift factor bT, namelyTdro/'I p

and ttre form of the temperature function fu are

discussed in terms of their applicabifity to different
polymer systems.
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Vtrilliams, Landel and Ferry"L found. Lhat for a variety of

amorphouspolymers,polynrersolutions,arrclsomenon-
polymeric substances, such as glucose and glycerol which

rapidly formed glassesr aT could be expressed in the form:

17.44 (r - tn)
Logar' = -(8r.6-+r-r,9) (16)

where T vlas 'ttre temperature of observaLion, Tn the

glass temperature of the polyner, aud Tg ( T < rn'rlOoox'

It later became errident" th-t th* actua.l variation from

one polymer to another vras toc arreat to permit the use of

these "universalt' constants. By making use of Doo1ittlets"2

free-volume equation for viscosity, Ferry ='"*t" able to

interpret the numerical coefficients u'hich appear in

equation ( 16) as

(s/2.7o7 fcr) (r - rq) / r.z\
r,ogf aT = -@ \'rr,,

where B is a ccnstant often assigned as unity, fg is

the fractj-onal free volume at the glass-transition

temperaturq and % is the thermal expansion coefficient

of f. The variations in the constants for different

polymers can thus be attributed to the variations in B'

0f and fg.

The WLF equation (o= it has come to be known), equation

(17), later received theoretical justification by
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Euectre33 f,rom a s1i.ghL1y diffe::ent treatment based on

the theory of rubber eJ-asticity. Data on viscoelastic

neasurements of )7 different po-lyrners have been reduced'

by Ferry" o., titiSila.sis. AI1 the polymers were arnor-

phous and trad d.istinctive glass transition. The author

found. that the WLF equation in general form, eqtlation (fZ)

was valid for these polymers. Values of fn and ag varied

within rearsonable limits from one polymer to a.nother.

Lat:er Bu.eche

equation for
WLF equation

3a modif ied the Doolittle ;s 32 vi.sccrsily

low temperattrres to arrive at a moCified

of form:

Log aT = 81 (i 1+sz(r-tn)=

This and the original wLF eguation, equatj-on (17), have

been found to predict essentially identical behaviour

throughout the temperature range Tg ( T (fn+J-0OoX. The

small devia-tions observed by Buechesa apped,r to favour

equation (18) at low temperatures and equation (ff) at
high temperatures.

1 .4.1 smet racroR ar AND THE ARRHENIUS EQUATION

The method of reduced variables is a more general

principle than the detailed predictions of any specific
theory, and. the method has been applied to many polymers

without assuming that the form of the temperature-

d.ependent shift factor a1 folrov'rs any prescribed function'

In polymer melts as well as in glassy and crystalline
polymers where different classes of molecular motions

( rB)
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occur: with ,iiffererrt temper:ature d<':penoences, the free-

volume treatment and t|e !'l'LF equation cannot be expected

to be applicabie.

For polymer melts, the method of re<luced variables can

still be used, but often ttre elastic part of the response

j-s found not to be in accord with the aceepted theory of

rubber elasticity (f p /f opo cannot be psed i:r it-s original

form), The viscous l:esponse is also highly ncn-nev/to'ian,

resulting in values of a1 w-fuich are de,oendent on time 3s'

For glassy arld crystalline polymers, the well known

Arrhenius equat.ion of the form:

__l_)
To',Los ar = @n/2.7o1 R) tr\T (rg)

has been used with considerable success 36-56 
' The

parameter At{ j.s interpreted as the activat-ion energy for..

viscoelastic relaxatiolle , R is the universal gas collstant,

1.987 cal.r/t< mole. Because the value of a' charrges

slowly with temperature a wide range of tenrperature is

always needed to distinguish a behaviour following the

Arrhenius equation from that following the WLF equation.

For glassy polymers, typically poty (methyl methae-

rylate), many authors 36-45 obtained values of the acti-

vation energy AH close to 1! K ca1/mo1e. If vertical

shift vlas not taken into account, a somewhat larger value

or Au(Joox calrlmole) was obtained 37t 3e:42'

In crystalline polymers, there are different molecular

mechanisms (chapter J) with different temperature
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<|epenctences. The two main ones ci-r-n Lre attributed to Lln-

co.orclinated rnotio:ns within 'bhe crystal lattice, and to

viscous flow of al.norpho'tls regi-ions betvreen crystal

Ianrellae. Each mechanisr.tr is characterizeci by an aT-. the

temperature-depencence of which fol.lows cJ-osely the

Arrhenius for:nr equation (f9), wrth a d.-i-fferent value cf

5n 2"-:23:46-56 There is no agii'eemenl about how to use

tlre vertical shrft b, for c:rystalline polymers r4522t46t4?.

AL ternperatLllies where crys*-allipitf is expected to change

rapidly, some authors 14 t 46 calcul.ated the vertical shift

in terms of crystallinity and anisotropy (draw ratio),

others 23t 4e, determined it empiricaliy' rn most cases:

expecially at tenrperatures where crystallinity is

expected to remain unchanged, i:he vertical- shift was

ignored 22'

PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF vrscoEr,ASTIC RESPON€E-

GE}trERAL

Polymers are often subject to tentperatures other than

ambient and to hydrostatic pressure as in forming and-

moulding processes. Experinentally, the effects of

temperaLure and pressure have been found to be equivalent

for many viscoelastic materials 5z - 63 . Storage bulk

compliance, for examPle, of poly (vinyl acetatefg

measured at different confining pressures when plotted

against logor, were similar in strape. Pressure super-

position was applicable in this case, and the pressure

shift factor an used was derived from kirown theories63t 64

An appropriate vertical shift was also used to correct



for the pressut:e <lependence of the limitj ng moduli at

both low and high frequenc'iesou . At this stage of'

knorvl.edge, Lhe mea.ning of the vertj.cal shift clearly

requires further theore'Lj.cal, and experimental clab i-

fication. so far there appears to have been only one

instarrce6s vrhere it was positively applied. The shift

factor a'r however, has been cletermined fairly accurately

for several polymers both amorl>trorrs and erystall-ine 57-42'

The tv,ro equati<.rns ascribed to apr rvhich hold promise for

wide application, are the $iLF equaLion for pressure

derived from the free-volurne theory and the Bueche

equation derived frcm the theory of rate processes.

r.5.2

If the free volume treatment is extendecl

the effects of hydrosiatic pressure P, a

for the horizontai shift factora(r, p) is
(e/2.7o7 ro)t - 0r (r - ro) +

Logf a(r, e) = for-%(r-ro)-Dg

to allow for
new expression

derived63s64.

Fr (p - Po) l
( zo)(p-p \'ot

where a(r, P) is the shj.ft
P, To and Po are reference

often taken as unitY, fo is
To and Po, and crg and' fo are

and compressibilitY of the

respectively.

factor for data and T and'

temperatu-re and Pressure, B is
the fractional free volume at
thermal exPansion coefficient

fractional free volume f

When only P changes anci T remains constant at To:
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(s/;t.1O1 f o) ( r' -- Pc,)
(zr)l,og ap

- rS;- 6-P;l-
equation ( Zf ) , the wLF equation for pres'$ure, has been

applied successfully fcr: the p::essure dependence of

viscosities of several liquids6s , an4 6f dynamic-bulk

properties of poly (vinyl acetate) 63 Recently Zosel

(f964)uo measure<l s'tress-relaxat-ion mod'irlus of poly

(vinyl chlorice) at 6 different pressures up to I I(J>ar''

His values of a-p f.ilowed equation (af ) and gave expected'

values of fs and Pg .

t.5.1 SHIFT F,ACTOR a- AltD THE BUECLIE--EQUAIPION--D

Equation (Zf) cannot be expected to apply widel-y for t'wo

main reasons. First, the free-volurne theory was derived

from knovrn betraviour of glass for.mi'g liquids 32. While

it may be surtable fcr amorphous in the rubbery state, it

cannot be expecterl to describe the behaviour of glassy

and crystalline polymers. Second, unlike crl which is

essentially constant, Pf is a decreasing function of

pressure which has heen observed for many conmon poly-

mers 66'7 I .

Bueche 3a worked out the effect of pressure in decreasing

the number of holes in excess of the activation volume

AV, available for molecular jumping in rate processe ""'
and derived an alternative expression for ao: '

Los'p = (#l*") (e-eo) (zz)
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Sa.ito73 and OrF.eil1y''n inve=t:Lqated the clielectric

relaxation and el.ect.rical. conductron'of several amorphous

polymers and one cryst-allj-ne polymer, and founcl tirat

equation (22) v.ras followed closeiy by aI1. The acti-

vation rrolume AV was measured for all pol.ymers

irrvesti.gatecl. It exceeded the vclume af a mononer unit

in each case and is therefore qrrite reasonable'

An expression sirnilar to equation (ZZ) was also used

successfully by McC<.rrrni.ck and Ruoff tO clescribe the

mechanism of cl:eep in alumjniumtn-

On Lhe other hand, it has been mentioned earlier that at

high pressures fo cfecreases r:apid1y. An expression

for log an a.!-ternative to eguation ( er) can be derived

if fo is replaced by a pressure.-dependent term. This

was first used, in OrReilly?s inrresti.gation of poly

(viny1 acetatefa and a linear expression was derived

for log -p :

rosap = fe#"r-) (P-Po) (zra)

where n is an empirj.cal constant relaLed to the internal

pressure. Equation (Z-Z) and. equation (Zfa) are identical

except for the constants. The fomer ls derived from the

theory of activated rate-processes whereas the latter

comes from the free-volume theory.
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The Strtrcture of Po1yethlrlene

TNTRODUCTTOT'il

Polyethylene is made by polynrerizatioi't of ethylene

essentially to (Cru CHr t of various rnolecular weights

(average 20rOOC 5Cr,0OO). There are three processest5. The

first calls fol very high pressrlre"(EXbar) using free-

radical cata-l.ysts. It was first carried out in 19]8 by

Irnperial Chemical InrLustr:ies Limi.ted.. The polyethylette

contains manlr branches per nolecule, is partially crystaI-

Iine, and has low density (0.9f - 0.94 g,/"* t ) and melting

point 785" x. It is referred to as high-pressure poly-

ethylene, or low-density polyethylene (f-Opn). The second

process involves relatively low pressures usi-ng heter-

ogeneous catalysts of transition-metal compounds. These

polyethylenes, produced indepenclently by the Phillips

and the Standard-Oi1 processes, are of higher crystallinityr
density (.gS - .98 g/cm=) and melting point (408" x) . rhev

are referred to a{.r high-density, or linear polyethylene

(nOpn). The third process, like the second, operates at

low pressures but uses organometal catalysts and was due

to Ziegler. Polyethylenes of both low and high densities

can be made by the Ziegler catalyst system. Molecular

weight, molecular-weight distribution, degree of branching

and crystallinity can all be controlled.
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Early investi.EaLorJ€j4a found 'bhat x-ray cliffraction
patterns of poJ.yethyiene showed broad but distinct
crrystal-like Bragg reflections superimposed on a back-

.ground of diffuse J-iquid-Iike scattering. This led to

the fr5-nged-rnice'l le model for hulk polyethylene 76-7e

According to this view, the long polymer chains are tangled

in the soli-d sta.i:e" rn regi6n" r+{:ere a few chains come

together j.n approximately parall.e)- orientatiol, a crystal-
lite or micelle is belie"ed formed.. ,Sinc_eothe cbserved

crystalline regions rareiy exceed JOox.10 m compared

with about 1rlo0x 10-tc* for a bulk molecul"", it is

observed that a single polyethylene molecule may pass

in and out of a number of crystalline and amorphous.

regions. The crystalline regions rvill consist of more or

less aligned segments of polymer chains. Tf for any

reasotl alignment is not possible in a given 'Iocation, an

amorphous region will result ( tigure f-) . Exami nation of

[.iggre 'L The fringed-micelle model of Polyethylene
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suitably prepared thin films of polyeLhyiene j.n the

polarizing microscope betv.,een crossed polarizer anc

analyserTs:8o also showed the exisl:ence of birefringent

regions. This phenomenon j-s typical of s;pherulitic

aggregations of crystals: a spherulite consists of a

large number of crystal-s radiating from a point. BunnTe

found, tlowe\rer, thai. the C - C axis of the crystals ( Ufre

rdrolecular axis) lay consistently perpendS-cu1ar to the

radii of the sptrerulj-te. The existence of spheruli-tes,

and the observation that the ali.gned molecule chains are

perpend.icular to the radii have not been vrell explained

by 'the fri.nged-micelle model.

In recent years the fringed-rnicelle concept has been

replaced by a ctrain-folcling mod.el invclving lamellae.
.Ihere is a considerable anrount of evi-dence for the exist-

ence of lamellae in bulk polynrers, Ttris evidence has

been obtained from various sources including low-angJ-e

X=rdy diffractionao , examination of replicas of fracture

surfacesal, study of the internal structure of splierulitese2.'

digestion of samples with fuming nitric acid83184' and the

preparation of very thin sections for electron microscoPeaoreu

The relatively thin singl-e-crystal lamel-lae with a thickness

between IOO and 200 x 1O m, directly observed in the

electron microscope or investigated. by means of small-

angle x-ray scattering are found. to contain fold'ed chains

perpendicular to the lamella surface ( figure 2) . The two

lateral dimensions of lamellae may be many hundred or

thousand times larger than the thickness8o. On the mole-

cular scale the vrhole crystalline structure is made up of
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(cr:r) groups are in the "trang" confornrat-ion86' on a

Iarger scale the lamelLae are organized i.nto a super-

strugture in which there is a correlation of orientacj-on

of the lamellae over large regfons of space (ttre

sphenrlites) " 
'These sphe4rlites ( eigure 4) are usr-ra1ly

large enough to be seen upder an optical microscope and'

FicruEe S A polyethylene spherulite

so constiLute the srna-llest units of polyethylene! that
are visible. IdeaIIy spherulites ought to be spherical

in ,shape but they may actually be malformed and' may

appear as rods, sheaves etc 47. Factors affecting the

size of spherulites in polyethylene are chain branihingt

crosslinking, thermal treatment, and meciranical working 7e.

The considerable width of Bragg reflectj-ons observed by

BunnTt is a consequence of the small thickness of the

crystal 1amellae. The amorphous contribution tb the

X-ray diffraction pattern comes from lattice defects which

account for the substantial amorphous portion st'ill to be

found even in polyethylenesingle crystalsaa. These

lattice d.efects are chain folds at the main faces, lattice

vacancies, i-nterstitials, .na in the extreme, a true

more or less ideal amorphous phase on the surface of the
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crystal. The chaj.n folds may have either adjacent' re-
entry or be arranged as on a switch board (figure 5),
The chain :nd may also protrud-e out, of the chain-f,olding

fig!Ig-:. Chain f olds in polyethylenc

su-rface so that it remains sornewhere on t-?re surface

outside the crystal lattice, and hence contributes to
the amorphous phase, or it may be located within the

crystal. In the latter case a point or a row of
lattice vacancies is created. Interstitials may be

Pechhold t s €e "kirrkentr or Reneker-type so defects. The

regu'lar folds with adjacent re-entr? are much more

deirsely packed. and can also be regarded as interstitialsas.
In low-d,ensity polyethylene, the location of the J-argrer

part of the amorphous component is on the two fold-
bearing surfaces trsandwiching" the crysta1 lamel-Ia.

These amorphous surface layers contain randomly-

distributed non-crystallizable. chains, methyl branches,

chain ends, and switch-board loops

2-\ ,.-l,,A t
f,! ii/-.n1t-{, \ 7

SWITCHBOABD



2,' DBGREE OP CRYSTAL,LTT\iITY

The averag'ri speci fic volume, specific heat and specific
e.:athalpy of a semi-crystalline material- are not. thermo-

dynamic quantities bercause they are not uniquely

dependent on temperature and pressure. In fact, they

represent the extent to which the polymer has crystallLze=.
It i.s clear t'f,a! many other physical properties ( includir-:
viscoelastic properties) are also related to the morpholql-

of Lhe rnaLerial. The degree of crystallinity, the

fraction of the volume occupied by c4zslalrine domains ii:
a bulk pol!'rner, is therefore an important parameter in
viscoelastic studies.

In this section methods of determination of the degree of

crystallinity using specific-volune, specific-enthalpy,
specific-heat, infra-red, nuclear-magnetic-resonance, ani

x-ray measurements are summarized. Kavesh and SchUItzeI

have recently QgAg) written a review

rf pi is a particular iltensive property of the polymer

and Ft" and Fi. are the I'partial molartr properties

of the crystalline and amorphous components, in the same

state of order as ttrat existing in the bulk pol1mer, then:

Pi = a Fi. + (r - o) Fi, (z>)

where d is the degree of crystallinity and c and a

stand for crystalline and amorphous phases respectively.
This sLatement is rigorous by tlle d'efinition of the

partial properties, and must yield the same degree of

crystallinity O for each partial property measured.



An aprparenL d,eg:ree of ergs€all-initli' has also been define-d

on L-he basie that' the eoLid is e'onposed of an ideal
p..erfe'cfly.ordered crystalline p-fiase and irn id,eal dis-
ordered arnorphous phase the prcperties (pe"P and

( f # of whietr a.re addi.tive s

Pr + (r-or) (p%li

If, a Substalrice i"e eorfi$losed of non-ideal Bl'rases, the value

of 6a w111, ,i-n, general, b.e, dlfferent fo,r each properLy

measured.

Equation ( 25) and.

ment of degree of
various in,tensive
Specifis Vgl;uEe V

s
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( a+)

lta'.re c*een used for rneasrlre-

of polyethltle'ne using
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r+,trere €)," ahd 61. are the ma.ss-extinction coefficients

at radiation wav€lengths, characteristlb of molecuiar-

vibratiorr modes in the crys'Lalline and amorphous sLates

respectively, and €).c and €),.a are the mass extincLion

coefficients of the lrutk polymer at the same characteristic

wavelengths s2'e3 
.

I{uclear Maqnet-ic Resonance

The I'{MR meLhocl "a det"tmines the magnetic absorption of a

poll.mer sanp'le as a function of rilagnetic-field strerrgth'

An absorption band is found, t?re profile of which can be

resolved into broad ancl narro$t components. Ttreories

ind,icate that the narrow compon€Irt arises. from a mobile

fraction whictr is id.entified. with amorphous portion. Ttre

broad comPonent is identified wittr restricted mobility of

crystalline regions. The \MR apparent ONMR is defined' as

o 
NMR

1 -4NMn

Area of broad comPonent (ff)= Area of narrov/ comPonent \/-'

X-.Iiav Scatteri-nq

An x-ray diffraction scan is used to produce a plot of

scattered x-ray .;-ntensity versus scattering angle ' A

diffraction scan of a crystalline polymer sttows Bragg

crystalline reflections and also one or more very broad

liquid-like peakses'ec. If I" and T. are the areas

under crystalline peaks and amorphous peaks respectively,

two x-ray apparent deg:rees of crystallinity have been

defined as follows:
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Ql

J -O "

r"
= rc+ra

I â= (rJ
o melt

(>z)

/ zz\

InrrestiEatior:s employing equati-ons (251 to (fO) are listed
in table l. The o::igi.nal f ringed-micelle model assumed

two ideal phases: sub-microscopica.I bundled-chain crystals
erdceddecl in an amorphous matrix. This model ideally
represented the crystallization in h5-9h1y stretched rubber..

but failed to explain the presence of spherulites and

lamell-ar single crystals in polyethylene (section 2.2).
Ttre folded-chain model of the lantellae postulated that
there was nO amorphous phase, and the x-ray observations

which might be attributed to discrete amorphous phase

were in fact caused by disorders within the lameIl-aee7.

Mandelketn"* produced evidence to contradict this. Recent

developments have brougtrt both models closer togettrer: a

two-phase strueture must exist, but it is non-ideal.
Random lattice defects, chain folds, non-crystallizable
components establish a discontinuity in both the crystals
and the amorphous regionsao'er'se. on this basis, all 0 ts

experimentally determined by equations (a5) to (fO) were

values of the apparent degree of crystallinity Ol . No

authors evef tried different methods on the same material.
Their materials were often not characterized in other

ways and their methods of estimating phase properties

d.iffered widely (taUte 1) . Thus ttre comparison of their
values of 0r is not meaningful.
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motion rattler Lhan ttre degree of rnaterlal oriderinE i"n
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Ilelaxa'bions in PolYethYl-ene

1.I INTROI]UCTIOI'{

It is now universally recognizecl that the general physical

properl-ies of a pol1.rner depend on the val-ue of lhe tesl:

temperature in relation to the melting points (T*) the

glass transition (tn) ancl other second-order transitions
which are prominent in crystalline polymers. The I'iter-

ature on the subject of relaxat.ions in polymers in gerreral--'

and in. polyethylene and other crystall-ine pollaners in
particularr is very extensive. Early thermal--expansion

and specific-heat measurements of polyisobutyle,." 12er l30

revea.led a gl-ass trar:sition in this material. Similar

results for Hevea rubber13lrls2 located both Tn, and T*.

The locati-ng of various transitions in crystalline poly-

mers has nOt been as easy. Early measurements based On

thennal expansion 133"134 thermal conductivity 135, specific

energiest"u uso"I1y did not show discontinuities. The

complexity of various transitions in crystalline pol)rners

has been recognised only recently. The main factors

responsible are:

( i) present use of high-frequency testing methods in

contrast to equilibrium specific volume and specific
energy data,

(ii; availability of more sensitive techniques such as

as used in dynamic mechanical, dynamic electrical
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and optical neasureinen'ts 2

( jji) the development of rruclear-ntagnetic-rescnance and

dielectric instr-r-rments to protre specific types of

molecular inotions, and'

( irr) the use of refined cryogenic techniques to provide

a vlider range of tentPerature.

A relaxaLion is rrow usua.l-ly determined- by a peak irr the

pJ-Ot versus temperature of tan d,, Gtt, .Ttt or;occasiOnall-ir,

E'r. There have been corrflicting arguments in favour of

one of these parameters against another. schmieder and

wolf rs7, and willbourn 1"8 believed the magnitude of a

relaxation \^tas properly nreasured only by the loss tangen-u

tan d. Tan d was also employed by Other wOrkers53:l10:13=']++.

There is, hOWever, a considerable body of opinion which

refutes this contention5ut4s-r51' Thc view cf the

majority of these authors is that the most reliable

pararmeters is ttre lOss modulus in shear Grt. In some case-<,

both G" and the loss compliance in shear Jrt were used but

not tan d.

The argument in favour of Grr ad.vanced by Takalzanagit=t

was based on a two-phase model for polyethylene and a

constant-strain hypothesis. This view-point has been

accepted by a number of workers but is, however, conside=ed

only as intui-tive. It has recently been proved incorrect

for polychlorotrif luoroethylene (pcrru) lau'

l'lany workers have lately returned to the use of tan 6 '

Tn 1969 Gray and McCrum 1t' supported its use basing their
argiument on the logarithmic law of mixing of ntechanical



response.

At this stage of knowledgg as far as the iocating of the

relaxations iir polyethylene is concerneC, tlte difference
between tan 6 and G" appears to be only one of degree

but not of kind. The merits of tan 6 against Grr only

become clear when the molecular and mecharrical inecha.n-

isms of each rel-axation process are well undersl-ood.

Polyethylene exiribits several relaxatiotrs which have

been labellecl 1', 9, ci and at it: crder of increasing
temperature from 120 to 4OO 

ox. The 7, p, ,f, relaxations
appear in low-density polyethylene (f,npn), and the J, o

and gt in h5-gh-density polyethylene (nopn) . rvo F tran-
sition is observed J-n HDPE, and no Clr transitiotr is found

in LDPE. The locaticn of these relaxa.tions on the temp-

erature scale will cbviously depend on the time or

frequency of measuremen't, but usually Lhe curve of tan 6

versus temperature appears as shown in figure 6

Despite reports of some weaker relaxations in the vicinity

of ^yr53-lss ancl of oI53'156 , their existence is uncertain.
Below 75oR Crissman, Sauer and woodward 1a* found poly-
ethylene had Iittle nolecular activity. In fact, tan 6

was extremely small in magnitude, and approached values

observed in metals. On ttre other hand, although some

workers llorrse:157 associated the high temperature relax-
ations with the onset of melting of the cr1'stalsr the

actual melting temperature of polyethylene is some 50"x

above the reported ct, and ct,f relaxatj-ons. The resu.l-tant

breakdown of ttre material at melting makes location of
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the meLting point by mdchanical means difficuLt. The

following review which is in ctrronologi.cal order, will

cover the 1, 9, 'a and g| relaxations but will omit the

melting and crystallization mechanis.ms, Alt theories

on polyehtylene relil(ations reviewed herein are correlated

in a sunmary at the end of the chapter where each relax-

ation, including the glass transition will be discussed'

separately.

REVIEW OF EXISTING . WORK
.,

Schmieder and WoIf (tgSil I37 were the first to measure

7.2



logarifhmic rlecrement"x in free cscillations anC dynantic

storage moclulus in LDPE, Sctrmeider and Vfolf investigateC

the properties of the higl-r-temperature loss peaks (p, a

and *r) as a function of chiorine content in chlorinated

samples. The effect of cl'rlorine atoms vras to l-ower the

density and the degree of crystallinity of the material.

These authors related ttre cr, relaxations directly to the

crystailinitlr of ttre sample. The p and cl,t relaxatj.ons

appeared in their results but were not clj.scussecl.

A gra-ph of mechanical loss of LDPE versus temperature by

Oakes and Rcbinson \I954)tut showed various peaks: at

l5oox (^y), 28oox (P) and J2Bor (,r); at )H1, 150 and' 19

Hz respectively. oakes and Robinson aiso observed

etecrrical-Ioss peaks at l9Jox (f ), 29OoX (F) and, 175ox

(o); at l.lrooo Hz. The temperature difference between

the two measurements for each relaxation is consistent with

a frequency shift (for Y, from )2.[ Eo 1]-,000 1g.z)' The

authors attributed. ttre 1 relaxatiou to the flexibility of

a limited number of (Cti"; main-chain segments. They

x The logarithmic decrentente is a measure of the loss tan-
gent tan 6 . The loss tangent, tan 6 = G",/Gt = Jtt/'J t is
the ratio of the energy lost to the energy stored in a

cyclic d.eforma..i:j-on. There are several ways of expressing
the loss tangent in terms of other directly measured.
quantiti€s2, provided it is not too large. In forced
oscillations the amplitude will be a maximum at the res-
onance frequenclr fo. If Af is the change in frequency
between the two points oil the resonance curve where the
amplitude is I/f 2 of its maximum value, then the loss tan-
gent = M/to. Lf /fo is alternatively called.mechanica_I damping or
internal friction e 

-I lse . In free oscillations l3t, the
gradual d.ecay of amplitude of vibration with time provides
another method of measurement of the loss tangent: the
natural logarithm of the ratio of successivg^3mpl-itudes
which is callecl the logarithmic decrement S)f ='orA" is equal
to n tan 6.
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computecl an activa-t.ion energ'y of 6 1] K cal/r.role for

this relaxation. The F relaxation rei-ealed several

peaks in dynamic measureinentsr wJlereas only one F peak

was observed for elecl-rical lOss ( in ttte former caset

the frequency of measurement chaggecl with tempera'bure) '

They associated the I relaxatirrn with side-chain

act'ivity' rts activation energy was calcurated to be

to 55 y,cal/mo3.e. The absence of this transi-tion noted

by the authors for straighL-chain polymethylene is con-

sisteut wittr their inference. The o relaxation (+O

6O X cal/mole) was thought to inCicate the large-scale

mobility of the pol1'mer chains whi'ch, according to t'he

autlrors, v,ras enhanced by the onset of melting of cystal-

line regions.

The effect of chain branching on the d-lznamic mechanical

Ioss of polyethylene in the range of 8Oo to IBOoK was

investigated by K1ine, Sauer and Woodvrard' (tgS6) lrc

using a mechanical resonance apparatus rse which drove

rod-like specimens in the transverse modes. The results

f,or two types of LDPE having 7'2 anc l-'6 branches per

lOO carbon atonrs, and for one type of HDPE having less

than one branch per 1OO carbon atoms were compared and

discussed. The 0, F and'y reiaxations were all affected

to some extent by branching. The q relaxation starting

near 755"K was shifted to higher temperatures with re-

duced branctring in analogry to the similar shift of melting

temperature with increased degree of crystallinity.

According to the authors the cr, peak was probably caused

by movements of large sections of the main chains in the

crystalline regions which became possible as ttre crystal-
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li.tesbegantornel.t.Ttrisisinagreementwithsctr'niede:
and WoIf 137 and witir o'rlces ancl F'obj-nsonlut' Ttre F rela-x-

ation near ?€-tiaK, on the other hancl, decreased with re-

d.ucedbranching;and.forthellDPErwhichhadnegligible
branching, it was entirely absent' This indicated' a

direct relation between the nunrlcer of branch points and

the size and strape of this peak' Again the B relaxation

seemedLoarisefromp<;lylnersegmentscontainingbranch
points. The maximum number of carbon atoms cooperatitlg

in this motion was calcrrlated tO be about IJ per branch

point. Furl:hermore, the increased erystailinity accomp=::-

ying the decrease in branching would' hinder the motion cf

the remaining branch chains in the amorphous regions as

expected.. The ? relaxation near t6'"K appeared sharpe=

andshiftedslightlytolrighertemperatureswithreducec
branclring.Theauthorsassociated'i.he^/relaxationwicl
segmental motions in amorphous regions ' They noted tha:-'

sinceHDPEstillshowedamarked'ytransitiona'ndits
peak was not a function of branching' this cooperative

movement of the segments should' take place in the main

amorphousc}rainsaswellaSinshortside-branches.
Branch points would not be expected to enter in this

motion. secondly, as the crystallinity in polyethylena

was lowered by increasing the number of side branches"

not only the number but the size of ttre amorphous regio:s

increasedbecauseoftheincreasedprobabiJ.ityoftwo
branchpointsoecurringnearoneanother.Thedistribu:ion
of relaxation times associated with the oscillations o;

the chain segments thus became narrower. A narro\^ling 03

the distribution of relaxation times with reduced crysral- 
. -^

linity was indeed observed for several cystalline pol1=ers ---'
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crystalline pclyprbpylene cont.aj-ning ai methyl branch. on

every other ca::l>on atcrnt was fcuudl'34 to exhibit no

discernible clisper.sioi: i.n the 7 ra!1ge of l.6O to l70oX

althougtr a sharp fl peak and an ci relaxation were

apparent. These results were used J:y the authors to

support the content.ior.r that ^y was clue to segmental motion

of main chain and of side branc'hes but not of branch

points. The frequent occurenee of branches and the

shortness of branches hindered th.is notion'

The velocity of sound in several polyethylenes of ''rarious

degrees of crystallinity and of different degrees of

rad.iation-induced crosslinking was measured as a function

of temperature by Baccar:edda and Butta (l956lut The F

relaxation was observed in the ur:-crosslinked low-density,

ancl the crosslinP,ed high-density polyethvlenes, but was

absent from the un-crosslinked high-density polyethylene.

The temperature of ttris transit.ion rose with increased

crosslinking suggesting increased hindrance by excessive

crosslinks. For crystalline and 1i9ht1y crosslinl"ed

polyethylene, the authors noted a cross-over of the

velocity curves at the F transition. They attributed

this behaviour to the ttglass t::ansitionrr nature of F,

resulting in stronger inter-molecular forces in the

amorphous regions below the F transition, particularly j-n

polyethylenes of low crystallinity'

Rempel et al (fgfZ) 162 found in an IdMR investigation

that potyethylene exhibited two {:ypes of line, one

narrow and one broad. The broad component was ascribed

to the crystalline phase and the narrow one to the aml-



orphous phase. They obserrred a variation of l-i.ne wiclth

of the two components r.rith ternperature and sug'gested that

the ^y and the P relaxations were amorphous iu nature

whereas the a relaxation occured in the crystalline
regions. Accord.ing to the authors the ^y relaxation in

the vicinity of l7OoX involved the onset of rotation of

linear segirnents of Lhe amorphous porl'n'er chain ' the F

relaxation (Z>8 273"X) appeared to be due to branch-

point rnotion whereas the o relaxation (r13" 771"x) h'as

indicative of observable motiorrs of the chain segment-s

rvithin the lamellae.

The effects on mechanical damping and resonance frequency

of crosslirrkilg polyethylene by means of exposure to high-

energy imadiation has been investigated over a temperatttre

rangie from BOo to 55OoK by Deeley, K1ine, Sauer and Wood-

ward (f958) tu". Using irradiation doses which resulted in

crosslinhing of 4f, or greater, in materials traving crystal-

iinity ot 55i- to Cfr, they observed the height and position

of the loss peaks ^l t F and cr . The a relaxation was

attributed to the movements of large sections of the poly-

mer chain as they started t.o melt with risigg temperature.

This interpretation seems reasonable,since a reduction in

crystallinity with i.ncreased dose dicl^the o peak. The

area under the peak also approachecl zero at zero crystal-

linity. The authors found that the F peak was closely

connected with tn" ;1l",,1;Str ;fl,}t"""hes, and thousht it
arose from the st-.;rrtaof amorphous-chain segiments containing

branch points. When the number of crosslinks was small-

their presence contributed to this motion. conversely
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when this number was i.ncreased this peall shifLed to higher

ternperaEures, aird. it.s height d.ecreased because of re-

straints irnposed by neighhouring crosslinks. Also ttre F

relaxation was thought to occtir entirely in amorphous

regions because it was still present in irradiateC poly-

ethylenes of essentially zero crystallinity. The ^/ peak

initiall.y showed an increase in height and area with
increasing dose. At larger doses which make the material
essentially amorphous the height decreased ancl shift'ed to

high temperature. The a.uthors suggested two competing

effectsl at small doses the segimental motion of sj-de

branches and of the main chain which brought about the

^y relaxation was enhanced by the presence of crosslinks.
At larg'er doses horvever, this motion was subsequen.tly

hindered by excessive crosslinlcs.

willbourn (f958) t=u likened the ? relaxation in poly-
ethylene tcl the Iow-temperature relaxations found in
poly (n-propyl methacrylate) and poly (n-buty1 methacry-

late). The three polymers had one feature in common:

the (CHr) chains. They appeared in the methacrylates as

side groups consisting of three or more carbon atoms and.

were responsible for the l-25"x which did not appear in
other acrylic polymers. This evidence suggested that the

(ctt ) chain acquired. mobility in the low-temperature

region. In polyethylene this involved three or four
carbon atoms of the chain backbone which was in amorphous

state. willbourn also suggested that if the glass

temperature was defined as that at which the main polymer

chain acquired. large-scale mobility, the ? relaxation in
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!:olyethiz'lene was indeecl a <{lass transition. Willbourn
associated the fJ transit.-ion with branching', i1lor:e specific-
aIly rlrith mot-ions involving branch points, noc wiLh

crystal'linity. This conclusion lvas supported by the fact
that both HDPB and polynethylene did not exhibit the F

trarrsition. The former was more crystalline (eOfi than

the latLer 6lf), but both were highly linear. Further
tests by Willbourn]3a .:n forrr branched polymethylenes
(.6, B, f O, 140 chains per i ,000 carbon atoms) confirmed
that increased branch-irrg errhanced the F re-l-axation. An

extreme case of a. methyl-branched polyrnethylene was

polypropylene 'lrhich had a (ctir) branch in everry second

carbon atom. The F relaxation in this polymer occurecl

near 27f K and the 7 transition disappeared completely.

Dannis (r9591u" , in his thermar-expansion measurements

of three polyethylenes from 77 to 27)"K, attempted to
Iocate the 1 relaxation which he called the glass tran-
sition. The results vrere presented as galvanometer

read.ing (proportional to specimen linear expansion)

against temperature. LDPE showed a linear expansion

with a break in the expansion-temperature curve at about

14Sx. HDPE similarly showed a change in slope at 1!1ox.

Several arnorphous polymers were also investigated. In
each a stronger glass transition was observed. By

contrast, the expansion curves for ttre polyethylenes were

gradual throughout the temperature range, and the ? relax-
ation was not easily located. Whether this rel-axation is
a glass transition characteristic of an amorphous or
partly amorphous polymer was certainly not resolved in
these experiments. trurther length-temperatur€ il€dsur€-
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Inents on LDPE were rnace hy zakin, sirnha a.ncl .Eersl:ey
(t96b)164, A least-$gLrar:e d.iffe.reirt-iaI proceCure based
on moving arcs was a5;irJ-ied to yield t1're coefficient of
linear the::ma-t- expansi on dj.rectly as a function of
temperature. The linear-voltage differential_ transfonner
(r,vor) technique they used cor-rIcr. detect transitions in
r'rhich the ch.ange in linear the::mal ex1:ansion was less
than IO-s/tK . For LDPE the r:esuLts vrere suggest-ive of
three transjtions: T (r4f x), F ancl. o. (237o zT)"x).
The authors notecl the persi-stence of a double hump in
several samples in the 271" ZT)"x region, strongly
indicative of both P and q, occurring in this range.

Dlielsen (1950)]ot copolyme rLzcd. polyethylene with acetate
branch groups, and was able to cletermine the size of the
cl:)zstallites of the copolymer and its effect on relaxation
peaks. Tnis in..zestigation showed the cl relaxation to be
rerated not only to -uhe dgree of crystallinity, but also
to the rength of the crystallites. Heat treatrnents
resulting in different crystallite sizes and deg:rees of
crystallinity shifted the temperature and the height of
this peak. The author noted that the g transition was

enhanced by methyl or ctrlorine branch points and also try

acetate branch points. Thus armost any non-crystallizable
group which broke up the uniformity of the polyethylene
chain exhibited this relaxation.

Takayanagi and Aramaki (f960)1"u measured the thermal
expansion of polyethylene crystallites by an x-ray
diffraction method and the temperatured.ependence of E r

and Err on the same specirnens. They found a close relation
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between the resu]-ts of the two neasurements. Their observei'
an abrupt change j-n dimensi.ons of ttre po-lye Lhylene unit-
ce1l (figure J) at abcut 14j"K in LDeE ana 761ox in HDpFr.

'Ihese temperatures co.incided vriti'r those of the o, peaks.
Thus the mechani-sm of the a transition was ascribed to
the abrupt change in volurne, and probably in thennal
expansi.on coefficient of the crystalline regiions, in
analogy with the gJ.ass transition in arnorphous polyillers
characterized ty a similar change in r-herrnai expausion in
amorphous reg.i-ons. The authors also noted that 14')"x and

16t"K were well below the melting points of LDPE ano HDtrE..

and hence that the cr rel-axation was not due to melting of
crystal-line reg'ions .

Reding, Faucher and whiteman (rg62)rez investigated several
ethylene copol1'mers. Tliey found that on-t,y a small amount

of ethylene needed to be incorporated into eiilrer vinyl
acetate or .rinyl chloride to accentuate the .y transition
at 1J.18oK. T\uo conclusions were drawn: first, the 7 relax-
ation involved the rnotion of the (Ctt=) grcups in either
the chain backbone or side chains; second, this mot-ion
was short range in nature, involving only three or five (cF='

groulx quite independent of the structure of the rest of
the chain. The authors also observed. that the temperature
of the F relaxation was always about Z4Bor for many

branched copolymers. This supported the previous inference
that F was also localize4r ro and accord.ing to the authors -_i.e

governing motion involved the branch point and neighbouri::g
units of probably only one or two carbon atoms. When the
number of comonomer branches was high the motion of the
neighbouring carbon atoms were restricted by either
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steric hinclrance or- polar forces of crowding- side groups,

and the ma.gnitude of the B relaxation vras reduced.

Schatzki (t962, 1966\lr'68,l6e suggested^ a specific mole-

cular rnechanism for the ^y transition in HDPE. Sirtce

side groups and end groups \'rere virtually absent in
linear polyethylene the transit:ton seemed to involve
some mot:-on of a snall -internal section of the chain

backbone while attached chain secti-ons on either.' sid.e

remained frozen: an arnorp.l:ous transition. Acccrding to
the author the transition corresporrded to the start of
hindered rotation of groups of four (cg=) on either sid.e

of a frozen collinear c - c bond like the motion of a

crankstraft. The constancy of ttre transition temperature

regar:dless of co-polymer reported by Reding et aI 167 was

attributed by the author to the ste::ic hindrance about-

the collinear bonds rather than segmental- fr-'ict.'i-on.

The author also predicted an Arrhenius frequency-

dependence of the loss-peak temperature with an activat-
ion energy of about 6 x cal/mole.

Moore and Matsuoka (1967)"o interpreted the I and a

relaxations in polyethylene in terms of mechanisms

involving lamellae and spherulite. Their Ioss modulus

measurements at various temperatures coupled with
morphological stuclies (lV light scattering) of spheru-

lite deformation indicated. that the F transition
involved motion of both crystalline and amorphous

regions coupled in series. This contradicts the common

belief that the F relaxation is due to motions involving
branch points. The a relaxation in turn was associated
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with a primary trarrsitiotr 166 within the crysta.J line
lan,ellae. The authors arguecl that if thc size of the

crystal unit cell- (cliaracterized by crystalloqiraphic

d.imension as in f igure ( l) ) was plotted agairrst temp-

erature, it exhibited a transition at a tem.perature

comparable with the q, transition. These as$ertiQns

relie<L ]argely on the validity of a mechanrcal rnodel

of Takayanagi l'66 that the polymet: consisted of pa::ai.J-el

arrangements of

i) spherulites i.n a continuous matri.x, and

ii) amorphous regions coupled. rvith crystall-i-tes in

series.

The fomer was responsible for the high-temperature o

relaxation and the latter for the F transition'

Andrews and Hammack (196r)L7ist72 proposed yet another

mechanism for the o peak: the looscning of some

specific type of so-l-iC-state bond.ing. In polyethylene

the type of bondirrg involved was van de waals between

two adjacent c - c chains. This bond., to quote the

authors, '5-s permanent and rigid and will a1low no inira-
molecular rotaLion, but since it is highly localized and

weak it will loosen at a relatively 1ow temperaturerr.

Yamada and Stein GgA5)tno measured the variation of Er,

tan 6, ttre dynamic strain-optical coefficient Kt, and

the optical J-oss tangent tan o as functions of temp-

erature between 2Jf and )))oK at one EIz . The cr

relaxation was indicated by peaks of tan 6, Kr and tan o
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in the ranrJe oi J2Oo- 1t7"K and )5{r" )T)"x for LDPE

a.nrl HDPE respecti.vel1". The relaxai-ion vJas inberpret:ed

in terms of differ ing contribr:1.:ions hy the pl:ocesses

of

i) spherulite or superst.lrcture defor:rnation which

occured at low temperatures or at short times

when str:ess was transmj-tted thr:ough inter-connecteC

crystalline regions by means of spherulite distortion,
lamel-la tilting, stret.ching and' twisting.

ii) delayecL crystal reorienta.tion with the deformed

structure which vras <lominant at intermediate
temperatures wtrere crystals corrld not achieve ttreir
ultimate elongation during the time of vibration so

that their orientation increased with time.

iii) relaxation of crystal orient-ation vrhich progressed

at high temperatures by the melting of the crystals
embedded in an amorptrous matrix ttre viscosity of
which decreased with increasi-ng temperature.

For LDpE ( ii) an6 ( ii:-) were the principle contributions,
while for HDPE (i) became important at lower temperatures.

Tllers Gg14)t=t suggested that both the o and the ^y

relaxations involved at least trpo processes. Weaker

secondary lOss peaks were observed as shoulders on a

tan 6 T p1ot, one being on the low-temperature side of

the y peak, and a second one on the high-temperature side

of the cr peak. He found that as the sample d.ensity or



larnella thickness iitc-r-eased, the height of the ? peak

decreaseci; vrhereas the F (bare11' discernible) as rve11 as

the cr, and $tpeaks increased in b.eight. Investigations
by Eby and colson (rleti)*=n and earlier by Flocke (r96r)t=u

using similar techniques, indicated similar results for
samples of polyethylene quenched or slowly cooled from

the melt. However, in Flockers investigation, the ry

stroulder was rrot observed. cris.sman an,l Passaglia (f956)tu"

incluCed oriented samples in the-i-r invest:-ga.tions. Thej-r

results shov:ed. the sarne trend as observed by the above

workers 15s-156 : both ^y and cr peaks exhibited shouldersi

the 1 relaxation was independent of orientation, but
dependent upon either density or Iamella thickness or
both. For o, and s,r , their results indicated that
orientation had a small influence. They suggested that
q and at were preferentially acti-vated by shear such

that inter-larnella planes moved past one another. Elcy

and colson in a concurrent paper Ggi|)l7twere in agree-

ment with Crissman and Passaglia. Their results showed

o in polyethylene to be sensibive to the orientation of
the samples. In particular, the averag'e shearing in the

.a - c face of the unit cell ( f igure 1) enhanced the

relaxation. This preference was not present in the'y
relaxation. The authors also noted that their results
did not distinguish whether the mechanism involved took

place within the lamellae or at the surface . .

The ^y and cx relaxations were fj-rst shown

single crystals of polethylene by Sinnott

On a conrparative frequency scale, the l

to occur in
(1963, 19661r-7sr 17o.

transition was
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smaller 5-n magniLu<le (,7/7) ancl- also occured aL a lower

temperature in single crystals tllan in bui.k polyethylene.

The cr transition was nore pronounced in tire single

crystals, having al:or-r.t tvaice the magnitude anrJ also

occured at a lower ternperature compared with bulk poly-

ethylene. Changes in the structr-rre of the sirtgle

crystals were produced by annealing an.1 irradiat.i.on.

Sinnott measured larne1la thicliness (by ineans of x--ra1r)

and lameila rfefectt hy means of NMF.) . He concludeC that
the ^y transition was <1ue to crystal re-orientation within
the lam.ellae suggestive of the presence of defects pro-

duced either thermally or through the forlnation of

dislocations and vacancies as the l-amell-ae thickened. IIe

believed that re-orient.ation frorn one equilibriurn position
to another was by partial rotation of for:r c - c bonds. In
the absence of an applierl stress, there would be an equi-

librium distribution of the defects between momentarily

vacant sites throughout the crystal with the defects
jumping continuously from one site to another- The

applied stress or the resultant strain would change the

energies of the eguilibrium positions, and the stress-
induced re-orientation of the defecLs towarcls the sites
of, lowest energy, giving rise to a mechanical relaxation.
This intra-lamellar mectranism was found by the author to

account equally well for the 1 transition in bulk poly-

ethylene. He pointed out that if ttris was correct it
eliminated the need to postulate the existence of a

discrete amorphous phase to explain the ^y relaxationLsa'164'
r74. He conceded, however, that Lhis did not deny the

possibility of a two-phase system in bulk polyethyl.ene '
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Thj-s type of defecb. :r:e-crj.entai:ir:n. rnighr: 'Jccur in a truly
disordered, amorpirou.s phase as well as within the Iannellae;

or in bulk polyethyl.ene, or both. Sinnotl found the

height of the a reJ-axatron peak was proportional to the

IameIIa thickness; and since its decreasie upon anneali.ng

could be attribu.ted to the reduction in the number of the

fold.s, he related it to the re-orientation of the folds
at the surfaces of the 1ame1lae. According to the author-.

the re-ori.enta'Lioir of the folds was from one equilibrium
position to another. These folds were j.ncli:red at an

angle to the carbon axj.s of the crystal, and in one fokl
domain in ttre same direcLion. Partial Inovement of (cffr)

groups adjacent to the fol-d.s within the crystal might also

occur.

Mccrum and Morris Gg00)r77 found t-wo high-temperature
relaxations in HDPE: cr, and clr. crr in particular could' be

observed only if the freguency was extremely low. Their

creep measurements confirmed its existence. or was

attributed to lameIla-boundary sli.ps. Similar Lo the

grain-boundary slip in metals 174 This slip mechanism

(AH = 24 K cal,/moJ-e) was interpreted in terms of a double-

layer beam model and subsl-antiated further by experiments

on specimens irradiated with ?-rays. The o relaxation
(lO X calfnole) was thought to be related to crystalline
inner structure. The q and clr relaxations \,Jere also
found j-ndependent of the size of the spherulites.

Hoffman and williams GgA0)17e' produced experimental

evidence to suggest that the a relaxation consisted of
two overlapping components, one with a low and one with
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a high activation erlergy' Tl.e low*energfy process was

att'ribu|ec]toirrdepencl'entmo.bionoft]reloosefolds
whichisprobablyactivatedbyaslrearingmotionofone
Iamella v,'ith respect to another' They held that where

the fold.s had extra links in them, the chains in the

interior of the cry.stal would' be able' aL least to a

Iimited' extent, to undergo both translational and rotat-.

ional moLions approximatirrg a rlgid rcd ' This independent

chain rotation anc chain twist.ing in the crystalline

interior gave rise to the high-energy process. In Poly-

ettrylene single crystals both processes were clearly

observed at low frequency (one Hz) t in bulk pol-yethlrlene'

on the other hand, they often overlapped' The authors

associated the F transition found' in LDPE with the

amorphous phase. This conclusic'n was largety based on

data obt-ained from experiments on poly (tetrafluoroethylene)

the behaviour of wtrich above a similar F temperature

resembled that of amorphous polyrners above ttre glass

transition. The authors were. in agreement with Sinnotl: 17*L76

thatthe^yrelaxationinsinglecrystalsofpolyethylene
involved the re-orientation of the defects that were con-

tinuously introd.uced into the chain-folded crystals by the

thickeningi process of annealing' Some of ttrese defects

wereinducedbychainends,andtheTrelaxationinbulk
polyethylene was al-so as much a crystaLline process as

was that in single crYstals

Using a different model from that of McCrum and Morris 17"

Takayanagi and Matsuo (f967) 18o cleduced that o was a

crystalline tra-nsiti'on' They believed that annealir{g

generatedamosaicstructureinthecrystallizedsample
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to the volr-lme f::action of the mosaic bl.ocks whi.ch were

forrned.

Gray and l{ccrrrm (1958, I969)rs2"ut =oggestecl that poly-

ethylene was a two-phase system and the 1 relaxation

comprised a large contribution from the c::ystalline phase

and a smaller contributlon from thc aniorphous phase. l'he

logarithmic law of mi xing of mechanica-I response vtas

advanced as a hypotJre.sis, and sj-::ce polyethylene vras

high_ly crystalline the weightecl effect of the crystalline
reie.xation was appreciable. Their theory permitted

numerical calculation of the magnittrdes of the ^y rela.xation'

They pointed out, however, that their twc-phase theory

failed to take accourlt of dislocations and defects that
were Of no l-ess imporatance as contnibutions to the over-

all relaxation

stachurski and war4 (1968, Ig6g)s 3rl-4r;142 were the first
to distinguistr between Lhe mechanical and molecular

mechaniSm Of a rel.axation process. The molecular mech-

anism rvhich has been the basis of most previous inter-
pretatio:r5 referred to a particular motion of a molecule

or part of a molecule as the origin of a rel.axation. The

idea of a mechanical mechanism goes one step further to
specify the way in which the stresses and strajns are

distributed and transmitted throughout the sample in a

particular relaxation process. The authors found that
the F relaxation in LDPE and the cr, and ot relaxation in
HDPE were all activated by L|ne I/I interlamell-ar shear

mechanism. This mechanism involved, a shearing motion in
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. the course of wh-ich the lamellae were displaced r'rith

respect to each ottrer along tlre l-amell;' planes' The

authorsfoundittobeactivat..edbytemperati:re
increaseancienhancedinthedirectionofntaximunt
resolved shear-stress in oriented sarnples. The ct' re-

laxation in LDPE vras thor:ght to be d'ue to a different

mechanisirt in the crystalline regions: the c/c-shear

' ,h" shearing took place in the crystallo-

graphic c-direction of the unit cell (::igure 1) in

planescontainingttrec-axisorinplanesperpendicular
toit.Theatrthorsnotedthatthea,andcr|relaxations
inHDPEweleactivatedbyonlyonemechanismbutthe
distribution of relaxation times might be such that two

peaks appeared. They proposed that this was due to

different lamellar textures found in the particular

samPles tested'

7.' SUMMARY

7.7.1 GENERAL

, In figure 7 a rel-axation map for LDPE is presented'

The map was constructed by Stackurski arn4 Ward=t from

theirdataobtainedoverawid'erangeoffrequency
(tO -t 103 Hz) . They prepared the map by replotting

the tan 6 curves against I/r. Points from these curves

with values of tan 6 = 0.021 O'O4r 0'06 etc' were

plottedonthemap.Thecontourlinesconnectpoints

. of equal magrritude of tan 6 ' The map showed two relax-

ations of different activation energies: ttre F relaxation

of 70 K cal/mole, and the ct relaxat,ion of 42 K ca1/mole.

They also mapped the results for a HDPE (tigure B). For
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Hl)pE, two t-an 6 peal<s (*, c.r,t) a-ppearr-'ed, with acLiva'bion

energies of 22 ancl ZB X cal/nrole respectively. Sj-mi1ar

plcts prepared by Vilac1a 
so, anC Tsug. tl glu..te slightly

diffe::ent values of activation energies.

The resuf.ts of all the investigations u.nder review are

briefty summarj-sed in Table 2 for LDPE and in Table J for

IIDPE. Measuring frequencies are girrerl where appiicable

so that. the reported- temperature of each relaxation can

be compared.. 'rr{hen enough frequencies were reported the

activation errergisg are calculated. All relaxation
processes exhibit an apparent activati on energ1y which i s

a measure of the sensitivity of the process to changies in

temperature. In principle, low-temperature transitions
have smaller activation energies than do higher-temperature

transitions.

It is probable that the already considerable divergience of

opinion as to the molecular and mectranical nature of the

transitions \,fi11 persist. Recent successful preparatiorr

and testii:g of oriented polyethylene samples arrd polyethylene

single crystals trave, however, eliminatec at least some

of the early hypotheses. There follows a summary of the

theories to date on individ.ual relaxation:

THE } REI,AXATION

The gamma relaxation (at about l6OoX) was first associated

with the motion of a limited number of the (C1t= ) main-chaj-n

segments with an activation on energiy of 6 17 K cal/molels7.

This motion was subsequently specified as involving three or

four carbon atomsf3srle8rr69r174tl75tt',u, or even five carbon

1.1.2
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carbon atomsl67 It, iras suggestecl thato in LDPE, the

motion could al.so iake place j-rr the si-cle branchlLorl6? '

The side branch moved at a l-ower +-ernperature Lhan the

main chain, anc the mo'tion coup}ecl together resulting

in a broad peak at- a' interrnediate temperature 16t. f t

was furttrer proposed that this motiotl involved rotation

or. linear Seg:ments in the amorphous phase 162, or hindered

rotati.on of fcur carbon atoms on either sid'e of a frozen

collinear bond so that the segment acted- like a crank-

shaftles-'l6e . One authorlTr disaqreed with this anC

assignecl t-he ^y transition i:o the loosening of some specific

kind of sol-id-state boniing of van-der-rvaals type. This

loosening mechanism would be highly localized and occured

at a relatirzely low temperature. Willbournlsa and

Dannis res ca1.ler1 ^y the glass transition because it involved

segmental mobiJ-ity of the amorphcus main chain. Somel6aroa

-6ert?r agreecl with this, whereas otherstT4trBr believed 7

was both amorphous and crystalline' The latest finCinglsE'17s'
I"6 that ^y also occured in polyethylene single crystals

eliminatecl at least the possibility of a totally amorphous

transition. Theories of Silnott L75tL76 refined by Hoff-

man Lte, which explained the ry relaxation in terms of

re-orientation of lattice defects, will not, however, be

valid for IDPE which has substantial amorphous regions

The hypothesis of Schatzki 168rl6ean<l of Andrews ITLtJ'7Z , on

the other hand, relating the ^y relaxation to the rotation

and the loosening respectively of amorphous chains, cannot

be true for single crysta1s.
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The beLa relaxation is peculiar to LDPE, anC in all

reports occurs near room temperature' It v'ras first
at.tributed to side-chain activity vrith arr activation
energy of )O 55 R cal/mcle 1s7. A direct relation
between the number of branch poir:ts and the size and

shape of this peak was subsequently establ:-shed, arid

the transitiolt was associated with the motion of chain

segments containing branch points 1iorl38' 139' fG?r Lo3"157

IL was thor:ght. +-o reguire cooperation of up t'o iJ

carborrs per braitch pointLLo. Experiment on ethylene

copolymers ot- different compositions and degrees of

branchi-ng shorved the p relaxation to be more local-ized

than that, involving the branch point and extending

probably onfy one or two carbon.atoms from itr67' The

segirnr:nt of ttre nain chair: containing l:ranch point to-

gether with the side chain extending frorn it are non-

crystallj-zable and in effect Lhe transition is amcrphous

in nature l-1o,I39rloL162,165rl7e. SOme Called it the glasS

transition16l'179'182. Niersonl65 further found that

alnrost any non-crystallizable group (methyl, chl.orine,

acetate) whj.ch broke up the uniformity of the poly-

ethytene chain will produce a p transition. Moore and

Matsuoka r7o bel-ieved crystalline regions also took part

in the transition and the motion involved both amorphous

and crystalline regions coupled in series. The latest

concept of inter-lamel1ar shearl4Lla2attempted to ex-

plain the mechanical mechanism of the I transition.

The shearing motion by which lamellae are displaced with

respect to each other on the inter-lamellar planes
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involvesthese 1-a1'ers wirich are alnorFhous'

TIIE cl .-Br,'\4allQN 
nnlr,zar.w'rene ox)

Tlre s t::ansrt-ion in bulk polyethylene (at abouL i7O'

was first attrihuted to. the relaxation of the crystalline

main chainls'/. Most subsequ.ent authors agreecl rvith thislel'
\77ti.ao. Moi:e specifically it was believed. t-o be a conr'lcin-

atio.rr of spheru-t-ite dis'l--ortions, lame}Ia tilting, streiching

arrd tr.risting- celayed crystal re-orientatiort, and crystal

rela>lationlno. It was also Lhought to involve rotational

vibra.tions about the carbon axisso-s2 ' some believed the

transition nrarked the start of the melting of crystalline

regi.nsL10113er157 . Others thought it coincided- r*iLh

the abr:upt change in crystal unit-cell dimensions at a

temperature be-lovi the actual. melting pointI66'17o ' The

magnitrrdeofLhedpeakanditstemperaturewerefound
to clepend on the length of the crystalliteslos-' ancl on

either the sample d.ensity or lamella thickness Or

both153rl54rl5d. They were also proved to depend' to

some extent on sample orientation, so that the mechanisn

invol-ved appeared to be inter-lamellar shearr=s'

Sinnott I75:L76 found cl to occur also in polyethylene

singlecrystals,andheassociatedtherelaxationwith
re-ori-entation of the folds at the surfaces of the

lamellaeL?5r176 . EbytTu e*pressed doubt whether g took

place at ttre surfaces or within the lamellae. Onogile3

found o to involve both crystalline and amorphous regions:

he believed the dis-ordering of the crystal lattice which

brought about the o relaxation to be governed also by the

mobility of environmental amorphous chains' A hypothesislte
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was advanced t-hat thc c i:elaxation was composed of tvro ccxn-

ponents: lotr-energy inter-Iamellar Slrei:r, aird high-'
energy Lranslational and rotational motions of the folds
loc:rted within the lamellae. Stachurski 5 3 , however,

associated the o relaxation ilr HDPE wi-th i.nter-lamel-1ar
sheari atld cl in LDPE rvj.th shearing motion wi thin the
lamel.laq both in specif ic directions.

THE cr' REIASATIOII

The ot relaxation has been rrbserved. in IiDPE by numerousss'

trir:;*?"lr=n"56rL55t 
177:174r L 4l' I 42' l5l'. rt occurs at temper-'

atures close to the melting point and at low frequencies
of measurement, (abouU one Hz). If the frequencies are

high a and ot overlap: Tal<ayar:agi tut ptoposed tiraL the
cxr relaxation was due to a translational motion of the
molecule in the direction of the rnolecular axis. Accordingi

to Iwalranagi 3e cr involved a boundary motion analog'ous to
grain-boundary slip in metals rt8. The temperature of the

cr relaxation was shown to depend on the method of
crystalliza'tion in experiments by FlockeLsG on quenched

and slowly cooled specimens. Stachurski 53'fTsrttt b"lieved
crr was governed by the same mechanism as thetgoverning cr:

namely inter-1ame11ar shear. Isotropic HDPE often had

mixed lamellar and spherulitic textures and the distribution
of relaxation times might thus be so broad that both e and

cxt appeareds3.

THE GI,ASS TRANSTTION7.7.6

There are three arguments advanced which place the glass



transition of poJ-yethvl,ene (u) in the ^y reg.ion Lrelovr

lDgoK r3a,l'es (l) in the req-i.on of 1.92-0x la4rla5 ancl (") in
the F region at. room temperatui:e L61'179'!8J

According' to Wj-l}bournr3B the ^y relaxation invo'lved three

or four carbon atouts of the chain backbone which was in
amorphous state. He suggestecl that if the 9l ass transition
was clefined as that at whieh ttre main polymer chain aqui::ed

large-scele mobility, the ^y relaxation was i.ndeed the glass

transition. Earlier Dannis postulated this from his
thermal-expansion measulemettts, and- gave a value of 1l18oX

for the glass transiticn temperature of both LDPE and IIDPE.

Tobol=ky 1u4 did not determine Tn exPeriment.ally but extra-
polated it from the glass temperatures of polypropylene

and of an amorphous ethyl-ene-propyl-ene usingf the Gordon-

Taytor equationiac. He obtained a val-ue of l9f X for LDPE.

Boyer IB5 was in farrour of the tra.nsition in the region of

IgzoK which was also near the brittle point of LDPE. He

further found that this temperature was in ag'reement with
the empirical rule that 0. ! <Tg/Tn < 0.6T , applicabte

to many crystalline poly*"t"1"t.

Baccaredda and Bultar6l investigated the velocity of

sound in several polyethylenes near the B relaxation
temperature, and postulated that F was a gtlass transition
in LDPE. Hof fman and Williarns L7s calIed ttre 0 relaxation
a glass transition. Their conclusion was based on data

obtained for poly (tetrafluoroethylene), the behaviour of

which above a simitar F temperature resembled that of
amorphous polymers above the glass transition.
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MeCrup, Read ar-rd Wj.]lianrs laa proposeiil bhat at Lo\tt

branch c'ontent (frore) T.., was in the ^y region, at high
'wasbranch content (rofn1 Tnrin the F reEion and at soine

inte.rmediate branch conLent there lllllst je.e a- ctrange-over

frorn one T, to the othen.

It is by no neans centain, trowevers t*l&t the asssigtrrnent

of a gLass 'transition ln pollretltyl--ene is rneaningf-ut. It
catncrt be erni',red that Lhe disordered regi.ons of the poly-

mer relart' andl both the .y and F relaxaeions have sone of
the properti,es asrsociated r*ith an amorp,'hous transibion"
But to eaLl either of them or any intermetliate one the

glass relaxat,ion may not be profibable as wiI-I be demon-

strated later b-1r ttre experirnental results of ttris
investig,ation. .
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Chaptel 4

Effect of Temperat-ure on the Vi_sccelastic
rrop.rii"u of Polyethylene

INTRODUCTIOI{

This chapter is devotecl to a revj-ev.' of existing literature
on the viscoelastic properties of LDPII and IIDPE, in par-
ticular the tempera"ture arrcl 'time (or frequency) dependence

of these prope::ti-es. The review will be in the following
order: stress relaxation, creep, dynamic betraviour anci

cor:stant strain-rate beha.viour. Of primary interest are
the linear viscoelasticty of the n'.aterials, the validj.ty
of the Boltzmann superposit.ion principle, and the time-
temperature superpositicn as applied to the viscoelastic
behav.i-our. Linearity is usually observecl in experiments
rn which deformations are small, and is reflected by the
independence on the value of strain or stress of visco-
elastic parameters such as E, J'r etc. The Boltzmann

superposit.ion princ-iple, on which mattrematical vj-scoelastic
inter-relations are based, is valid when it successfully,
reduces experiilental data to compatible viscoelastic
functions. The time-temperature superposition enables
horizontal shifting or both horizontal and vertical
shiftings to be employed in data reduction. In most

cases, aT followed the Arrtrenius equation (f9), and the
activation energy of the mechanical process in the temp-

erature range of measurement was obtained. It will be

seen that all the existing literaLure covers temperature

regiions of the F and. cu relaxations of LDPE, and the o
and crr relaxations of HDpE. No experiments have been
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reported beiow thc S tr:arisition nor.:Ln the vicinity of the

1 relaxation co;n"')arabie r+rith those of the present investi-

gation.

STBESS-REr,Ay'ATION PROPE

The measurement of the stress rel-axation of a polymer is

one of the simple 'riscoel astic experiments. Basically
the saunple to be tested is deformecl to a fixed strain as

rapidly as possible, and the stress required tc maintain

that fixed strain is meastr.red as a function of tim-e at

constant remperatur-e. In principle, extensive stress-

relaxation roeasurements will characterize tre viscoelastic
behaviour of the polym.er completelyr and stress relaxation
can be related. to dynamic, creep and constant strairr-rate
prOperties. In practi.ce, howerrer, experiments cannot be

extenc'l.ed to very- long or short times. The overall con-

tinuous response is usually estimated by the time-

temperature superposition instead

Many authors |4s22t 46t47trel-l-eu h*rt" reported stress-relaxation
data for polyethylene. Some produced results which were

either at a single temperatur" 1"2'Le4' or at such large

strainsles'Leuthat the data were cbtained' in the non

Iinear region. watson, Kennedy and. Armstrong (tg55)tu"

described an apparatus for follov/ing the short-time stress-

relaxation behaviour of polyethylene. Their measurements

were made in the time range of 0.01 to 2.5 sec. irunediately

after the application of load. The results at various

values of strain yielded a linear plot of stress versus

log(time) . catsiff, offenJcach and Tobolsky (1956)tut
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investigated thr: stress-::elaxatio.n behavj-our of an I-IDplI
(uonsanto n'73) et a rc-'iativery large strain (o.ro) and
at various ternper:attr.res between 2OBo and ]/Box, the
latter l-emperature is only a few dcarees below the
rnelting temperatllre. fn acldition to a much stower
decay in stress throughout the cr transj-tion, i:hey ob-
served an extensior. of the rel_axation reg_ion to a widets
temperature ratlge, typical of crystal_line polymers,
Becker and Radernacher (rgc2)rsa carried. out si:ress-
relaxation measurements on four. pol_yethyl_enes of diff-
erent crystallinicies at different constant strains at
a single temperature. The resurts appeared non-rinear
but the effects of strain and time on tl:e stress were
found to be factorizable. Fulmer (1965)t*= in."zestigated
the stress-relaxation of four HDPErs in air and in a
a stress-eracking environment, at a constant stl:ain of
O.1O and at four temperatures from jZ7" to 7B)ox. Ti:e
stress cracking was accelerated by raising the temperature.
He also reported posi.tive effects of strain magnitude,
sample thickness, and pre-soaking upon the stress-
relaxation results.

Linear viscoelastic or
behaviour was observed
Nagamatsu and Takemura

Nagamatsu (t96oYt, and

approxima tely linear-viscoela stic
by catsiff and Tobolsky (tgSl)t"t,
(r958)nu, Faueher (tg5g)r, ,
by Manabe and sakoda (tg[O)to.

Nagamatsu and Takemura (rgr8)aG reported stress-relaxation
of an HDPE (Hizex, Mitsui chemicar rndustry) itt simple
tension at several temperatures from ZTB.5" Lo 75jox
(rigure 9). The strain in these measurements was o.ol5.
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Elgura 9 St:csr: rclaxltion eun'(!i of- H DFE (ref .4S) ,ro vu:ious tcnrper+tures.

The authors noted that, since polyethylene sho\^ted a marked'

change in crystallinity with temperature ]oe, in. this

range of temperaLure the simple tj-me-temperature super-

posj.tion with horizontal- shift a,lone was not sufficient.
They agreed.with Tobolskylez that an additional verticaL

shift became necessalY, thus both horizontal and vertical
shifts were applied to obtain the stress-relaxation master

curve. The vertical- shiftbrwas found to follow closely a

formula developed earli"t4Brle6 to account for the

3a

5 g.s

oc
.E

UJ
ttr
-3 g.o

ghanVe in crystallini-tY:

.E.,.
Logr b* ; tog (f) =

l

Los (ro,zt)-LoslQ/Q-0)l (:+) 
..t,r

+ Los loo /(1 -0o ) l

where T is the temperature of measurement, A the degree

-;.ot cr:fstarJ.rnity of the sample, To the reference temp-
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erature and Oo Lhe .legree of crysi"allinity at To. They

also applied this reduction method to the stress-relaxation
6ata obtained by Catsiff and Tobols)<ylel for an IIDPB

(tutarlex 5Q, Philipps Petroleum) .

Fauctrer (t959)"' otrtai ned stress-relaxaLiol data for an

LDPE ancl an IIDPE (OfmH, Union Carbicie; ivlarlex 50 respectively)

at fooK interva'l-s from ?-o5o Lo 157oR (figure 10), He olc-

tained 'i-he stress-relaxation master curves ( ="e section

12.4) by horizontal shiftilg. It appears that ihis can be

done if suitable restrictions are made in the temperature

range and the amount of strain ernployed. For both palymers,

the curves of the degree of crystallinity l'ersus temperature

trave a placeau over a wid.e tempera{:ure range and drop

sharply only near the rnel'L.ing point. Consequently, if
measuremen'bs ar'e confined to the plateau region, the effect
of change of crystallinity and the need for a vertical
shift are eliminated. The second restriction, that in
the amount of strai-n, produces linear-viscoel-astic resul-ts.

The author found experimentally that for lirrearity ttre

strains for LDPE and HDPE should not exceed 0.010 and

0.005 respectively. He calculated the activaLion energy

of the stress-relaxation process from the Arrhenius plot
of a1. Both materials had a constant activation energy

of about 10 K cal/mole. The author observed that deri-
vatiorrs from constancy began to Occur at those temperatures

where crystallinity started to decrease, namely about

29f X for LDPE and 157oX for HDPtr. The relaxation spectra

derived from stress-relaxation moduli by approximation are

reproduced in chapter 17 where comparison wiLh the results
of the present investigation will be made.
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Nagamatsu ( f96O)nt .investigateri the s'tress-relaxation
behaviour of an LDPE (Alkathene, Iinperial chemical

IndusLries) and reported tensile. nrodu.lus curves at various
temperatures fron Z8O.ro to ]48oK ( figure 11) . He found

T,,x
t
i,'

8.6

7,5 0c

200 .'\""""r._** 

rr.O

65'i'

7 5.0

0t23
tog I lmia)

F i q u r 1 l-! 
( IJffi #:T'J:iJ,"T?n3.1,,f"? "

by experiments that the linear viscoelastic behaviour of
crystalline polymers was observed only for strain values
less than 0.015. His LDPE data were measured at a strain
of 0.O07. He applied both horizontal and vertical shifts
to the stress-relaxation curves to,obtain a master curve
(chapter 1/). The empiricaL walues of b* were again found

to follorrv equation (l$ closely. The change of crystallinity
with Lemperature in the range of ZBO.5o t.o J48oK was mea-

sured'by the method of specific volunie (chapter 2) ' The

. author used a first-ord,er approximation r"" to 'determine

the.relaxation spectrum. The plot of 1og a* versus 1/T
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showect subsr:antial cr:rve-'c.urc inCicatlng st::ong tcmpe::ature-

Cependence of the poJ.yethylcile crystalline strrtcture in
this range of tempe::etnre.

Ma.nabe.. Sakoda,'1.'akada and lfak"aryahagr( f97C)tn conducted

stress relaxation experiments on polye.t-hylene single
crystals over the te,nperature rarr.ge of 238" to 178"x.
T-'ireir -i-rrvesti.gati-on showed tltiit l.inearii:y apparentllz
beld up to at least 0.00] of terrsile .strain. Because of the
nlrtil|e eror at tln.r ttil'stld
strainshoweve::, thi.s was not definite. To obtain lin-
ear.ity the ar:thors developed a procecfure to extrapolaLe
the d.ata to zero strain. Horizonta-l shift alone was

sufficient for data below 151"x which was the crystaIliz-
ation temperatur:e of the single crystal-s. The authors
sugg'ested tl:at the structure of the single crystals did
not chatrge below the crystallization temperature and

therefore a vertical shift was not required.

A summary of all ttre stress-relaxation work on poly-
ethylene which is cited in this review is given in Table

4.

CREEP PROPERTIES

Creep experiments have l-imitations similar to those

associated with stress-relaxation measurements. rn
principle, extensive creep d.ata will d.escribe the visco-
elastic behaviour of a polymer completely; dynamic,

stress-relaxation, and constant strain-rate properties
can be derived from creep data by first calculating the

retardation spectrum. In practiee, however, creep
experiments cannot cover very long or very short times.
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g.atsaq ii

Stre s e .Re Lqr'*at-ion gJ _Flelyglbylg4g.

Authsr Year Refe:rence Material Strain tubni-t
Tenperature

Range,qcK

Watson and 1955
Kennedy

Catsiff and 195'6
Of fenp*aeh

catsiff a.nd 1956
foboLskli'

Nagamatsu and 1958
Takenura

I'aucher 1959

NagiamaLsu

Bee-lcer and
na-dreinae.hes

Fu,hner

$anabe

195,0

19.62

196 4

1970

19e

rg7

191

46

22

+7

rg4

rg5

14

HDPE

HDPE

LDPEI

HDPE

T"DPE.

ISDPE

IIDPE.

$ingl-e
cqgstals

CI. ol-8*0.0?8

0.1

CI.027+

0 .015"e

0.01re

o .085ff

o.oo7r3

0..oo2-0, x

Q.3

o,o03 rB

86 ' 7L)

. 2$i8-374

22:r,5-7:2.1

278-3i-

?.27-347

245-757

208.5 - 7:a

xt7.7

3tz7-7rc
' 288-37e

rfr l,:l.near-vlseoelaEtlq or- approxinately ll'o€ar<Y1g;ooelastis Sate
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The long-time resporlse is usually estimaled by approx-

imation rnethods, while dynami c tests represent a'better

approach to the short-titne response.

The creep beharriour of polyethlzlene has been inrrestigated

nany tirne"23r6etl77' lee"2l-1. However, most of the data are

of an engi.neering-design r:ature 63r199"20!:?o4'2o8r2l' r'

Anrong reports of scientific value, onl1z Lwo papers:

Nakayasu, Markcvitz and p]azel< (fgfif)=", and. McCrum arrd

Iviorri s (t966)r77 prod.uced results rvhich appear to harre

been taken in the range of linear-vrscoelastic behaviour,

and can be compared with the results of the present in-

vestigation (chapter 17) .

Dienes (f94?)=oo measured the creep of an LDPE resitr :

at 4070K. Ballentine, Dienes, !4anow-itz, Ander and Mes-

robian (l-954)20] investi-gatecl the effect of cross-

linking polyethylene by ^y-ray radiation. Creep was

found to be sigr-rif icantly reduced by extensive ero ss-

linking. Findley and Khosla (tg's5, rg56)zo2tzos used

a mocif ied BoLtzmann superpos.ition formula and Eyring ! s

hyperbolic-sine.model to explain the non-linearity of the

creep behaviour of polyethylene at substantial strains.

carey (tg54, lp5$)zoa'eos measured the creep and creep

rupture of an LDPE as a functicn of temperature, stress
'and molecular weight. Dixon (t958)"ou, investigating
both LDPE and HDPE, found that creep curves over a range

of elevated tempe:ratures and low stresses appeared

straight on a 1og e /Lq t plot. Hoff, Clegg and Sher-

rard-Srnith (f958)=o7 reported several creep curves

illustrati-ng the effect of stress, temperature and heat
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treaiments on tirc crcep of an LDPE. Ir{atsuoka and l4ax-
rsel1 (..l.95E)"t pcrfomed creep .L.ests j.n hydrostatic
compression on, an HDPE at varjorrs e-!.evated ternperatures.
Thelz found that, in a r:ar:ticuierr range of temperature
(400" 41j"R) and above a certain pressure leveI (f.l r
bar) the Lime dependent pressure-induced recrystallization
of the polyetliylene took place within the experimental
time-scale (three hours). Gohn a_nd cummings (r96tt)2og
investigated the effects of tenperature ancl melt
viscosity on creep behaviour of several LDpE I s to tj,mes
exceeCing ten years.

Nakayasu, Markovitz and Flazek (196f)"u were the first to
measure creep properties of an HDPE (Mar'tex 50) in the
low-strain region that gave linear-viscoelastic results.
creep measrlrements were mad.e in torsion with a torsion-
penduhim instrument. Data were obtained from a few
seconds up to three days, and Lhus covered five and a

half decad.es of time (rigure 12d. The maximum st::ains
v/ere about 0.002. The authors found that increasing
the strain by a factor of z.! gave creep compri-ance
data ll(t) I which differed very littre (a few tenrhs of
a per cent). This was an indication of linearity. As
another test for linearity, the authors converted their
creep-coilrpliance data to dynamic compliances, ,rr(w) and
;tt(w) . 'rhe agreement between these and those obtained
experimentally was good.

otconnor and Findley (r902)zoe developed a new apparatus
suitabre for compression-creep tests of slender specimens.
creep results in tension and compression were reported
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for a polyethylene at roo:rr temperatrse and at variou,s
st'resses. The'authors f,ound tlrat creep in tension ahd,

creep in cornpression w€tre viqtdalLtr the same. Accordirrg
to thern shear stress was tJre mai,n astivating michanisur

'l

for creep in polymers, For materials having regurar
crystall,.l.ne structure such as pofurethlflene, ten,s-ile and
compriessive stir,esses should .Lead to very mucla the same

kind of sLip b,ehaviour. rt was alEo shorrn tlraL the
creerp strain courd be expressgd as a porire.r f.unction of
time:

+'mtn

the'material, €o

-€=Eg

where n depends on

a

and m d,epend. on

3sJ

+a:6

50-L

29o

!'Irl
:

2.3

-14.60c
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\ralue of stress.

McCrum and Morrj-s QgAO L"" obtained. creep data of an

I1DPE in its l.-inear range of vi.scoelasticitlr between Zgf
and }SSK. tshe materia,I was subjectedt to bwo different,
heat treatraenLs, - specirnens srowry.-oooled, ( fron ttre melt)
had eoanse spher-uliLes and i.amel!.ae. euenched speeimens

eontaine-d well for:ned but finer spherulites and laraeLiae,
Further nnirllnE of the specimen.s removed, o iented Lalirers
at the surface. Their measurement,s of creq;r ecE-rtpliance

O(t) at uB to ien t-emperaLures berween Z9f.anct 35ffr
for. a slowly-co61ed HDPE were reported ( tigrt"" Ie) . xn

f'icrur.e 1.'&. ereep eompli.ance of ItrDpts r77

.
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this temperature range boLb. o and tzt relaxations could

be obse::ved. The authors useC these results to postul-ate

that the cr,f relaxation was due to slip at the lamella
boundaries, whil.e the cx relaxation occtlred within the

lamellae, They further analysed Lhe compliance curves

using time-temperature superposition with both horizontal
and vertical shifts. The use of a vertical shift f oll-owed

a theorlz develo,oed earlier by the authors to correct for
the temperature-d.ependence of the limiting complian""" "io.
The master cur:ve for slowJ-y cooleC HDPE was also repcrted.
An unusual break in the curve was observed: the ind.ivid-
ua1 curves belovl 727"x formed one master curve, and the

curves above 727"x formed another. The values of log a,
were pJ.otted against l/T. In the q, region tire activation
energy AH was 70 K ca\/mole-. in the oi region AH was

24 X cal/mole. The knee in the pl.oL occured at approx-

imately the same temperature as the break in tl..e master

curve which, according to the authors, was due to a

change in mechanical relaxation in the material frorn a

to or.

Find1e1,, Reed and Stern (i967)=tt emptoyed a high-pressure

apparatus to investigate volume creep of several polymers

under hyd.rostatic pressure up to ).5 Kbar at room temp-

erature. The results for a polyethylene showed. that the

volume decreased with time at constant pressure. The non-

Iinear volume creep could be described by a pohter function
of time with an exponent approximately equal to that for
creep in uniaxj-al tension or torsion =ot. The authors

found that no hydrostatic creep was observed, in poly-
ethylene until the pressure exceeded about 2 Kbar.
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Nielsen 1-r9ir9)tt" j.r:ciuded air tr.n-filled. polyethylene in
his jnvesLi.gatiorl of creep and. dynamic mechanical properties
of fi1led polyethylenes. Creep neasurements on the HDPE

vrere carried, out at 295o, 121" and, J)jf'x, with strains
less than 0.005, and time duratiorr exceeding seven days.

The results were contras',ed with those of polyethylenes
fillecl with kaolin and wollastonite.

Table 5 surnmarises all the worii on cl:eep of polyethylene
under revievl.

qry4_rc PRoPERTTES

As discussed in chapter ): most authors employed dynamic

mechanical and dynamic optical properties to investigate
the nature clf polyethyfsn* reLaxations. These data,
wittrout exception, have been obtained as a function of
temperature by free vibration at one orr in scme cases,

a lfunited number of frequencies-. or by forced osciilatj.on
at uncontrolled and varying frequency of rescnance. Of

speciaJ- interest here a:ie existing dynamic data for
polyethylene over a frequency scale and a span of temp-

erature such :hat linear viscoelasticy, Boltzmann super-
position principle and time-temperature superposition
are applicable. I'ew results are available for this
purpose. For HDPE, the storag'e and loss compliances,
.rt(w) and Jt'(w), have been measured at temperaLures
between 241" and. 15fK and. at frequencies between

2 x fO-3 and 90 H223. The storage and loss moduii in
tension nt(w) and n"(w) were also reported4e:213 as

a function of frequency from l_O-2 to 2OO Hz for
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temperatures J:ei:ween 2B-:l an<l t6=f x. For LDPE, dynamic

bircfring:ence vtas investigarted 2ra at sevelf temperatures

between 29)" and 35j"x 1:or four clecacles of frequency.

Irrork deta-i-led as follovrs is surnmarised in table 6.

Nakayasu, Marl.-ovitz anri Plazek (196f)23 carried. out
measu.rements of ;t (vr) and Jt'(w) on samples of an HDPE

with a tors:Lon-pendulum j-nstrurnent j.n both forced and

f ree oscillatioris. They o]:tairrerl data at ten -Lemperatures

between 4)" and, jJJo K at over twenty f::equencies from

1O3 t.o 90 Hz (figure V). Thelr also macle creep measure-

ments (figure 12a) to obtain iong-time data equrvalent to
frequencies between 10-6 and. JO"s Hz. Not only were the

dynarnic mechamical properties independent of amplitude
and the creep compliance indepenoent of values of stress,
but a-]-so the creep and the two cornponents of the dynamic

compliance were compatible with Lhe Boltzmann superpositiou
principle. A simple horizontal shift was noi successful
witli these data. The autho::s vTere able, however, to
decompose the compliance into two additive mechanisms

each cornpatible with a different temperature shift
factor, aTI and, a1,a respectively. The temperature
dependence of these shift factors corresponded t,o

activation energiies of 28 and 46 r cal/moIer the
former agreed with the value given by Fauch.er"=
(70 x cal/mole) in stress relaxation, the latter couLd

be at.tributeri to the onset of the q relaxati on at high
temperatures.

Penn (t966)n" analyse.d two sets of existing dynamic

d.ata 23r213, and. some stress-relaxation result" t"l for
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an HDPIT by tj.me-ternl:.r?i:;r'l.u,.:e superposition. The d.ata j:e

examined cover from four to eight decad.es of frequencrz
(or tirne), at various constant temperatlr.res from ZZZ tc
frt"X. The shear modr.rli h/ere calcuLated from original
compriance cfata23. The author used boih horizontal a::i
vertica.l shift in tire a.nalysis, and the data were

represented as master curves of dyr:anric ancl stress-
::elaxa+-ion cfata. The two sets of dynamic data showed

the same a, which ga\/e an activation energy of ZA Kca'!/
mole. However, his vertical shift whj.ch represerrts t-c.=

change of modulus or compliance with temperature \cas

different for .lifferent viscoelastic constants.

Takeuchi and Stein (tgAf )= 
]4 r"ported the results of a.n

invest.ig'ation into the use of time-temperature super-
position forLhe dynamic birefring'ence* of an LDPE.

The variation of the real part Kt of the strain-optical
coefficient with frequency at a series of tenrperature ::c
the variation in the tangent of the phase angle, ie the

{- Birefring'ence or double refraction is defined2l= a_.
the difference in refractive increx in two perpendicular
directions in an anistotrpic material. rL also arises ::!
oriented polymers.and can be related to the strain ap_:l:ed
to the specimen bringing about that orientation. The
ratj-os beLween the changie in birefringence with stress :nd
strain are called the stress-optical coefficient and ::e
strain-optical coefficient respectively. For a speci:,=-
undergoing sinusoidal vibraticin the dynamic strain-opt::=L
coefficient can be expressed in terms of real, Kr, anC
imaginary, K", components; similar to dynamic mechanic=:
constants, for example Er and Ett. Dynamic birefringe::=
measurements at various frequencies and temperatures
should reflect the same viscoelastic phenomena obser..,eiby mechanical methods.
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optical. loss-t;:n5ie:nl t'-a-n c, \t'€r€ both g'i"r.ren (fig.'rre i4).
The au.thors carriecl out super.position b)' liorizontal
shift. Reasonably Eood superprjsition was ael:ieved. The

&rrhenius plot of a, ap,oroximated a straight 1j.ne at
lovier ternpqrqlures bt:,L showed appreciabl-e curvature at h$rtaarAn

A&,tdioa alrygitlswf9*A fu --!-r- -

nZO at ag8ox to 26 K catlrnole ar f4f n

0.p
Frq*'r.yGpd

a
X

Iriqure'14 Qznamic birefring-ence of polyethylene2ra

I

I
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4.5 CONSTANT STRAIN-RATE PROPERTIES

Strain rates in the range from one to l0,C 
"*c 

-r are
often referred to in the riterature as rrmediumrr rates,
below this range as rrstatictt and "low", above it as
t'high" or I'impactt'. work performed ior this thesis
consists of constant strain-rate tests in the range of
0.66 x lo-a to o.66 sec-1 only. Lo\4r-temperature results;
however, can be shifted using time-temperature super-
position to yield data at co.rrespondingly higtr eqdivalent
strain-rates. As a result, Hopkinson-bar experiments and

t'offi
fttycryflptl
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other high-rate rqorks wiIl also be reviewed.

Constant strain-::ate experiments in compression on poly-
mersharrebeen reviewed on several occasions216-2La. The

reported results, almost without exception22l , have not
been subjected. to test for linearity nor have they been

reduced by time-temperature superposition. In ad.dition,
low-temperature data ( < elOox) are absent.

Materials tested. by Kolsky (I946)"t" , using .tlre split-
Hopkinson-bar technique, included an LDPE (eotyttrene 2C

Imperial Chemical rndustries). The split-Hopkinson
pressure bar provides a way of clefornring a specimen at
strain rates of the order of 1rO0O sec-]. A cylindrical
specimen is sandwiched between two long stiffer bars
(material of a higher elastic limit) of the same diameter.
A stress $tave is generated in one of them, usually by

striking it axially with a dropped weight or a detonator.
The response of the bars, wtrich remain eJ-astic, is
measured. and that oi the specimen is d.educed. Kolsky
generated the impulse with a small detonator and

measured the response with a eondenser microphone. He

reported strain rates ranging from 57 Eo T.5OO ""c-r, alL
at room temperatures. The specimens were I in. in dia-
meter, and. between 0.O1 in. to 0.IOT in. long.

Ripperger (f958)t"o tested an unidentified polyethylene
using impact technique by which a .short aluminjum projectiLe
was fired at a specimen fastened to the end of a

Hopkinson-bar. The strain rates ranged from 21200 to lr-CC
sec-] and three temperatures were used, 2100, ,OOo and
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]4oox.

Kawaguchi (rger)==i r"portec tensile stress-strain curves
for an rIDpE (trrarlex !o) in form of drawn filaments ar
strain rates between 0.0016 and 0.16 se"-I. He carried
out the experiments at l-Oox intervals from zrl. to
757ox, Although th.e deformation exceed.ed the range of
linear viscoelasticy, time-temperature superposition
was employed on elastic modulus, ultimate strain, tensile
strength and yield strength. The rrertical shift was
based on Takemurars formulation4a're6 (equaticn J,[) to
take account of the effect of crystallinity. Activation
energies were a1l about ao K cal,/mole except that of the
elastic modulus which r,vas 4c K cal_,/mole, a value that
appears unreasonably large.

Davies and Hunter (t96j)r." conducted tests on an LDPE
(Alkathene T, rmperi ar chemical rndustries) . They used
a detonator for the inrpulse and measured the response
at the end of the anvil bar with a condenser microphone.
specimens were I,o in. in diameter and o.2l in. and
a.3J j-n. long- The resurts were obtained for strain
rates of \ZfO and J,/OO =ec-l at room temperature.

E1y (196r)""" reported results of tests on three.poly-
mers including an LDpE (oyrvg, Union carbide). The
specimens had a slenderness ratio of g being i/B in. in
diameter, and 3/4 in. rong. They were tested at five
temperatures from ZJJ. to )z)oK at different strain rates
from 4.5 x l-o-4 to about zo rec-l . Two testing machines
were used. An Instron machine, a screw_driven type, was
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employed for the four slower rates vtith cross'-head

velocities of 0.02, Q.2, 2.0 and 20.0 in. per min. A

pneumatically operated machine was used for the highest
strain rates. The results for each material were

presented by Ely in different ways, for example, stress-
strain curves fcr various strain-rates at a given

temperature, stress-strain curves at variou.s temperatures

for a given strain-rate, stress at fixed strain against
log (strain-rate) for various temperatures. The effect
of inereased stress (at fixed strain) and increased

secant modulus, when lowering temperature and increasing
strain-rate, was observecl.

TABLE 7

CongtanL Strain-rate Properties of Polve

Author year Reference Material strain rate Tcmperature
s.c -1 oK

Kolsky

Ripperger

Kawaguchi

Elv

Dao

Davies and 1961
Hunter

19 49

1958

1961

l-967

t96B

2r9

220

221

222

227

2]-:6

LDPB

LDPE

LDPE

1900-7500 291

22AO-5TOO 2lA,7OO,r[Q

1 .6xf 0 -t -0. t6 zTt-t5t

I27O,7TOO room

4x1o'4 -l:6 27r.-727

t4.5 ,27 .7 296

Constant strain-rate results
are compared in chapter 16,

table 7.

this investigation
summarised in

relevant to
the review is
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Chgpter 5

Effect of Pressure on the Viscoelastic Properties

of Polyethylene

EFFECT- OF PRESSURE ON SPECIE IC VOLUM.E OF POLYETTTI'T,E];:

Volume change of polymers under pressure has been a
subject of receni investigations, perhaps becau.se of
the greater knowledge now needed in the various modern

fabrication processes. For polyethylene, for example-.

the pioneers in the field were parks and Richards (19)tg)22=

who used a stainless-steel adaptation of the Bridgman glass
piezometer226 to measure the oompressibi-lity of the polvmer

from 29S to 411"K at pressures up to 2 rbar. A hydro-
static state of stress was realized with mercury as the
pressure medium. The d.e...rices used by Spencer ancl Gilmore
(t95O)"", Ivlatsuoka and Ma:<$/eII (f958)t", and Matsuoka
(f960)to were similar. The equipment consisted of a

mould placed between the platens of a compression press.
The rnould. was heated with electrical elements and a dial-
gauge was used to determine changes in specimen length.
The experiment was essentially one-dimensional connpressio-,.

Iateral expansion \^ras restricted by the cylinder r-al1.
weirrs (t95t, :95\)?I.t228 apparatus ccnrprised a large steel
block equipped with two openings at right angles to each

other. The specimen and the piston entered one opening,
the other contained a pressure-sensing device. An air
thermostat was used to bring the device to the desired
temperature and the polyethylene specimen was irnmersed, in
a light petroleum distillate, 'Fogter, Waldman and
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Griskey GgAA)"" , warfield (rye|, 196r) 67s68 used an

apparatus similar Lo those of Spencer and Gilmore,
Matsuoka and Ma:<vrelI, but with refined instruments for
accurate control of temperature and pressure. Findley,
Reed and Stern (f967)ttt were the first to make hydro-
static creep with a specially developed pressure-
conta.iner ernploying some commercially available sensing
instruments.

Table B summarizes all known wor\ on specific volume

of polyethylene under pressure.

Figures 1! - lT illusbrate some of the results by weir228
and Warfield67t68 for LDpE and HDpE

rn arl cases reported, the specific-volume versus pressure
isotherms exhibit a non-linear pressure dependence, with
polyethylene hecoming less compressible at high pressLlres.
Results also reveal that the polymer returns to its
original shape without permanent compaction upon release
of pressure, even up to l-6 Kbaree. The observed mag-

nitudes of compressibility for polyethylene do not
differ greatly from the magnitudes found for crosslinked,
polymers. fn fact, crystallinity is a more important
factor determining the magnitude of compressibility
than js the type of polymeric bonding66 Despite the
alrsence of unanimous opinion about the mechanism of the
cornpressibility process, most authors 66'7ot226 agree that
the observed compressibility has essentially two com-

ponents. The first is the "free-volume" compressibility
which resurts from the progressive disappearance of free
space as the pressure increases. This component of
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compressibility is proportional to the absolute temperature
and, if ult.imate equilibrium can be attained, will be zero
at OoK. The seconcl component of compressibility is the
glass-like compressibility which arises from the shortening
of the equilihrium separations of the polyrner molecules.
This component is operative at high pressures.

EFFECT OF PRESSURE OI$ TIiE STRESS_STRAIN PROPERTTES-

OF POLYETHYLEIIE

The effects of hydrostatic pressure on the stress-strain
properties of metals have been extensively investigated
during the last several decades2so-236. The tensile
tests of Bridgman2so-232 on metals for pressures up to
J8 Xbar established. that both the strain to fracture
and the fracture stress increased with increasing hydro-
static pressure. Subsequent investigators 233-235 found
that, under pressure, the yield stress, ttre fracture
stress, and the modulus of elasticity did not appreciably
increase; but there was a large increase in ductility234t235.
For ionic solids, Hanafee and Radcliffe237 observed that
changes in dislocation properties, anC increases in yielC
stress occurred under pressure. These increases were

substantially greater than those found for metallic solids.
Because the effects of hydrostatic pressure on the
mechanical behaviour of inorganic solides can be seen to
be rather complex, such investigations are important in
connection with the engineering' use of hydrostatic pres-
sure in new forming and moulding processes, e.g. hydro-
static extrusion.
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Comparable comprehensive investigations of the effects of
hydrostatic pressure on the mechanical behaviour of poly-

mers have not been made. Further:'nore, most of the effort
has been directed to the flow and fracture behaviour of
polymers at high stress because of the practical import-
ance of plastic-yielding phenomena in cold forming of
plastics. The need f or a better understandi.ng of the

linear-viscoelastic betrav'iour of polymers at low stress
in terms of pressure-dependent relaxation phenornena ttas

yet to be satisfied. Bridgman (tg5t)""t in a limited
investigation, examined the tensile properties of
melamine-formald.ehyde resin (t'telmac l104) at three Pressures
up to 24.6 Kbar. At high pressure there was no necking

and the specimen fractured in shear. Holliday and co-

workers (196,'+)tt" carried out a tension test on poly-
styrene samples subjected to a pressure of 8 t<bar. They

reported that the amorphous polymer, which was normally

brittle at ambient conditions, behaved in a ductile
manner with an appreciable increase in ultimate strength
at high pressure. A broader study over a more limited
pressure rang:e (Z xbar) was carried out by Ainbinder,
r,aka and Mayon GgeS)tu", who examined the behaviour in
tension and compression of several glassy, crystal-line
and blended polymers. Even in this lower range of
pressure, the results consistenly showed substantial
increases in el-astic modulus, yield stress and fracture
strain. Pae, Mears and Sauer (lg0B)z+o investigated
deformation and. fracture characteristics of crystalline
polypropytene(ee) under hydrostatic pressure up to

7 Xbar. The ductility of PP was drastically reduced as

ttre pressure was increased. At atmospheric Pressurer
the specimens were strained Eo ZOOfi without fracture,
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but at 7 Kbar tire strain at fracture was only 24%.

On the other hand, the ultimate strerrgth and the modulus

of elasticity both incfa-sed many times as a function of
pressure. sJaa.r, Raclcliffe and Baer ,JgAB)"nl obserrred

increases in yield and fracture stress, secant modulus

and t'truet' strain for another crystalline polymer, poly-
oxymethvlene. Paterson (t969)'n" conducted compression

tests on a vu.icanized rubber in confining pressures up

to 10 Kbar. He observed a trglass transitiontt pressure

at about I I( bar, in the vicirrity of which rapid in-
creases in el-asticity modulus and in yield stress !{ere

evident. The defornration of rubber at high pressure was

found to be similar to the cold flow commonly observed

in ttrermoplastics. Vroom and westover (f97O)'n= per-
formed tensile experiments on several polymers urder

hyd.rostatic pressure. Preliminary results showed that
the increase or decrease in yield stress, ultimate stress
and elasticity modulus with trydrostatic pressure did not
follow any fixed pattern, but depended on the type of
polymer investigated. Penetration of polystyrene
specimens by oil induced ductility previously observed

as due to hycir<lstatic pressure.

The number of experimental investigations carried out
on polyethylene under hydrostatic pressure is smallzse'

o{244-246. At high pressure, the modurusllrasticitl'239214-246
and the yield stress 245t2nt increase substantial-ly, whereas

ducti1ity244t245 ( trre strain at fracture) decreases

significantly with increasing pressure.

Pae and Mears (l-968)tn4 presented some tensile stress-
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strain results, ullder high pressure, of an HD'E. The
polymer sampre, mounted in a yoke was placed in ilre
high-pressure chamber, a desirecl hyd.rostatic pressure
vtas applied and maintained constant, and a tensire road
was applied to the sample. This high-pressure apparatus,
which permitted either te'sire or compressive tests to
be run, consisted essentially of two inter-connected
chambers between which was a double-ended hydraulic
cylinder with pi-stons projecting into both chambers.
when one piston entered a chamber, pressurised kerosene
passed through to the second ehamber from which the other
piston was being withdrawn, thereby maintaining constant
pressure during a test. specimen 10ad and d.isplacement
were measured externally, the former by resistance strain_
gauges mounted on the inside wall of the piston but free
of contact with the high-pressure fluid, the ratter by a
linear-variabre-differential transformer attached to the
roading piston. Tensire stress-strain curves by pae and
Ivlearlr are shown in figure 18, The authors observed
increases in yield stress and .elasticity modulus, and
a decrease in ductility with increasing pressure. They
attributed these changes in the properties of poJ_yethylene
to the restriction in the morecurar-chain motion by the
applied pressure.

Ivlears, Pae and sauer (r969)=n= obtained additional stress-
strain results for HDpE with the sarne apparatus used by
Pae and Mears2n4. They measured the erasticity mod.urus
of HDPE at atmospheric pressure and at ten other values
of hydrostatic pressures up to Z Kbar. Their data are
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Yield stresses increased significantly with increasing''
pressure but the overall fracture strains decreased.
According to the authors, the molecular mobility of'
polyethylene chains was stropgly influenced by the
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polymer. As ihe material was und,er pressure, the free
volume was red.uced and secondary forces between neigh-
bouring segments \rere increased. Under pressure, a

higher applied stress was therefore required to initiate
yielding.

RabinowiLz, ward and Parry (tgTO)'nu investigated shear

stress-strain behaviour of a pclyethylene under hydro-
static pressures up to 7 Kbar. A holiow specimen was

held in special torsion grips which were so designed that
only a pure torque could be transnitted to the specimen.

One set of grips was attached to a fixed torque tube,
and the other to a rotating shaft. The whole apparatus

was surrounded by pressurized fluiC contained in a thick-
walled cylinder. The fluid was a mixture of equal volumes

of castor oil and. hydraulic brake-fluid. At 7 rcbar castor
oil alone was found to be too viscous. In contrast to its
behavj-our in tension and compression polyethylene in shear

remained ductile over the complete range of pressure. The

authors also found that the yield stress in shear rose

monotonically with increasing pressure. The torsion
experiment was forrnd particularly suited to investigations
of yield and fracture because ttre state of stress in the
polymer specimen always remained well-defined.

Table 9 summarises existing work under review.
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PART B

EXPERII\,IENTAL DETAILS

Chapter 5

Materials and Specimens

GENERAI, DESCRIPTTON

Poiyethylene is a tough, leaihery thermoplastic having
the feel and translucent appearance of a paraffin wax.
It is formed by the add.ition polymerization of ethyiene
in the reaction:

n cz II+ -> [ -ctt" -cH 2 _ ]n

with n of the order of 1r000in a tlpical resin (average
molecular weight: JOTOO0) .

The raw material for polyethylene, pure ethylene czII+, is
a hydrocarbon gas of about the sane d.ensity as air. At
atmospheric pressure, it boils at 17oor. Ethylene in a
pure form does not arise naturally, or as a by-product
of other large-scale operations. The impurities in raw
ethylene consist of a mixture of gases and vapours which
can be removed only by a chemicar means, fractional dis-
tillation, or both. The removar of these impurities
from ethylene presents a major problem in polyethylene
manufacture.

Polyethylene is predominantly a
The monomer units are connected
chain which is quite typical of

straight-chain material .

together in a threadlike
many thermoplastics:
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some branching does, however, occur with the formation of
side chains (." in LDpE). These side ehains tend to
interfere with the closery-packed arrartgement of the
molecules thus reducing the density and the crystarline
regularity of the polyner.

Various commercial polynerization processes were dis-
cussed in chapter 2. The branched, low-density poly-
ethylene (r,oee) is usual.ly produced at high pressure
using free-radicar catarysts (used in the u.K., rcr
process), but it can also be cibtained by the Ziegler
process at lor'r pressure using organometal catalysts
(used in the u.s.a.). The rinear, high-clensity pory-
ethylene (nope) is produced at low pressure using either
heterogeneous catalysts of transition metal compounds ,
or organometal catalysts of the ziegler process (emproyed
both in the u.K. and the u.s.A.). The crystarline
structure of polyethylene was described rn d,etair also
in chapter 2.

I\uo poryethylenes were obtained for the present investig-
ation. The lovr-density polyethyrene (loen) was rmperial
chemical-rndustries (rcr) e*attrene wJGJI which had a
nominal nurnlcer-average moleeular weigtrt of )z,ooo and a
nominal density of 0 .)z g/cm3. The material was available
in extruded-rod stock of I in. and ] in. nominal diameters.
The high-density polyethylene (Hope) was rcr Vitrathene

r'
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TABLE lC

DerrsltV l{easur:'ements

I.,DPE
( g,/qt" )

EDPf
(g/"tt )

WeiEhing Arctrimedes T{eig lng Archimede,s
Saurp!.e and measuring,di.spJ.acentent. and measuring disPlacernent

dimens,iqns m.ethocl dirnen'sions method

L

2'

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

1L

.9tr3

.915

.go8

,9L2

,9A5

.9\5

,91t4

.952

.948

.95t+

,910

.912

,914

.908

.907

.,p10-

.9\2

.946

.948

.941

.gt+T

.948

.911

.910

.910' .949

.947

.91t5

Fina1
llaLue
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of unknown molecular weight and densiL.y. This material

carne in rolled-sheet form, 1+ in. in thickness.

MEASUREMETIT OF DENSITY

Measurements of density of the two polythylenes r^lere

carried out at room temperature (a96"14) by two methods:

( i) weigiring and measuring dimensions

( ii) Archimedes displacement method.

In,method ( i) five 1ots, each of ten specimens, were

taken at random from a batch of about 100 specimens of

nominally equal d.imensions (* i". diameter, + in. long).

Ttrese specimens were weighed on a Sartorius balance with

a precision of 0.1 mg. The densities obtained by this

method are presented in the first half of table 10.

rn method. (ii) various samples of larger sizes G 75 g)

were weighed in air and in air-free distilled water.

Potyethylene was wetted but othensise hras not affected

by water. The densities obtained by this method are

given in the second half of table 10.

There was no obvious superiority on one method over the

other. Averaging the results gave a density of 0.910

g/cnP (specific volume: 1.1-OO c-n3/g) for LDPE, and for

HDPE a density of O.g)+7 g/cms ( specific volume z I 'O57

cm3 /g)

To obtain the specific volume of the present materials

at other temperatures, their volume-thermal-expansion

coefficient as a function of temperature must be known.
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The volume-thermal-expansion coefficient of I-rDPE was

esLimated frorn dilatonretric d,ata of Zakin, Simha and

Hershey164 , that of FIDPE from measurements of Quinn

and Mandelkern 134.

'Figure 2I shov;s specific-volume curves for IDPE and,

HDPE, obtained a.s de:cribed, a'i: temperatures from 9f
to 4.9oK. The curves reveal- the charateristic behaviour

100

F,iqure 21 Specific volume of polyethylene

of polyethylene over a wide range of temperature, with
most of the melting occuring within a few degrees.of

the actual melting poj,nt. At low temperatures the

curves become fIaL indicating a reducing coefficient of
volune thermal expansion at lor,ver temperatures. The

1.0
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curves also sholv that the denser material has a higher
melting point.

MEASUREMENT.: OF DEGREE OF CRTSTALLINIflT

The degree of cqfstallinity @ as estimated by the volume

fraction of the material in c4zs;alline form, was cal-
culated by the equation:

va-v
(z>)va-v"

(ffris and other mebhods of estimating O were reviewed in
section 2.1) Here V. is the specific volume of the
amorphous liquid at ttre temperature of measurement, V"

is the specific volume of the pure crystal at the same

temperature, and V is the observed specific volume of
the bulk rnaterial.

The following rralues of

V" = I.O25

Va = I.J.52

T being the temperature of measurement in degrees celcius.

The cafculated degree of crystallinity as a function of
temperature for the two polyethylenes is qiven in figure
22. The melting regrion of HDPE is not only at higher
temperature ( 4OBoK compared with f85"x), but also occupies
a narrower range. Some tens of degrees below the melting
point, the curves have an extended plateau indicating
that both polyethylenes reach an equilibrium crystalline
structure over a fairly wide temperature range. The

plateau for HDPE extends as far as 15iox, whi_l-e for LDpE

a=

ug and V. hrere used los '

+ 3xl6a T

+ 6.7j x lo-a T

3r)
(r8)
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it is somewhat, Iower, reaching about 7Cf x,

ANISOTROPY

*rr"arr"., specimens (* in. in diameter and { in. long)
of LDPE were cut with their axis paraller to the axis
of the 1 in. diameter rod, and perpendicur-ar to it. For
HDPE, specimens were cut with their axis along the
longest direction of the rectagular block, and aJong the
two directions perpendicur-ar to it. compressive stress-
strain curves were obtained in an rnstron testing-machine
with a strain rate of o.ooi, seir ( three tests for each
direct'ion) . The stress of 0.005, 0.oro .rra 0.020 strains
are presented in table 11. Details of stress and, strain
measurements are described in. chapter lO.

I

I

I
I,

I

-LDPE
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TABI,E 11

TEgrS FoR ALTIISWROFf

Ax.is of sPeeirnen
Stres,s,

o.00,5
Fsirat strains

0,01
of
0.02

Parallel to axis of rod

140

154

re9

?.58

%7

240

)+:4,

470

421

Per.pendicular to axis of
sod

r49

uE
L7e

446

412

43:2

re6z

241[

244

Hiqh-den sitv- Polvethv lene

ilxis of epec:Lrnen
Stress,

0.005
P,$iraL st':rains

0.01
of
0.02

Parallel to longest
directi,on of bl-oclt

877

842

8or

1l[9

1515

1448

21t50

e48o

2}6A

815

8or
950

1470

1448

1t+o

149o

1548

x56o

2l+40

Lfro
2575

Fetependicralar to LoD€r'est
direction of block 817

882

868

zt+6a

6ea
2,58CI
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There is no recogni-sable difference (taUte 1l) beyond

experimenta.l errors and repeatability, between any two

directions to suggest that the rods and blocks are
structurally anisotropic. Alternatively any difference
in mechanical properties caused. by structural aniso-
tropy is not apparent perhaps in these results and is
thus of no consequenee in this investigation. Aniso-
tropy in crystalIi ne polymers is allegedly 53r r 4l:142

caused by crystaI reorientation during mechanj-cal forming
processes. Usuallyrthe polymers must have a hiEh degree
of crysta1J-i.nj-ty or crystallization must be nearly comple:e
at the forminE temperatures. polyethylene, however,
crystallizes over a fairly wide range of temperature near
ambient. After rods and blocks are formed and cool_ed to
room temperatu.re, crystallization is expeeted to continue.
The crysta1 lamellae grow in all possible directions, and

in the final state their orientation is random. On the
other hand, if any anisotropy remains, this would pref-
erably be at the surface of the rod or blocks. These

oriented surface 1"y";::?3fiLin in specimens machined from
stock. In addition the finished specimens were heaLed

to )Z)oX for twenty-four hours and oven-coo-led. to room

temperature, This annealing procedure is expected to
remove any residual inhomogeneity or anisotropy in the
specimens.

SPECIMEN SHAPE AIID SPECIMEN-END LI]BRICATION

There are many practical difficulties in uniaxial
compressive testing of materials. Those of major
i:nportance are:
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(") Attaining urriform distribution of stress across the
specimen cross- -qection.

(l) Measurement. of deformati-on to give a rrue represent-
ation of the state of strain in'the specimen.

(") Attainmen'b of mechanical stability of the specimen,
(a) Reduction of friction effects at the specimen ends

to an acceptable leve1.

These factors are no\^r describeC in turn.

To achieve a uni.form stress-dis.bribution, the specimen
must be machi.ned to an accuracy consistent with the
degree of uniformity required, and the testing machine
must apply a trury axial load to the specimen when the
latter is correctly positioned in the machine.

strain measurement in compressive testing can be achieved
either by the attachmert of a mechanical extensometer to
the specimen to measure the contraction of a pre_
cetermined gauge length, or by the observation of the
change in separation of the specimen ends. rn this
investigation, the former method was ruled out because
confining the contraction d.evice in a temperature or
pressure medium created many instrumental problems. The
latter method was preferred, and the specimen-end
separation was deduced by substracting the machine
deflections from the observed cross-head movement
( secLions 10. 2 and I 2., ,

The mechanical stability of the specj-men may be attained
by a suitable choice of specimen geometry. Tirnoshenkorur,
and Tuck"rtt2 and Hoff26s all pointed out that the use of
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too large a slenderness ratio for solid cylindrical
compression speciments (4 * leng'bh/diameter) can produce

failure by buckling. The effect of buckling can be

minimized by a reduction of the slenderness ratlo to
achieve stability, but in this case homogenous com-

pression may be difficult to achieve because friction at
the specimen end^s will result j.n a decrease in the true
stress in the speeimen. For a cylindrical_ specimen,

diameter rl and length 1, this decreasecl stre.ss is given
approximately by"tn ,

3g)
6a

where p is the coefficient of friction at the specimen-
machine interface, 6 and 6a are the true stress and

applied stress. The infl_uence of the terrn $d/tL can

be minimized. by a suitable choi ce of d and 1, while ;r.

can be red.uced by lubrication of the specimen ends.

- ud.t*7

In an investigation into the influence
geometry on the compressive properties
Ely (1967)223 reported results of tests

of
of

on

specrmen

Lhermo-plastics,
polyethylene

and nylon specimens of varj-ous slenderness ratios from

4 to 2I. His aim was to ascertain that the slenderness
ratio of B used in his tests gave representative
compressive properties. His observations were:

The percent decrease in observed stress, when the
slenderness ratio was increased form B to 16, was

acceptably small for a1.1 cases.

(.)
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(l) Effects of sren,cerness ratio on the observed stress
at o.020 strain \{ere sirnilar to those at larger
strains.

(") At a higher strain-rate (o.oz5 compared with o.0ol
sect), the effects were recluced.

(a) The use of dry or oir-lubricated loading surfaces
had no significant effects on the results.

Dao in 1968216 attempted. to determine whettrer the observed
compressive properties of nylon were affected by the
specirnen shape ( round, solid and hollow) at a higher
strain-rate (rl.o sec-l) ttran those used by Ery. The
results reveared no clear-cut pattern of behaviour of
the observed stress at increasingi slend.erness ratio.
Effects of using different lubricants (oi1, molybdenum
disulphide, and Tefron tape) could. not be distinguished
from the experimental errors.

Thomas26a reported compressive creep data for horlow
cyrindrical specimens of poly ( vinyl chloride) and
polypropylene. IIe found the spread of strain values
constant stress for three different specimen lengths
be within the accuracy of the strain measured.

rn this investigation, it was decided that no further
attempt wourd be made to examine the i-nfluence of the
specimen geometry and end r-ubrication. rt was thought
that the use of any specimen configuration with a

srenderness ratio between four and eight wourd give
representative results. The specimen geometry chosen
was similar to that of Dao2l6, in the form of a right

at
to
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cylinder (slend.erness ratio j.r, O.jTj in. in diameter
and 0.500 in. long. The specimens vrere machined to their
final diameter and cut to length in a rathe, The torer-
ances were as follows:

INITIAT, CONDITIONTNG

^ 
27tr + 0.001 j_v.2() = 0.00, an.

n Err^ + 0.001 j --u'?uu = o.ool l-n'

OF TEST SPECIMENS

Diameter

Length

6.6

Arthough test specimens were separately conditioned at
a given temperature or hydrostatic pressure before an

experiment (chapters 11 and f2), an initial treatment26s
was applied. to all speeimens for tl-e purpose of relieving
them of mechanj-cally-induced i-nternal stress and ani-
.sotropyr ds wel-l as subjecting them to similar initial
condj-tion of humidity: the specimens were heated for a

period of forty-eight hours in an electric oven at a-

temperature of 12t t f r. They were oven-coored to room

temperature in four hours, and then stored in a desic-
cator oven silica ge1 for a period of at least fifteen
hours prior to tests.
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Chaptgr 7

Prograrune of Work

7 ,I oirrLTNE

The aim of the present investigation was to obtain
information concerning the effects of temperacure and
pressure on the stress-strain properties at diffe::ent
nominally constant strain-rates, of the two po]-yettrylenes
already d.escribed. The materials vrere simple crystairine
polymers about which rittl-e information of this kind was
yet .rcnown. Tests at different temperatures were required,
first,ly to locate the 7, F and o relaxat,ions, secondly so
that results could be shifted to indicate the probable
materiar behaviour over an extended time scale. Tests at

:

various hydrostatic pressures were necessary to see if
the::e was some kirrd of equivarence between temperature
and pressure (with respect to thei.r inf luence on visse-
elastic properties).

The' investigation required the following equipment:

(") A consLant strain-rate apparatus, the Instron
machine

(u) A low and high-temperature enclosure, the tnstron
environmental chamber.

(c) A container capable of confining a specimen in high
hydrostatic pressure, and through which axial
compression tests could be conducted on the specimen,

(a) A technique to pressurize the fruid medium and main-

tain it at the desired pressure.
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A brief description of the rnsLron machine and the Tnstron
environmental chamber is giverr i.ir chapters B and 9.
Details of the pressure container and the intensifier
are given in chapter rr. Testing proced.ures are
described in chapters 10 and f2.

T.? TESTING PROGRAMME

The following types of tests were carried out in the
investigation of the properties of polyethylene (talles
12 and tr) t

7 .2.r TEIUPERATI'RE TESTS

(") The effects of temperature on the compressive
stress-strain p::operties of HDPE to substantial
strains (O.fO) : iow strain-rate testg (O.Oll sec-r)
of HDpE at various temperatures from TToX to just
below its melting point (AOBox).

(u) The effects of temperature on the compressive
stress-strain properties of LDPE to substantial
strains (O.tO): Iow strain-rate bests (O.Ojt sec-r)
of LDPE at various temperatures from Tf X rc just
below its metting poinr (]gl"x).

PRESSURE TESTS

(") The effects of hydrostatic pressure on the com-
pressive stress-strain behaviour of HDPE to
substantiar strains (o.ro): low strain-rate tests

T .2.2
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(O.OO], sec'1) of HDPE at various pressures

0.001 Kbar* (atm.) to 4'Kbar

(f) The effects of hyclrostatic pressure on the

pressive stress-strain behaviour of LDPE to

substantial strain (O.fO): low strain-rate
(O.OOlf sec-r) of LDPE at various pl:essrlres

0.001 Kbar tc 4 Kbar.

from

com-

tests
from

7 .2.7 STRAIN RATE_ IESTS

(") The effects of strain rate on the compressive

stress-strain properties of HDPE to substantial

strains (0.10):
(i) Room-temperature (Z96ox) tests of HDPE

specimens at various strain-rates.
(ii) rce-point (277"x) tests of HDPE specimens

at varicus strain-rates.

(U) The effects of strain rate on the compressive stress-

sLrain properties of LDPE to substantial strains
(o.to) :

(i) Room-temperature Lests of LDPE specimens at

various strain-rates.
(ii) fce-point tests of LDPE specimens at various

strain-rates.

J(' The unit "bar" is used in the thesis following the
Conference on Very High Pressure at New York it ]960 which
voted to standardize the use of pressure-units, bar and

kii;;-, (xu-=) exclusivety: 1 Lar = los lllm2 = f4.5 psi).



7 .2.4

tl5

CoMBTNED TEMPERATURE AED STRAr}I_RATE -'TESTS.

(") combined effects of temperature anc strain-rate
the compressive stress-strain behaviour of HDPE

small strains (o.o t) . Temperature ranged. from
to JJQaK at about rOox intervals. strain rates
were from 0.000066 to 0.66 sec -r.

(u) cqnbinec effects of teraperature and strain-rate on
the cornpressive stress-strain behaviour of LDPE at
sma1l strains (o.of ). The ,.rrn{a"mperature and
strain rate was similar to (.).

7 .2.5 COMBTNED PRESSITRE AND STRAIN-RATE TESTS

(") combirred effects of pressure and strain rate on the
compressive stress-strain behaviour of HDpE at small
strains (O.Of;. pressure ranged from O.OO1 Kbar
to 4 Kbar at 0.5 Kbar intervals. Strain rates
hrere from 0.000066 sec-r to 0.66 sec-I .

combined effects of pressure and strain rate on
the compressive stress-strain behaviour of LDpE at
small strains (O.Of). The range of pressure anC

strain rate was similar to (").

on

at
1 )zo

(u)
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. The Constant Strain-Rate Apparatus

GENERAL DESCRTPTION

The apparatus used was either an Tnstron machine type
TT-c (capacit? f0,ooo1b) or a type TT-D (capecit-y zo,0oor.:).
These machines were capable of cross-head speeds at discre:e
values from 0.0c2 to 20.0 in. per min. corresponcling to
strain rates of 0.000066 to A.66 sec-l on a 0.50 in. lonE
specirnen

At speeds of 0.20 in. per min. and rower, an rnstron loan-
cell and the x-Y chart-recorder system were emploved,
The Load cell was a 10r0001b FR tension-compression cerl
of strain-gauge type positioned beneath the moving cross-
head at the base of the vertical columns of the testing
assembly. An applied load on the specimen, through the
cell, caused a proportional change in the resistance of
the strain gauge. The resultant signal was amplified,
rectified to dc and fed to the pen d,riving circuit. The

load celI was calibrated by putting smarl weights on the
load table above the cell or by means of a calibrated.
proving ring. The cross-head was actuated. by two
vertical screws and a positional servo-mechanism iot
'accurate control. The paper chart of the recorder was

driven at constant speeds, at various ratios with respec:
to the cross-head. Thus on the X-y recorder, the load
was indicated on the X axis and the cross-head dis-
pracement along the y axis. The compression of the
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specimen was derived b1r substracting the ove::al1 machine

deflection from the cross-head. morrernent (chapter 10).

' At head speeds in excess of O.2O in. per min. the In-
stron cha::t-recorder could noL be used as the recorder
response time was too slow. In its p1ace, an ultra-
violet light. recorder was employed $ef, tltpe 7006,
f requency response in excess of 1r 000 llz)i

For pressure tests, in which the pressure container was

inserted between the cross-heads of r-he instron machine,
an internal load-transducer (chapter f2) was used in
place of the commercial load-cell.

B.z cRoss-HEAp spEEps oF THE rNsrRoN MAcHTNES

In order to determine whether or not the cross-head speeds 
i

of the Instron machines were close to their nominal values, 
l

tb,e machines were run at zero and various non-zero loads,
and the movement of the cross-head was measured by a

displacement transducer ( Schaevitz DC-LVDT type I2rZ) and

recorder on a U.V. recorder. Both for:ward and return
travels were investigated. The acceleration of the cross
head from rest to nominal speed was also examined.

The following observations were made ( tabte 14) :

(") Deviations.from nominal speeds in all cases were

small and followed no definite pattern.
(U) Acceleration to nominal speed was almost instant-

aneous for speeds of f.0 in. per min. and lower.
(") For speeds in excess of 1.0 in. per min., acceleration
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took an appreciable time. The distance through
rvhich the cross-head totravel before reaching
nominal speecl was approximately proportional to
the head speeds, e.g. O.r5 in and 0.16 in. for
speeds of 20.0 and 10,0 in. per min. respectively.

(a) The c,ross-head speed was not affected by the
amount of Load, applied to it.

TABLE flt

Cro€s-head Speeds (inctllter minute'l of the Instron Maglineg

lleasur€d bv a Displacement Trangducer

tforolnal 
"P."td ?o*,utdl Returnln. Per nrn.

Fonrard
Rcturn Itith constant Ioad of

)00orb 600orb 870001b

20. 20.4

10 9.94

2 2.Ol

I 1.o)

o.2 0.?o5

0.1 0.101

. o.o2 ' 0.0202

0.01 0.01

o.oo2 0.00206

10.)

2.05

l.o1 I
0.2oll O.2O,

0.10,

o.or98

1.96

' '96
0.2 o.20, o.n2

o.1o4 0.098 0.1

1.Ol

0.205

8.7

o.o2o1 o.or95 0.0204 o.0195

DEFLECTION OF THE INSTRON !,IACHINES

The machine deflection was related to the eross-head
'travel by the equation:

Cross-head travel = overall machine d.ef lection ( +O)

* specimen compression

In most experiments of this investigation the specimen

compression was.small, from O.O05 to 0.010 in. (O.Of' to
0.02 strains) . The machine .defrections became significalt,
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and in many cases (at low temperatures, high pressures or
high strain-rates) vrere comparable wiirr the specimen
compression.

Figure 2] represents a typicar testing situation. The

defl-ection of the mactrine and associated fixtures was
obtained by running a dummy test in exactly the same

testing condition, btrt without the specim.en in pIace.
The results of these clummy tes.ts, and method of computing
the specimen strains arre present in chapters 10 and 12.

. I ,' 
', Fiqure 2a Schematic ,load

.'.,.' ,. ,' . dispLacement of

dummy tc6t

spec. cofn sslon

rcol

C/H TRAVEL

versus cross-head
an Instron machine

L
o
A
D

a'

AJ-though the cross-head speeds of the two Instron
machines remained constant at,

irrespective .of the load, the

.their nbminal values

deflection of the 'load'

8.4
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celL and. firitures ura,s an appre.ciab,le funetion o,f 10ad and
. time. 

'-

DLffere.nt,i.ated wit-tr :reJBect to tirne,equation (4O) becomesr

$rorn,inaL straLn-ra.te = mactiRe defleetion rate ( 41)
* speefuneR s,train-rate

.makl^ng the actrral spercimen strain-rate always lower t_?ran

the noninal_ value. This wa_s in effect a eonsistent
€nor. The depqndenc.e of me,chanical propertles of poly_
ine:rs on strain ra.te i.s monoLonic 4s , howe'ver, tlrus errors
irr acceBbing the nqninal varue are not serious,
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The Temperature Envirorrmental Chamber

The temperature enclosure used for the tests was an

Tnstror environmental chanrber model G-rO-l. Above

room temperature heating was achieved by uniformly
rJistributed heating-elements. Below room temperature

liquid nitrogen was employed as a coolant. Ttre

ternperature-control system consisted of a table-top
console w*rich contained the operating controls and

indicators , and a probe placed near the specimen

containing a ttermocouple and a resistance thermometer.

The therrnocouple was made of iron-constantan wire and

$ras connected to the console indicator to display the

specimen temperature. The resistance thermometer was

a lOO ohm platinum resistor. This resistance, which

changed with temperature of the chamberrwas compared

( in a wheatstone bridge circuit) with that, di'aled in
by means of a set-point potenticmeter, and the difference
was used to control the average pohrer leve} ( above ambi-

ent), or the amount of coolant (trelow ambient by means

of an on/off solenoid valve).

Figure 24 shows the Instron machine modeI TT-C and the

low-temperature apparatus. Liquid nitrogen was drawn

from the vaccum-insulated container which was pressurized

to a constant pressure of 4 psi by nitrogen gas'

The Instron charnber system as designed was limited to



Fiqure 24 rnstron TT-c machine and 1ow-temperature
apparatus
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temperatures above I95"K because of the resistance of the

set-.ocint potentiometer. To conduct tests belor,v 1950K

the electrical circuit of the controller was altered. A

resistor of about 40 ohn was inserted externally and in
a series with the platinum-resistance thermometer. This
dummy resistor was equivalent to an apparent temperature
rise of about 1Ooox in the chamber, and the solenoid
valve was actuated to open drawing further coolant until
a chamber temperature of fOOoK below the set-point
of the control poLentiometer was reached. The specimen

temperature was measured by a separate precision potentio-
meter (rinsley type 5 592). Thirty to forty-five minutes
was allowed for the specimen temperature to stabilize at
each required value. Repeatability was within J O.5oX.

Warm air was blown continuously over the load cell (tigure
2$ to maintain i.t at near ambient temperature. The cell
was, on the other hand, temperature compensated, and, the
bridge was baLanced before each compression test bega.n.
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Chapter 10

Description of the Temperature Tests

GENERAL TESTING ARRANGEMENT

To carry out axial-cornpression experiments at vagious

temperatures, a compression-testangi arrangement was

assembled in the lust::on environmental chamber as shown

in figure 25. The extension rod was positioned + in.
from the specimen white the desired temperature was

stabilized. Downward. motion of the.Instron cross-

heaC caused the extension rod to compress the poly-

ethylene specimen against the load-cel1 compression

table. The ] in. gap between the extension rod and the

specirnen allowed the cross-head to accelerate to its
nominal rate*. The compression table was screwed to
the load cell via a ball seat to ensure a truly axial
load.

PRODUCTTON OF THE STRESS-STRATN RECoIIDS

For all temperature experiments the area and the length

of the specimen as measured at room temperature was

corrected for changes with temperature using published
* Conservative calculations showed that there was no
effect of stress wave due to impact. The specimen had
a rise time of about three msec., o[ actual test
records, however, the time of interest was never shOrter
than ten m sec. so it. could be assumed that the stress
was then uniform throughout the specimen.
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thermal-expansion data r34'164 . The load.-displacement

curve was obtained from either the Instron chart-
recorder or the U - V recorder as alreacly described
(section 8.1). Ideally the values of stress at various
strains were found by obtaining the specimen strains
from the difference between load-displacement curves at
the same temperature when a specimen v/as present and

when no specimen lvas present. This cletermination of
the specimen strain required twice the number of normal

tests. Since the number of tests necessa4f vias already

iarge, an investigation was conducted to find out

whether or not the load deflection curves of the load

cell and associa+-ed fixtures, without the specimen,

varied wit?r temperature and strain rate. Results are

strown in f igure 26. Although tl:ere was a general
trstiffening" of the assembly tcwards low temperatures

and high strain rates, the variations were not large
enough to require compensation' The adoption of one

characteristic curve ( solid line, figure 26) for all
cases was thought reasonable.

10., TEI\,IPERATURE I',[EASUREMENT

The temperature time-conbtants of various fixtures in
direct contact with the specimen and of the specimen

itself were estimated, and as a result times from thirty
to forty-five minutes were allowed for the temperature

of the specimen and fixtures to stabiLize at each test.
The temperature-measuring and control probe was placed

within * in. of the specimen, the temperature of which
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w4s measured ly eitlrer tJre instron console witb frequent
c.alibration against a pr'ecision potentiometer, or by the
potentiometer itself . thro prei'cision ponte Liorneters
(finstr-ey 5992 and llonelnvell 2 74il $rere used to cross-
aali-lbrate each othe,r. Acerlrac,y wa es,timated to be

wit?rin t O.f'K.
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Chapter 1l

The H-i-gh Pressure System

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Detailed drawings used in the construction of the high-
pressure system are held in the strengths-of-Materials
Laboratory of ihe unj-versity of Auckland. An index to
these drawings is gi.rbn in Appendix r. The high-pressure
container and the intensifier were nrade by HMNZ Dockyarc,
Devonport, Auckland. The ].ow-pressure components were
made and assembled in the Engineering Wcrkshop of the
University.

The high-pressure system consisted of three parts:
(") the pressure generating sectj-on, (u) the testing
section, and (.) the measur5-ng devices, all shown in
block diagram of figure 28. photographs of the assembly
are given as figures 29 and 70. The letters designating
various parts of the system are the same in arr three figures.
(") The pressure generating section was designed to

deliver hydrostatic pressures up to T Kbar (tOOrOOOpsi).

It was composed of an B, OOO psi Bryce injection pump

(;oseph Lucas Linited) and a 7 Kbar intensifier.

The intensifier had a cascade construction as shown

in figuretl. The ratio of the piston area at the
low-pressure side to that at the high-pressure side
was 12.2t. Because of this area differential it
was possible to generate hydrostatic pressure up to
about 7 xbar by applying a pressure.of B,OO0 psi to
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Fiqure 28 Block diagram of the high-pressure system.
'I

the low-pressure side. The high-pressure body was

made up of two thick-walled cylinders shrunk to-
gether with an interference of 0.015 in. which was

obtainerl by heating the outer cylinder to 45OoC and

cooling the i-nner cylinder in solid carbon dioxide
and acetone. The cyrinders vrere made of alloy steel,
En JOA, (gs 970) quenched and tempered to a hardness
of about Rockwell CJ2 (tensile strength of 11 Kbar)
The hardness was found to be fairly uniform because
o'f the snrall size of the heat-treated componenls.
This was seen as one of the advantages of the multi-
walled design which was adopted for the intensifier
as welL as. for tJ:e bomb ( see (U) ) . on the other

DIGITAL
N DI CATOR

BOMB

MAN.
CELI.

INTEN.
SIFIER

BRI:-
DGE
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hand, the shrirrl<-fit method such as this, in which

two thinner cylinders were pressed one inside the

other with considerable interference, al.tered the
stresses in the container under internal pressure,
creatingr a more uniform distribution of lower
stresses which reduced the required tensile strength
of the material. Detailed analysis of the stress
distribu'Eion i.s given in Appendix IV. Other parts
cf the intensifier were made by En 25. The inten-
sifier was d.esigned for an operating pressure of
7 X bar at room ternperature and was hydrostatically
tested to 7.2 x bar usir,g a 100-ton Avery universal
testing machine.

(n) The testing section consisted of the tnstron machine

and a high-pressure container (hereafter referred to
as the bonic) .

The rnstron machine mociel rt-ffiquireC for
operating at its maximum capacity of 20,0OO1b. It
was employed as a means to push the load bar against
the internal pressure as well as to load the specimen

axially in compression. Details of the bomb are
given in figure 32. The outer cylinder was 6 in.
diameter and had a bore of 3 in. The inner cylinder
had a bore of 1.50 in. They were 16 in. long and

tiuere strrunk together with an interference of 0.010 in.
The load bar protruded from the upper-enC plug of
the bomb and was provided with a packing-nut to
confine the pressurizing fluid. The O.75 in.
shoulder on the road bar was to prevent it from
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being forced out, of the bomb. A1l parts of the
bomb were rnad,e of alloy steel En JOA quenched and

tempered to a ttardness of about Rockwell etz. The

pressure fluid was introduced into the bomb through
a hole in the upper end plug. End collars (caps)

rather than internal screwed-end plugs were used
for both intensifier and. bomb nrainly to avoid
elaborate machining of large screw-threads. The

inside di.mensions of the bom,b $/ere d.esigned so

that it was large enough to accommodate electrical
leads, and at the saine tirne long enough to house

the Hopkinson bars when impact loailing was desired,
The bomb was made for an operating pressure of T Kbar
but has so far been used only to 4.5 Xbar.

(") The measuring section consisted. of devices for
measurirrg pressure, load and specimen strain.

' The intensity of the hydrostatic pressure was

measured by means of a manganin-wire resistance
transducer (Harr,trood Pressure-Cell), which increased.
in electrical resistance with pressure. The two

coils were non-inductively wound. The active coil
was subjected to the hydrostatic pressure, and the
compensating coil was hou.sed. in the top of the cell.
Both coils had a 120 ohm resistance at atmospheric
pressure, and were wired in series to form adjacent
arms of a Wheatstone bridge. Leads were broughtout
from the cell, and the resistance increase d.ue to
pressure was measured by a digital strain-indicator
(eutomation Industries mod.e1 pll5}) .
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Figure 29 Front view of the high-pressure system ^.(ror details of various parts see figure 2a)
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Fiqure 30 Intensifier and bomb assembly
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The axial load on the specimen v/as measured by a

loadtranscucerlocatedbe+:weenthespecinrenandthe
back bar (tigure 32). The recording instrument

consistedofabridgecircuit,acarrier-amplifier
and a U.v. recorder (sn:, tYPe ] 006) '

The specimen

substraction
the instron

strain under ax'ial loacl was deduced by

of the overall machine deflection frorn

cross-head movement (sectj-on l.2'1) '

1]. 2 PRESSURN

In order tO transmit a pure hydrostatic pressure, a fluid

mustbeused,andoneofthefirstproblemsencountered
inthedesignofthehigh-pressuresystemwasleakageof
theworkingfluid.Thesealingmethodsusedinlow-
pressure commercial equipment was not adequate' Most low-

pressure systems prevented leakage by simply sq'reezing a

softpackingtightlybetweenmatingsurfaces.Thismethod
was very effective for low pressures, and would perhaps

be satisfactoryup +'o approximately 1 Kbar' But at

pressures much beyond ttris, Ieaking was inevitable'

resulting in loss of pressure' There were two types of

high-pressure leakage. One was by clearance between two

stationary surfacesr e.9. end plugs and cylind'er bore'

for which a static seal was required' The other was

created, by clearance between moving parts, e.9. load bar

andupperendplugofbombrforwhichadynamicsss]was
necessary.
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Static Sea1s

SeaI 11 of the intensifier (t-iqure 1l*) ' seals 3a

and 1b of the bomb (figure J2)vtere of static type'

Figure Jl shows the typical rrorr r:ng. arrangement' The

NeOprene rrOrf ring is a product of most seal- manufacturers

and was made to British standard. The back-u5r ring of

aluminium bronze was fj-tted. to prevent the rrorr ring fron

extruding into the small clearance between the end plug

and the cylinder waIl. The back-up ring was made to the

Sdrtl€ climensions and tclerances as the end-plug stem. Tire

dimensions of the annular space into which the 'b" ring

fi.tted were not critical. The retaining ring, a standard

circlip, facilitated the introduction and extraction of

the seal arrangiement as a unit into and from the cylinde::.

This type of seal has been used manJt t'imes before without

failu::e 2rrt2a6-27o for pressures up to 1! Kbar. fft. back-

up rings and. the rrorr rings had to be renewed occassionally.

Dvnami-c Seals

The rtQrt ring arrangement described above was most useful

for static enclosures, but when used for moving pistons

and load bars having considerable travel, leakage could

occur due to imperfect matching and. undue clearance of

the moving parts. The back-up ring could extrude ovring

to increase in clearance with increasing pressure.To

overcome the problems, seal 9 of the intensifier
(figure rl) and seal 11 of the bomb (figure 72) were

of a special arrangement illustrated by figure Jl1' A
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photograph ( f igure i':) shows their relative sizes. fhe
arrangement, which was an extension of the Paterson

type 272'27 r and of the version used at Halogen Seal

Company "" , had the ad.vantage of being stationary, and

accurate fitting of the various rings was unimportant.
The design has successfully sealed the intensifier piston
up to 7.2 Kba=, while the same combination in the bomb

rviths+-ood 4.5 Kbar repeatedly wiLhout renewal. Low

pressures were sealed by the normal rrorr ring action.
This Neoprene ring was specially made to our design and

was 7o oversize in diameters. The oversize gave the
trOrr ring, when installed, some pre-colnp::ession radially
and hence a self-sealing effect. Th9 fluid pressure was

caused to build up on one side of the ring, compressing

it still further. Ttrus the pressure in the rrOtr ring
was always greater than that of the fluid trying to leak
through. The combinslion of the rrOil ring and the Teflorr
back-up ring sealed medj-um pressures. SeaI of extreme

pressures was accomplished by the deformation of the
bronze retaining ring, forming a metal to metal seal
against the bore and the rod.

Sealing of the lovtr-pressure piston of the intensifier
( figure 7\ was achieved by a separate nylon plug complete

with rrorr rings. The large size of the low-pressure piston
made this design necessaqz. The rrorr rings gave a satis-
factory sea1, and the use of a nylon plug eliminated any

special machining of the piston and the cylinder wall.
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Ficrure J5 Dlznamic-seal combinations of intensifier
( top, same size) and bomb (bottom, twice

acrual size)





ii.J ELECTRIC/IL I.EADS

It is apparent that making experimental measurements

inside the bomb i-s essential. For the present purposes,

such measurements as load on the specimen in stress-

strain experiments and specimen-volume change in pressure-

volume experiments were required. Ext'ernal load measure-

ments by means of the load bar274s275 did' no'u appear

promising because of the d-ifficulties associated with

the small rnagnitude of the net specimen load compareC

with the co:nbined fr:-ctional resistance at the seal and

axial load of tl^e pressure fluid.

Before considering the details of the most suitable
method. of measurement, the problems of taking insulated

leads into the bomb without fluid leakage had to be

solved. Atthough several methods of lntroducing and

sealing electrical leads have been developed2Tstaa4 the

mOst useful one for the present purpose appeared to be

the classical method due to Bridgmat:.276 in which t'pipestone"

cones were used simultaneously to insulate the lead from

the boCy of the bomb and to form a pressure seal. These

electrical leads were now availabl-e commercially (euto-

clave Engineers). Their location in Lhe bomb and their

constructional details are shown in figures 12 and 1J.

They consisted of a 0.0J0 in. diameter inflexible Kovar

wire 12 in. Iong moulded into a ceranic conical terminal

which in turn was moulded into a conical nickel sleeve.

Both the nickel sleeve and the conical seating of the

bomb were lapped to a surface finish of B microinctr.

Pressure tended. to force the cone out of the bomb, and
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11. 4

in so doing, herd the effecl- of forcing it tiEhter into

the seatinE, thus fonning an effective seal'

The internal ends of the leads ( t+) were secured to a

perspex disc insicle the bomb. The external ends of

the Kovar wire were arranged in a 4-wa socket housed

in the end pIug.

OII, CIRCUTT

A diagram of the layout is shown schenratically in figure

76. The low-pressure l-ineis were fabricated from either

mild-stee.I tubing oi I/16 in. bore or steel:braided

flexible hose I,/8 in. bore. The latter was provided

for ease of handling of the motor-pump rig as a

separate unit. The hj.gh-pressure lines were fabricated

from staj-nless-steel tubing also of I/16 in. bore. other

high-pressure valves and fittings htere stock items pur-

chased frcnn Autoclave Engineers company (u'S'A')' The

pressure med.ium was an equal mixture of shellsol K

kerosene and shell Tellu.s 11 hydraulic oilrboth supplied'

by the shell oil company. Light hydraulic- oil such as

Tellus 11 was suitable as a pressure fluid aE t Kbar.

It was so viscous at 4 xbar and above that it did not

transmit pressure readily. ttwater whitett kerosene such

as shellso.I K could be used up to 10 K bar but was a

poor lubricant. An equal mixture of these two was

thought a reasonable compromise for pressures up to

7 Kbar. Appendix VI gives details of various fluids

which can be used for different levels of pressures.

The mixture was delivered by the Bryce injection Pump
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11 .5

poweredl by a tsroolc Grlphon one-phase electrio raotor and

a 15:1 redu.ctiro-n b,ox 6t 0.5O ho,rge p.olr|er and an:o,utput

shaft speed af, 95 rpm. The delivery Bressure frqn the

pump lrr-as measured by' the 16"000 psi Bourdol gauge G'

ftre higtr pre.ssulre w'as nttea6ured by the H'amood Marfganin

ce:l-l !F ,connected to the press'ure line between the

inLensifl.er and th boutrc. " The sight gl-ass 9G', vrhieh

operrated on motor oil frarn the back of +*he lor'l"pressure

end of tl.e intensif,l-er, was used to J.ndieate the position

of the int'ensifier Piston"

FRESSITRI$XNG PROCSDTXRE

illo!$rax ope.ration and use of. the sl,stern is restrictedt to

pf€,ssures Less than gQii$ of tfte maxim.Un pf@,ssulr@ to t'Vhich

the syrstem has been Proof loaded' 1[o prqssurise ttre

sxrsten a strict procedure strorrld be foLlorred a,s detailed

in Appendix II
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Chapter 12

Description of the Pressure Tests

12.1 GENERAL TESTING ARRANGEI{ENT

To carry out axial-compression experiments under pressure'
' a testing arrangement was assembled in the bomb as shor,'in

in figure 72.

J-2.2

The load bar was positioned about I/4 Ln. from the

specimen while the bomb was being Pressurised. Downward

motion of the instron cross-head against the load bar

compressed the polyethylene specimen against the back

bar while the bomb was clamped rigidly to the Instron
frame. The specimen was attached to the adaptor with a

thin coat of epcxv cement, the latter was screwed to the

transducer, and the whole assembly was in turn screwed

to the back bar. The specimen was aligned. with the load

bar by a pair of discs mad.e of perspex ' They were

machined to fit snugly on the back bar and in the bomb.

A photogrraph of the testing arrangment ready for instal-
Iation in the bomb is shown in figure 71.

LOAD TRANSDUCERS

The load transducer was designed to measure the axial
compressive load imparted to ttre polyethylene specimen

while the latter was subjected to a constant hydro-

static pressure. Since the load was appl-ied to the

sample by means of the instron cross-head via the load

bar which passed through high-pressure seals_. a direct
computation of the load from the known fluid pressure
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Fiqure z7 End plug complete with testing arrangement
ready for installation in the bomb

(for details of various parts see figure 12)
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would give rise t.o egrors clue to frictional gesistance

at the sliiting seals. l'{oreovert sincc the net specimen

Ioad was quite small compared with the total load on

the load bar, errors in the specimen load. would be large.

on the other hand, the frictional resistance was a

function of the applied pressure (appen<iix V). Henee

it was considered des:-rabl-e to measure the axial load

by means of a load transducer positioned inside the

bomb.

The requirements of the load measurj-ng system were:

(a) A maxirnum compressive load of 1'000ib,
(U) a sensitivity of about lrOO0 pstrain ful1 range and

(") effects of bendj-ng !.rere to be as small as possible-

The load transducer consisted of an axially-loaded
hollow circular cylin<ler made 'of brass, and the load

was communicated Lo the cy3-ind.er by means of a specimen

adaptor and raken up by the clrlinder flange. Details

of. the transducer are included in figure J.2 and shown

in drawi]r.Ig 54/!76/69 (appendix I). Foil resistance

strain-gauges were bonded to the cylinder and compensating

gauges of t]le same type were cemented to an un-strained

cover cylinder (tte comPensator) . Recent investigations 2t6'

2as-2sr into the behaviour of foil gauges under high

hydrostatic pressures have shown that these gauges

functioned satisfactorily up to 10 Kbar. In particular,
pugh285t2a6 and chand.ler2eo calibrated these foil

gaulJes at atmospheric pressure and at high pressures.

Both found that pressure had no significant effect on
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the calibration curve, and concluded that the gauge factor

remained coirsLant regardless of pressure.

The tvro foil gauges were spaced sirgumferentially at 180

degrees and connected in series. Kyowa gauges were used,

type KF-2-c1-11, 120 otrm, 2 mm active lengtlr. They were

bonded by means of Kyowa EPIB, an epoxy adhesive, the

proportion being three parts reein to one Part hardenerby

weight. The curing and surface pretreatnent will be

described separately .f,or each lcad transducer, since they

were changed during development' The strain gauges of
the load. transducer and compensator were connected to
form one half of a Wheatstone-bridge circuit, and the

leads were brought out by means of Autoclave electrical
leads. .Interconnection from.gauge to gauge was achieved

by using their own terminal wire insulated by a thin
coat of epoxy cement. Connections between load trans-
ducer and compensator were made by small PVC-insulated

flexible wires

Load Transducer No 1

The surface was polished to a mirror finish with Brasso,

a brand of f ine metal pol-ish compound. The surface was

d.egreased and cleaned with trichloroethylene immediately

before cementing the gauges. The gauges, protected by

thin polythene sheet, were tightly bound with polyure-

thane foam, and cured for 2+ hours at room temperature.

Calibration was carried out in the Lnstron machine. The

bridge output was recorded on a digital strain-indicator.
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Calibration showed linearily within one percent, and ttre

eifects of oil hydrostatic pressure were negligible
(fisure lB).

Normal tests up to J Kbar were satisfactory until at

the fourth application of pressure the .gauges became

faulty. Examinat:-on of the 1oad. transducer revealed

that the gauges had separated from the surface of the

eylinder. The compensating gauges were similarly
af fecte<l.

Load Transdu.cer No 2

The surface f inish was cross-hat.ched with No 240 emery paper

and cleaned with trichl-oroethylene immediately before

bonding of the gauges. The adhesive was placed in a

desiccator from r+hich air was extracted by a vacuum

pump rintil the mixture appeared to be free of air

bubbles. cur ing time was shortened to six hours by

heating at 5OoC. Hot-setting the gauges gave a very

thin and firm glue laYer.

Calibration was eompleted (figure f9) with results

very similar to those obtained for the first transducer'

Thirty-six tests were made with loads up to 1r0001b and

pressures up to 1 Kbar before erratic load records

indicated failure. Inspection revealed that bonCing

was completely satisfactory but that a trairline crack

was thought to have formed in ttre backing. The life of

the transducer was considered reasonable, and there was

no sign of failure of the compensator.
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Several other methods of surface preparation (including

electrolytic pgtishing) were tried. The method used in

preparing load transducer No 2 was considered most

promising. Hot-settirrg the gauges was thoughbto con-

tribute also to the satisfactory results'

Load Transd,ucer No z

Re-gauged in exactly the same lvay as No 2, the nevr

transCucer and compensator were now made of aluminium

rnedium-strerrgth al1oy because aluminium vlas expected

to give a much. better bonding str.ength with most

commercial epoxy adhes.ives. The load transducer com-

pl-ete<l fifty-nine Lests with pressures up to 4 Kbar

]:efore the terminals of one of the gauges were accident-

ally ripped off the foil grid. This coul-d not be

remedied by soldering without overheating the foil

element, and a new transducer was made'

Load Transducer No 4

Re-gauged in exactly the sarfle way as load transducer \tro

7, this transduLcer was used for 2J tests by which time

the enLire testing progranme was complete, and showed

no sign of failure. Later, re-calibration of the

transducer gave results five percent lower at full

range than the original calibration. The reason is

still unknown.

Details of the various Ioad. transducers and their

calibrations are presented in Tab1e 1! .and figures 78 -

41.
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TALBE 15

Dimensions and ProE:rties of Lhe Load Tra.nsducers

Load transducer number

Material
Thickness (ln.)
outside Diameter (i".)
Length (i".)
Design load (rr)
Surface preparation

Curing
Gauge resistance (ofon)

Strain per 1001b
(micro strain)

tife (applications of
pressure)

Brass

O. OBB

o,55

L.5

t25O

Cross hatched,
(z+o paper)

50 
ocr 6hrs

240 ,2

57 .o

fr

Aluminium

o. cB8

o,55

t.5
\250

Cross hatched

5ooc,6hrs
2t9.8

76 .4

Aluminium

o. o8t
o,5,
I.5
I25O

Cross hatched

50 oC,6hrs

2\o.6

75.'

Brass

0. c52

0.5
t.5

1000

Polished

2locr 24hrs

240 .5

86.7

a 59 >27

Compensator number

Material
Thickness (i".)
outside diameter (in.)
Length (in.)
Surface preparation

Curing
Gauge resistance ( of,m)

Life (applications of
pressure)

Brass

0.062

a.687
1.0

Cross hatched
( zt+o paper)

50oc,6hrs
240.0

Aluminium
' 0.062

O.68T

1.0

Cross hatched
(e+o naper)

50 
oc,6hrs

240 .5

Brass

0.06 2

o.6gT

1.0

Polished

27oc,24hrs

240,2

a >fr >72
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PRODUCTTON OF THE STRESS-STRAIN RECORDS

A full briclge was completed with the garrges of the load

transducer and the compensator contituting one half
bridge inside the bomb, and two standard. 240 ohm resistors
forming the second half bridge outside. The circuit was

connected to a carrier-anrf-r1i f ier/U-V recorde: system

where a load-displa:ement curve was obtained. Ideally
the values of stress at various strains were found by

obLaining the specirnen strains from the difference
between load-displacement curves at the same pressure

when a specimen was present and when there was no

specimen. Similar to ttre temperature experiments, this
method required twice ttre number of nonnal. tests. To

avoid unnecessary repetition, load-displacement curves

without the specimen were obtained for several rePre-

sentative combinations of pressure and strain rate.
Results are presented j-n f igure n. No def inite pattern
of behaviour was observed, and it was reasonable to
assurne a unique load-displacement curve (solid line) for
all cases.

PRESSURE MEASUREI4ENT

The specimen pressure was measured solely by means of
a pressure cell type D2O26-B supplied by Har:wood Engine-

ering company (u.s.A.). The cell was connected midway

between the intensifier and the bomb, but the pressure

line was short and frictional losses were expected to
be negligible. Manganin alloy (main constituents: Cu,

Mn ot Zrt, Ni) has a large, positive and linear pressure-
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resistance relationship. The change of resistance of
the manganin alloy is due parLly to change in resistivity
and partly to change in volume under pressuro'"', The

suggestion that pressure should be rneasured in terms of
change of resistance of the manganin alloy vras perhaps

first made by Liselle2et in 190J. The manganin gauge

later became fundamental to all measurements of Bridg-
x0an24* to 21 Kbar. The FlarvrooC ce11 had. two manganin

coils, each of 120 ohrn wi.th a pressllre sensit,ivity of
I .65 x l-O -7 otun per ol"m per psi. The active coil was

subjected to the hydrostatic pressure while the temp-

erature-compensating coil was located in the top of the

celI, Leads were brought out from the cel1, and the

resistance increase was measurecl by a d.igital strain-
indicator. The celi was calibrated using a dead-weight

method before taking delivery. Latest calibration
cesults are shorvn in figure 42.

The advantage of the manganin cell over Lhe Bourdon

type gauge (Heise gauges for example) is unquestionable.

The resistance change due to pressure of the former can

be easily instruraentQdl and recorded continuously as a
function of time or other variabl-es. In the pressure

range of interest (f xbar, IOOrOOO Psi), accuracy of

the manganin cell was within t O.l%. On the other hand,

the accuracy of the Bourdon gauge, like all other
elastic-deformation gauges, is limited by hysteresis
and similar effects in the steel of the tube. These

effects become intolerable for the highest pressures 231.
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Chapter 1_1

Accuracy of Results

INTRODUCTION

Two -.ypes of error- encolrntered in the present investi-
gation were the systematic and the random type.

Most systemab.ic errors were accountabl-e and varicus
attempts ha.re been made in this investigation to measure

and eliminate ttrem. Correction for machine deflections
(sections 10.2 an<1 J-z.t), allowance for changes to
nominal specinen-dimensions at the actual temperature

or pressure ( sections 10 . :2 and 12. )) , repeated cali-
brations of the rnstron l-oad-cell (section 8.1) and

pressure load-transducers ( sect,ion I2.2) for examples,

have been made for this purpose. Random errors are, on

the other hand, Llnaccountable. They arose from un-

syslematic fluctuations inherent in material responset

specinren dimensions, result processing, and perhaps

personal observations. In principle, a single result
is almost useless because of these random errors. OnIy

after several fieasurements of the same quantity are

carried out, can any assessment be made of the range

over which the value may vary. The best estimate of
the quarrtity is the mean value of the repeated

measurements available. Although this statistical
approach presents the most forceful way to deal with
random errors, it coul-d not be ad.opted in the present

investigatj-on because of the amount of experimental

work involved. Each result reported in chapters 14 and
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15 of Part C generally l:epresents, therefore, only a

single value.

The next section (ry.e) presents the result-s of two

repeatability tests carried out to measure the Possi,hle

magnitude of these random errors. In sectionsrt.l^the

various sourc€ of errors are discussed and their

magnitud,e estimated.

Finally a sununary of all these error estimates in strain

and stress measure-menLs is given at the end of the

chapter (section fi.5). The estimates are quantities

associated with the results obtained from measurements

at conditions wtrich are averagie anC most representative

of the inrrestigation'

REPEATABILTlI' TESTS

Twelve tests were performed, und.er the presc-cibed condition

for large deformations (section 7.2) at strain rates of

O.Olt and O .OO13 sec-l; sj-x at 24Oox and atmospheric

pressure (O.OOI Kbar), and six at room temperature

(296"x) and f Kbart to see what repeatability was

obtained for ttris series of experiment.s. The standard

deviations, together with the mean stresses are listed
in Lab1e 16.

It may be seen from this repeatability test that the

standard deviations for 0.05 and 0.10 strains are reason-

able but those for smaller strains are increasinltly

large, and at 0.01, o.o075 and 0.005 strains the results

from this series of experiments are unacceptable. The
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TABLE 16

Repealabilitv of Some Larcre-deformation Results

Strain
HDPE AT

. 296ox, l- xbar
and O .0017 sec-r/ .\Ipsa/

LDPE At
2l1Oox, O. OOl K bar
and O .O)7 sec -t

i/ .\\psa/
0 .005

o.0075

0.01

0 .02

o .06

0.1

t25}tr5.40 /"

LTSOL1I,52 6/"

zl.7or g.fr y'"

75oC! 7 ,2L/6

4775! 7 .7 2%

ioTo! 2.o4%

1200t !5.OA %

16501 9.92%

aotw 8.84 %

775cE 5.20%

5400r .7.9O%

6oeot 2.94,%

reason for the increase in the standard, derriation at
smaller strains is two-fo}d.. First, stress and strain
values for the early portions of the load-time curve

for J-argie deformations should have greatest precentage

error. Second, a larger part of the error in the

determination of the strain arose from the estimat'ion

of the machine deflections (sections 10,2 and l-2-t)
which became increasingly comparable with the actual

specimen-compression at small strains.
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A sirnilar twelve tes.t.s were pen'feirned Eo strains. withi'n

O.o1 at a st,rain rate of o ,AO33 se'e'10 sfu at l?dK and

0.00] Kbar and six at 295of and ) Kbar, to investilate
ttre repeatalcili.ty of the resu,Lts of the series (seetion

7.2) prescrlbed for small defor.nratio-.ns. Tbe standard

,deviaLiorn$ and Lhe mean stresses are- Siven Lrr tabtre lf '

,TABLE. x7

Strain
HDTIE AI

ITCIPK, o.oo1 Kbar
and 0 ,.o911 sec-!

(psi)

L,DPE at
ry6"K". 7 Kbiar

an6 O ,g0:j7 EeC -I
(,psi)

0 , or05

o,oo75

o.01.

38aw};7,5:fr

5675t 4,256

a

'go5t6 .a7y6

u00t 5.35fi

t59ft4.8"y6
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The standard deviations for all three small strains are

much more reasona.ble, and those f or 0.01 are seen to be

very muctr smaller than those obtained by Meikl" n= itt hit
experiments on PMMA. This is because of the increased.

accuracy in both stress and strain measurements of this
series of experiments which were confined to the region

of small deformations.

STRAIN MEASUREI4ENT

Random errors in the measurement of s'Lrain in these

constant strain-rate tests are considered to be the

following:

1. Errors in the variation of the specimeu length. These

include error.s in reading the microtneter and vtere

estimated to be less than t O r2ol

2. Errors in the curves of machine deflection as a
function of load. These calibration curves (figures
26 and 27) were employed to rleduce the actual specimen-

strain from load-time graphs. The maximum error
produced in this method was thought to be as much as

r 7.o%.

7. The accuracy of time gears driving the recorder chart

of either the Instron or the U.V. recording-system,
establistring the time base. At various paper-speeds,

this average error was estimated at + O.5%.

4. The error in read.ing Lhe recorder graph. The percentage

error suffered, from this read.ing error, about + O.Ol-tr,

was evaluated to be within t O.Z:6 for an average strain.
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Thus the strain rneasureC in this investigation was

bhought to have an average accuracy of the order of
t 7.9fi ( ".y 4il .

ll.It STRESS MEASUREITENT

The stress v/as measured in three different ways, depending

on the type of test.

For tests at various temperatures, at high strain-rates
(o.o>> Lo a.'o6 sec-l), the stress was measurec on the

U.V. recorder using an Instron load-cel1 as the sensing

device. For those at lower strain-rates (O.OOOO66

0,0066 see-l ) tfre stress was d-irectly record.ed by the

Insl-ron electronic equipment aLso using an Instron load-

ceIl. For tests at various pressures, at all strain-rates,
the stress was determined using a U.V. recorder, with an

internal load-transducer as the sensing device.

The possible errors in the measurement of stress in
temperature tests, at high strain-rates, were considered

to be:

1. Errors in the ealibration of the Instron load-cell.
The load cell was calibrated against a proving ring
previously certified. by the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research. Calibrations were per-
formed before and after each test. The maximum error
produced was estimated at t O.7%.

2. Errors in reading from the recorder graph. These

were of absolute type, about+ O.0ft' and the percentage

eror was not therefore, the same at all levels of
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stress. The best estimate for avcrage stress was

r o.7%.

Errors in the assunred cross-sectional area of the

test specimen. Along the length of a polyethylene

specimen, the mean diameter did not vary measurably

but at any cross section the diameter was not uniform.

l{easurements of the d.iameter were rna.de at approximately

45-degree j.ntervals around the circumference of several

specimens of both LDPtr and IIDPE. From the results,

variaLigp in specimen area was calculated, ancl. the

error in using the nominal cross-sectional area fOr

stress calculation was e'stimated to be as much as

t I .2%.

Graph plotting and computational errors. Graph

plotting errors were also of an absolute type, t O'01t'

Those and computational errors were best estimated at

about t o.5F". Therefore, the value of stress presented

for temperature tests at high strain-rates was con-

sid.ered to be accurate within t 2-7%.

The errors in the measurement of stress for temperature

tests at low strain-rates were3

1. Errors in the calibration of the Instron load-cell.
The load cell rvas calibrated by dead weights which

$/ere placed on the compression anvi1, and the pen

' position was adjusted. The maximum error was

estimated. to be within t 0.516.

2. Absolute errors in reading from the Instron recorder

graph. The percentag'e errors due to these were

4.
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estimated for the average stress to be about t O'2%'

1. Errors in the assumed cross-sectional area of the

test specimen. As. described earlier, this was

estimated at t I.2%.

4. Absolute errors in graph plotting and computational

errors. Ttre percentage errors were similar to item

( +) above t s.5,%.

The total errors produced from the measu.rement of

stress at low strain-rates was, therefore calculated

to be airout t 2-4"4.

Errors in the loeasurement of the stress in all Pressure

tests were considered to be the fol-Iowing:

1. Errors in the calibration of the internal loaC-

transducers. The load transducers of foil strain-
gauge type calibrated statically in the TT-D Instron

machine as detailed in ctrapter 12. The load was

measured by the Instron weighing system which was

considered repeatable to t o.5%. The resistance

change was d.etermined by means of a wheatstone

bridgestrain-indicator system, the reading consis-

tency of which was estimated at + O'2'%' Total

repeatability of these calibration results was

evaluated to be within t 2.8%.

2. Errors in reading from the u.v. recorder graph. This

has already been estimated to be + O'7%'

7. Errors in the assumed cross-sectional area. As

. detailed earlier, this was estimated. to be about

r t.2%.
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Errors in graph plotting and slide rule computations:

r o .5%.

The total error produced in sLress measurement for
pressure tests was therefore about + 4.8'%'

SUMMARY

For what has been considered, the average accuracy In
dl

the measured strain for^tests \,tas estimated at t 4%.

The accuracy of the stress results varies fronr t 2.4%

for temperature tests at low strain*rates to 3 2'Ti6

for temperature tests f rom O .66 to 0 ,O73 t"" -l ' The

stress measured by the internal load-transducers in

pressure tests was thought to have an error in the

ord.er of t l+.8%.

Although errors in stress and strain measurements have

been ccnsidered separately, they were not, in factt

independent. Those in stress measurements were cal-

culated on the assumPtion of a nominal

strain. This simplified assumption caused an estimated

additional err.or of about the same magni.tude as the

strain error I 4fi for a typical linear stress-strain
function. The maximum average error in the measured

stress could, therefore, reactr t 8.6/"'

17.5
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PART C

EXPERII{ENTAI, RESULTS

ChaPter f4

High-densitY PolYethYlene

14.1 INTRODUCTTON

This chapter summarizes the results of tests on high-

density polyethylene (HOpg). Individual tests have

been listeC in table 12, In essence, the programme

consisted of two series of experiments (see section

I7.Z). In the first series, HDPE specimens were loade6

to com.pJ.ete "yieldingt'(strain 2 O.1O) and the effects

of tenrperature (77" - ]5OoX) hydrostatic pressure 0.001

to 4 Kbar) , and strain rate (0.66 x 1O-a 0'66 sec-l)

on the stress-strain behaviour were investigated. These

results are presented. as stress-strain eurves with

temperature pressure and strain rate as parameters. In

the second. series, specimens were loaded to a small

strain only (0.01), and the enlarged records enableo

more accuraLe measurements to be made in the region of

small strains. The data are expressed in the form of

curves of stress versus strain-rate with temperature

and pressure as parameters. This series provides

information on the response of polymers to small

deformations, in which regime they are expected. to

obey the laws of linear viscoelasticity. FuIl analysis

of these results and of those for LDPE is presented in
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Part D where cliscussion and final conclusions are also

given.

Testing procedures have been detailed in chapters f0

and 12, control of test' temperature in chapter 9,

control of test pressure in chapter 11, specimen

preparation.s in chapter 6. The mettiods of computing

stress and st::ain lrere described in sections 10.2 ani

l:2.1. The strain rates achieved by the InsLron machlnes

were cliscussed in section 8.4. The accuracy of the

results was surveyed in chapter It. AlI the results

are presentec in terms of true stress, logarithmic

strain ("truen strain) and nominal strain-rate.

A nurnber of supplementary measurements Was also con-

ducted to determine the density and ttre degree of

crystallinity of the polyethylenes investigated'' The

results were present in seetions 6'2 a'nd' 6'7' A

discussion on the effects of specimen shape and specinen-

end lubrication was given in section 6'5'

I,ARGE DEFORMATIONS

stress-strain curves for HDPE loaded in compression at

a strain rate of 0 .O77 sec -1 are strown in figure 47.

Each of these curves represents measurements made at

the particular temperature indicated'

Like that of many other polymerszea,

of most HDPE curves is not straight
the initial Pari

and therefore the
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stiffness of the material can no ronger be measured j-n

terms of the Y.oungrs modulus. It is, instead, defined
here as one of the following values, namely:

1. Initial tangent modulus, or the slope of stress-
strain curve at the origin.

2. Secant moCultrs., or the slope of the line joining
the origin and a selected point.

1. Tangent modulusr or the slope of the stress-strain
curve at a selected point.

The first feature to be noted in figure 47 is the many-
fold increase in the stiffness and the ultimate compressive-
strength of HDPE (taken as the stress at 0.lo strain) with
decreasing temperature. HDPE is particularly soft at Jloox
which is only -qome 5OoX below its melting point. Its
stiffness (O.Of secant modulus) is about lOr0OO psi and

the ultimate compressive-strength is Ar0OO psi. AL TToK,
the polymer behaves more rigidry. The initiar part of
the curve is essentially straight, up to O.0l_ strain.
Considerabie increases in stiffness and ultimate
compressive-strength over those at JIOoK are arso observed:
aLffoK, HDpE has a stiffness (O.Of secant) of 1.8 x l0epsi
and an ultimate compressive-strength of )2,!OO psi.

Usually, polymers under compression deform to higher
strains before fracture than when they are under tension=e=.
rf the tryield stress" in compression is defined as the
firsL point on the stress-strain curve where the srope
becomes instantaneou.sly zero, most HDPE stress-strain
curves shown in figure 41 do not have definite yield
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poj-nts. Yielding was enccuntered only at -(-(oXz the load

dropped suddenly when sLrain reached 0.0], and the speeimen

broke in a brittle manner at a strain of aboui 0.20. At

other temperatures as indicated, HDPE compressed beyond

0.10 strain without any sign of the load falling off. The

stress-strain eurves beyond 0.10 strairr became difficult
to represent because of berrding and the non-uniform in-

crease in cross-sectional area of the specimen by frictional

constraint at the ends.

l-t+.1 STRESS_STRAIN crrRVEs AT VARTOUS PRESSURES - -IABGE

DEFORMATIONS

The pressure dependence of the stress-strain behaviour of

HDPE was measured at room temperature (295"X) in a series

of compressive tests at a constant strain-rate of 0.OO1t

sec-r' and pressures of o'oo1 (attn.), o-5, f , !.5, 2, 2'5'

7, 7.r, and 4 xbar. The data from the chart recordings

of load-dispiicement are replotted in the form of stress

versus strain in figure 44. stress-strain results at

atmospheric pressure of d,ry specimens and of those soaked

in oit for two days showed no significant difference. No

evidence of any diffusion of oi] into the polyethylene

specimen by pressurised oil has been reported in any

previous investigations244-246. The principal features

exhibited by these curves with increasing pressure are a

progressive steepening of the early part of the eurves

and a lifting of the rrplateau" region. The ultimate

compressive-strength of HDPE increased rapid'ly in magnitude

with pressure, and is greater at 4 Kbar than qt I atm.

by a factor of about three.
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14.4 STRESS-STRA.IN CUP.\,7ES AT VARTOUS STRAIN_RATES - IJ\RGE

DEFORMATIONS

Six curves were obtained at 295"x rvith strain rates
ranging from O.O\t to 0.66 x fO'nseir. These are

shown in f igure 45. The princilxl feature to be noted
is the increase in stiffness and ultimate strength with
increasing strain-rate. The results show that the
effect of increasing the strain rate, like that of
increasing pressure may !s regarded a-s t'equivalent" to
lowering the tempera.ture.

Stress-strain curves for HDPE tested at ZfJoX are shovrn

in figure 46. There does not appear to be any signifi-
cant difference l:etween the form of ttrese curves arnd that
crf the curves at 2)6ox, although lowering the specimen

temperature causes an increase in the stiffness of the
material. At both temperatures, ITDPE exhibits equal-1y

strong strain-rate sensitivity.

14.5 STRESS VERSUS STRATN-RATE CURVES AT VARTOUS

TE}'IPERATURES - SMALL DEFORMATTONS

Figures 47 through 62 show the stress at three different
strains as a function of strain rate for tests conducted

in the region of small strains at various temperatures
ranging from )5O" down to 12fx. The number of tests
required to produce these results was numerous. For
each temperatyr", three tests (at 12fo6) to six tests (at

296"x for example) at various nominal strain-rates were

. conducted. Stress values at smaller strains (O.OOZ5 for
example) were not presented because of the vel^]r large
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percentage errors associated with them

At most temperatures the results show reasonable

correlation. The points are not unduly scattered, and

continuous curves or straigtrt lines can be fitted

closely to them

The results obtained at zl}oX (figure 55) and especially

at 12f x (tigure 62), however, show some amount of

scatter. As the Instr:on load-cell was calibrated before

and after each test, t-he possibility that the scatter

was a consequence of load recording can be discounted.

Temperature eorrtrol 'was extremely difficult, at 12f X

in particular, and. it is likely that the temperatures of

some of ttrese tests were in error. Tests at I}f X were

discontinued after three runs because of the excessive

amount of liquid nitrogen required.

The first observation to be made, from the results pre-

sented, is the strong d.epend.ence on strain rate of the

stress throughout ttre temperature range investigated.
The last section (f+.+) presented the effect of strain

rate on the general shape of the stress-strain curve aS

well as on the other large-deformation properties of

HDPE such as the stiffness and ultimate compressive-

strengttr Ttre strain-rate sensitivity of stress is

seen here to be equally strong in the region of small

strains. For example, at ]5OoX (figure 47) the stress

ar O.OO5 strain varied from l;67 to 151 psL (fL5% increase)

when strain rate was increased, from 6.6x10-uag 1.1xlO-2

sec'l. At 142ox (rigure 61) the increase was from 4,110
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to 51 0BO p,si (Zlil for a simil.ar increase in straiir rate.

An interesting relationship between temperature and the

strain-rate dependence of stress is also observed: if
the percentage increase in stress, at all three strains
indicated, for an equal increase in strain rate is
plotted aga.i-nst temperattlre, the resulting curves show

a progressive reduction in straj-n-rate dependence of
the stress with red.ucecf temperature. It appears that this
is because HDPE becomes more rrelasticrt at low temperatures.

rhe ef fect or strain rate ot th.''i!H;l':':Jff;#J'lT -*on*,

Maxwell model for exampl" s), which is dominant at high

temperatures, is pronounced.

There is evidence of increased linearity (it not actual

elasticity) of the stress-strain relationship as the

temperature of test decreases. At temperatures from

tlo" down Lo 296ox (figures 47 to 5o), this relationship
is not linear: for any particular test, stress at 0.01

strain is always much less than twice the value at 0.005

strain. Below 296ox, however, stress and strain can be

seen to approach a linear relationship at al.l strain rates.

Examination of the shape of the curves also reveals some

evidence for two transitions in the mechanical properties
of HDPE in the temperature range investigated.. The first
transition is suspected to occur in the vicinity of Z96ox

which coincides with the orelationship of HDPE observed

in dynamic measurements reviewed. earlier (chapter J). At

this temperature, the curves are Seen to change- from con-

cave ones to almost straight lines. The second transition
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is believed. to occur near i8oot<, below which convex

curves are thought to be more representative of the

results t-han straight lines. The transformation of the

nrechani cal behaviour at each transition appears much less

clrastic than ttrat observed in dynamic measurements (chap-

ter J) . l,levertheless, it seems more pronounced than that

ncrmally reflected. in dilatometric experiments 134r163r164.

The transj.tion at iB0oK is comparable with the reported

^y relaxation (at l6oox).

14.5 STREssvERSUsSTRAIN-RATECURVESATVAF.IoUS

PRESSURES - SMALL DEFORMATIONS.

Figures 67 through 7O show the stress at three srnall

strains as a function of strain rate for tests conducted

at variorls Pressures from O.OOI (atm.) to 4 rbar'

The procedures to measure smal1 deformatiOnS under

compressive load of polyethylene in confining pressure

were described in chapter i2. The procedures are likely

to produce more scatter than ttrose adopted, for tests

with temperature as a variable. reported in the previous

section.

A! 1.5 Xbar (figure 65), the points corresponding to a

strain rate of O.OOlt sec-l are anomalous' It is

improbable that the stress at a given strain is higher

at this strain rate than that at a rate of 0.0066 """-t.
At J.! Kbar (t:-gure 69) a similar anomaly is observed

for results at 0.000056 sec-I. The degree of scatter

appears acceptable however, and is not attributable to
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any particular identifjable source of error. The ove:all

results indicate thaL HDPE under pressu.re exhibits

significant strain rate seusitivity. The stress at a1i

levels of strain increases continuously with strain

rate throughout the pressure range investigated, AL l.i

Kbar (figure 6r) for example, the sl-ress at 0.005 st:ain

increasea trom 684 to l-,18! psi (f%) rvhen strain rate

was raised from 6.6x10-=to t.)xlo'2sec-t. At J.5 Kba=

(rigure 69) the irtcrease was from 2,1-80 Yo 21475 psj-

(tZ%) for a similar increase in strain rate.

The shape of the curves can be seen to change'"o*

slightly concave ones (O.>-Z Kbar) to straight lines

at higher pressures. The percent increase in stress

with strain rate also decreases with increasing Pressure.

It, is evident that this effect of pressure in reducing

the strain-rate sensitivity of HDPE is more drastic tl:an

that of temperature. The viscous behaviour in HDPE

gradually disappears and the material becomes elastic
and more or.less insensitive to strain rate at 4 Kbar.

The apparent increase in elasticity of a crystalline
polymer such as HDPE under Pressure was seen by sarda:-.

Radcliffe and Baer24I as associated with the increased'

rigidity of the disordered regions which behave increas-

ingly like amorphous polymers below the glass transit':on.

Warfield"u, on the other hand, believed ttrat the affect

Of presSure was to ttsqueeze outrr defects and holes in

the polymers (see also chapter 18).
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There, seems to be evidence f,sr an equivaLeRce between

tWrperature and pressutse in af,fecting ttre me'chanical

properties of IIDPE. For example, at l- K bar. and room

tenperatur,e (tigure 64) tlre stsesses are sirnilar to
those aE ?:T1q:rc and, abnosBher:Lc Pressur€ (eigure 51)'

trtre behaviour of ITDFE at 2 Kbar (iigure 66) ean be seen

to be sinilar to that of tlre sAqle, rnaterial at 2l+OtK

( gi€*re 5I+) . Lr*rrerir'g .- he specimen tenperatUf€ by ailiout

25 o X has the siane effeet as ait incr@,ge i9 pressure of

one kiLobar.
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Chapter i5

Low-d.en sitY P oIYe thYlene

15.l TNTRODUCTToN

This chapter presents the results of tesis on low-density

polyethylene (iOee). The pl-ogranme of expefiments was

similar to that for HDPE. The series on large deformat-

ions consisted of tests at a single strain-rate, with

temperatu,re and hydrostatic pressure as variables; and

tests at two temperatures, namely 296" and 27f K with

strain rate as a variable. The series on smal1 defor-

mations covered a number of temperatures (from 296" to

f6OoX), pf€ssures (from 0.001 to 4 Kbar) and strain

rates ( from 6 .6x10 -= to 6.6x10 -r ) . Individual tests have

been listed in tabte lJ. Data are presented in the form

of stress-strain curves at various temperatures' slress-

strain curves at various Pressures, stress-strai1 cufr'es

at various strain rates and stress versus strain-rate

curves at various temperatures and pressures. The orier

of presentation is similar to that for HDPE'

15.2

The results for LDPE loaded in compression at a strain

rate of O .O1t sec -t are shown in f igure 71-. LDPE is

considerably softer than HDPE ( figure )+1) ' A many-fc1d

increase in stiffness and ultimate compressive-streng:h

(as defined previously) with temperature is observed-.

and. is thus characteristic of both types of polyethylene'

STRESS-STRAIN
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The material exhibits no definite yield-point and show

plasticity at all temperatures investigated, except at

77ox rvhere it is quite bril-tle and the specinten broke

into iragmeuts at a fairly tow strain (O'OZ) '

J5.1 STRESS-STRAIN CURVES AT VARroUs PRESSURES:-LARGE

DEFORI"IATIONS

The effect of pressure on the stress-strain behaviour

of LDPE is sh.cwn in fj.:gure 72 for pressures frotn 0.001

to 4 Kbar. Each curve is usually the result of one

test. If the d.a.ta appeared anomalous, the test was

repeated at least once. Pressure readings generally

agreed within +10 bar of all tte nominal values indicated.

The behaviour of LDPE at atmospheric pressure in oil and

in air showed good agreement as was found f or IiDPE.

The material can be seen to exhibit no definite yield

point and show extreme plasticity at all pressures

investigated.

Thereareaprogiressivesteepeningoftheearlypartof
curves and a lifting of the plateau region. The

ultimate conpressive-strength of LDPE increases rapidly

with increasing pressure, and is greater at 4 Kbar

than at atmospheric pressure by a factor of about seven.

STRESS-STRAIN CURVES AT VARIOUS STRAIN - RATES -

I,,ARGE DEFORMATIONS

The results presented in this way are shown for LDPE

15.4
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aE Zg6oR in figure f). A c.ntinuous charrge cf shape

of the curves with strain rate is observed. Curves

for LDPE tested a.L 2fJoI( are given in figure 74' The

two sets of data are consistent wittr each ot-her and

with expectation. LDPE shows marked strain-rate sensi-

tivity at both temPeratures.

The stiffness anrl ultimate compressi-ve-strength increase

progressively, by a factor of three at 296"x (figure 7J)

in going from O.OOOf] to 0.66 s*c-t, andby a facto6 gf ;wo

aE 2T7oX (figure 74) for three decades of strain rat3

( o. ooorJ Lo o .11 sec-1 ) .

15.5 Stnnss vE RSUS STRAIN-RATE CURVES AT VARIOUS

TEMPERATTTRES - SMALL DEFORMATipNS

Figures 75 through B! show the stress at three diffe=ent

small strains as a function of strain rate for tests

on LDPE conducted at various temperatures ranging frcio

296" down t,o 16OoK. From three to six testswere

camied out at each temperature and strain-rate.

The results show reasonable correlation at most temp-

eratures investigated. Those obtained at Z960X and at

1600r, however, exhibit some degree of scatter' At

296"X (figure 75) the points corresponding to strain

rates of 0.00066 and O.OOtl sec-lare anomalous. It is

unlikel-y that the stresses at these strain rates shc:ld

be of the same magnitude. At 15OoK (figure 85) stre-<ses

obtained. at O ,0013 sec-1 are unreasonably 1ow. The

temperature of this latter test could be in error.
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Low-density polyethylene is seen to exhibit equally
strong strain-rate dependence throughout the tercperature
range of measurement, as observed, for HDPE. At Z96oX

(tigure 75), the stressat O.OO5 strain varied from 145

to 2!4 psi (f=W increase) when strain rate was increased

from 0.66x10-3 to o.66 r"c-t. At tSooi< (rigure 85) the

increase was from about 2,5C0 to 3,200 psi (+ff) for a

similar irrcrease of three Cecades i-n strarn rate.

It lvill be noted in the results that the stress increase

with strain rate becomes less at low temperatures. This
must be assumed to be typical cf polyethylene in general

in the range of ternperature investigated. Explanations
given earlier for HDPE in section 14., can be seen to
apply equally well here. The nature Of the strain-rate
d.ependence and tre temperature d.ependence of the stress in
LDPE can be understood qualitatively on the basis that
the polymer has an elastic and viscous compolrent of
behaviour. At high temperaturee, the viscous component

becomes operative and polyethylene exhibits strongest
strain-rate sensitivity. When temperature decreases the

elastic component is more dominant, and like metallic
materials2s6 , polyethylene becomes less sensitive to
strain rate

The stress-strain relationship of LDPE also reflects
increased linearity with decreasing temperature. At
295o, 27f and 25OoK (figures 75 to 7T) tfris relation-
ship is not linear. The stress at 0.01 strain is always

less than twice the value at 0.005 strain, at any part-
icular strain-rate. When temperature decreases further
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beyon<l ZJOox (tigures 78 to 85), the stress-strain
reLationship becomes almost linear a.t all rates of
testing.

Contrary to the case of HDPE, there is no evid.ence of a

change in shape of the curves of LDPE in figures 75

through 85, The results are thought-to be best represented

by straight lines in all cases. The absence of a quali-
tative chang'e in mechanical properties (through the

temperature range) does not-. trowe'rer, rule out the

existence of t:wo relaxations (f and P) reported fcr this
range of temperature. ft simply reflects the low interr-
sity of these relaxations which is typical of all crystal-
line polymers, and perhaps the limitations of the extent

to which these results can be used. Lo locaLe them- On

ttre other hand, the presence of at least one of these

relaxations (p ) -i-s probably ref lected in the increased

Iinearity of the stress-strain relationship aL 2!OoK,

reported. in ttre previous paragraph.

STRESS VERSUS STRAIN_RATE CURVES AT VARI-OUS

PRESSURES - SMALL DEFORMATIONS

The results are strown in figures 85 through 9J. The

test programme and the pressure range are similar to
those for HDPE: four to six tests were conducted at
each pressure ranging from 0.001 to 4 Kbar.

At most pressureS, the results show reasonable cOrrelatiOn.

Some amount of scatter, however, appears in the results

obtained aE 2.5 Kbar (tigure 9O) where the stresses
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ccrresponding to a

error, At J fbar
are also thought to
cases, is prohablY

st-::ain rate of 0.000e;5 s.c-t are in
(figure g_), ttre point.s at 0.0o0ff seil
be anomalous. The reason.. in both

an error in the Pressure'value.

The first feature to be noted from these results is the

dependence on strain rate gf the s'tress irr LDPrj througttout

the pressure rangie investigated. At 0.5 Kbar (figure E5),

the stress for fJ,005 strain inc::easecl from 200 to about

Z6T psi (>Uil when strain rate was raised from O.66x1O-:

to O .66x11a sec'-r. At J.5 xbar (figure 92) the change

vras f rom B7O to 1, OBO psi (lO%) for a si-rnlar increase in

strain rate.

Pressure can be seen to increase the strain-rate depen-

dence of LDPE slightly at first, in the pressure range

fr:om O.! to l Kbar (iigures 86 to 91). When pressure

increases further ttre strain-rate dependence appears to

be reduced. This is in contrast to the behaviour of

IIDPE which exhibits a continuous decrease in strain-rate

sensiti.vity througtrout the pressure range. If this
phenolllenon is real, its exact nature is obscure. One

possible cause may be attributed to the influence of the

P relaxation in LDPE which could be induced by hydrosta*'-ic

pressure in the range investigated. The pressure-induced

F transition is found by the time-pressure suPerposition

in'Part D, however, to be in the vicinity of 1 Kbar'

Another difference in such behaviour between LDPE and

HDPE exists in the shape of their stress versus strain-

rate curves at various pressures. The curves for HDPE
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c,hanged ,shaP,e from sJ-ightly concave ones to straigh,t lines
4aboub 2 Kbar, rnrherea.s for LDPE the curves remain dis-
tinctiv'e1y concave at all pressutres, except perhaps at
the higheet pressure, 4 Kbar, where a straight line
fits the Boints more elosely

Low.-density polyettyJ-ene rna}r be aes.urned to exhilit in-
cEeased elasticit1r' with l}ressuf,e w,hieh has alreadl' been

obsefved f,or IDFE. lthis transfonnation in L,D,FE j.s

lfraflua1o hofever, and only vrhen a pressure af 7.1 K bar
(figure 92) i.s reached does the effect of straln rate
aBpear Eo decrease slgnificahtly.

A cortrBarj.son of, tfie effects of temperature and pressure

on the 'value,s of stress tn I*DPE (at 2!0or<, f,igure ?7"

and at 2 K bar, f,igune 8$, fon example) conf,,inns the

equivalence be-uween temperature al.rd pressu,re which tras

been sbse.rved f,or EDPE. Ehe rnagnitude o.f t?,rie, equivalence

was €:Etimated at -2f x/Kbar conrpared, well r4tith -29o n/lt bar

obtained. for IIDPE.
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PART_p

DISCUSSION AI'{D CONCLUSIONS

Chapter 16

Large Deformations: the effects of
temperature, pressure and strain rate

TNTRCDUCTTCTN

The. experimental results presented in the previous

section indicate that the mechanical properties of
polyethylene vary considerably and are quite sensitive
to srnall changes in temperature, .pressure and strain
rate.

Although the effects of temperature, pressure and strain
rate on tensile behavicur have been investigated for a

n'Jml>er of different polymers, surprisingly little atten-
tion has been given to such effects on their compressive

properties.

In this chapter-. large-deformation behaviour of PoIy-
ethylene in compression observed in the present investi-
gation is d.iscussed. The effects of temperature on the

properties of LDPE found here are compared quantitativell-
with those found. by nly223. Results obtained for LDPE

at different strain-rates are also compared with those

reported. by other investigators Z]-6.t2t'e:222t223 . on the

other hand, no report of a previous investigation of the

behaviour of HDPE in compression at different temperatures,

pressures or strain-rates was found. Thus no direct
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t6.2 EFF'ECT

comparison is possiLle.

TEMPERATURE

The stress-temperature curves shown in figures 94 and 9i

for polyethylene specimens tested in compression a-t a

strain rate of O.O71 re"-1 were constructed from data

presented earlier (sections 14.2 and l-5'2) ' The given

strains were taken at 0.01, O.O2 and 0'05'

The results reflect strong temperature-rlependence of the

stress in both polyethylenes throughouE the temperature

range inrrestigated. when temperature increases, the

stress at all three strains indicated decreases in a

gradual manner. Ttre corresponding melting points (4O8"<

for HDpE and ]85oX for LDPE shown as T*) ?Ppear t'o be a--'

the position where the extrapolated stress becomes zerc'

Values of stress at 0.02 and O.O5 strains obtained for

an LDpE by an investigation of Ely223 reviewed in section

4.tr-t are included in figure 95 for comparison' It is

important to note that Elyrs strain rate was o.o44 s"c-I,

his specimen slze was o .775 in. in diameter and o.75 in.

Iong, and his lowest temperature was 211"K' Stresses

given by Ety at 0.O6 strain are slightly higher than those

obtained at o.06 strain in the present investigation' lhe

results at 0.02 strain agree quite welt. Previous com-

parabte data for HDPE were not available

The probable positions of the various relaxations in

polyethylene reported in chapter ) ate shown in figures
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94 and 95. At l.ar:ge s+*::ains ( o. oa an<l O .05 ) , the

apparently continuous variaticn of the stress with
temperature indicaces that large-deformation behaviour

is least affecLed by these relaxations. At small strains
(O,Of ), however, the effecL of the ^y relaxation, at
Ieast, must be real. The stress-temperature curve at
0.01 strain for HDPE exhibits a possit'le inflexion in
the vicin:-ty of 16oox, whereas for LDPE a straight and a

curved Line are thought to be m'Jre representative of the

results due to a change of slope also near t6Oox.

In table 2 and J and in chapter 7, it was shown that the

temperature of the lrelaxation was an increasing functicn
of frequency. The equivalent frequencies of the presenr

measurements (at a strain rate of O.O7) =".-t and for a

strain of O.O1) Ls 7.7 Hz. The ^y relaxation has been

observed (tables 2 and J) at 148-218ox in dilatometry
measuremenLs16srla2, and at 1)1-i7oox i-n dynamic mechanical

meas'fementS 5Orlf Or l-37r]38r14L L42t 155rI57r L7 4:L75t I8O. The

nature of this relaxation and its relation to molecular
motions and c4rstalline structure of polyethylene have

been described in detail in chapter 1.

The difficulty in locating the various relaxations in
crystalline polymers by stress strain properties is well
known. The results given by this investigation suggest

that these relaxations do not appear in large-deformaticn
measurements but small-deformation measurements will
reveal them. Unfortunately, insufficient accurate resuLts

at 0.OO75 or 0.005 strains were availaHe to substantiate
this suggestion.
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EFFECT OF PRESSURE

f.igures 96 and 97 show stress-pressul:e curves for poly-

ethylene specimens tested -i-n compression at a strain

rate of O .OOt| sec-I . The curves lvere constructed from

results presented in secti ons l-4.1 and 1l .1 at various

chosen strains of O. Ol., O, 02 and 0.06 .

Ttre results iti.ustrate the considerable effect of hydro-

static pressure on the stress in both HDPE and LDPE at

a.11 three levels of strain. The observed progressi're

increase in the stress with increasingf pressure reflects
Lhe gradual Itstiffening" of the polymers under pressure'

In the range of pressure investigated, neither material
e-xhibits yield or f racture.

Low-density polyethylene exhibits stronger Pressure

dependence than HDPE. This trend :-s displayed quanti ta:i'rely

in figures 96 and 97: for HDPE, the stress at 0.02 sirain,

for example, varied from 2r7OO to 7,OOO psi (three t.imes)

when pressure was raised. from O.OO1 (atm.) to 4 Kbar. For

LDPE, the increase in stress at 0.02 strain was frorn 55C

Lo 7r9OO psi (sezen times) for a similar increase in
pressure. The temperature dependence of the stress at

0.02 strain for HDPE, shown in figure 94, amounts to an

increase of about three times over a range of BOoK below

room temperature. This is similarly less than that

reported for LDpE ( figure 95) , which amounts to approx-

imately a nine-fold increase in the stress, at 0.02

strain, for a similar decrease in temperature.
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Two main reasons :r:-or these observations may be given.

First, LDPE has a higher amorphous content (chapter 2)

which accounts for the el-rorrE dependence of the polyr,er

on temperature ancl pressur-e. Second, of the two polymers,

LDpE undergoes a relaxation (P ) in this range of temp-

erature and pressr-lre. The nany-fold increase in the stress

with temperature and pressure reflects the ty^oical beha"--

i.our of a polymer in a transition zone '

One other feature to be noted is the absence of any in-

fluence of the F relaxation on the fornr of the curves in

figure 97, If a temperature-pressure equivalence can be

established quarrtj-tatively aL -Z)oX/Xbar for LDPE, ds

has been done in section 15.6, the polymer strould under-

go a transition of some kind near i or 2 Kbar. It may

be seen that the stress-strain results for various

temperatures (figure 95) as well as those for various

pressures (figure 97) clo not reveal- the p rel-axation. On

the other hand, the ^y relaxaLion due to pressure will not

be observed in these pressure measurements because the

maximum pressure (l; xbar) is sti1l too low.

16.4 EFFECT OF STRAIN RATE

The effect of strain rate on large deformations is ex-

pressed in terms of Lhe stress versus strain-rate curveg

shown in figures p8 and 99 for HDPE and LDPE respectiveiy.

The results of this investigation were taken from the stress-

strain curves at 2960 K presented in sections 14.4 and 12.11

for chosen strains of O.O2 and 0.06. Similar plots could

have been prepared for the results aL 27fK but the trend
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is expected to be the same.

This investigation covers the lower range of strain

rate, ancl in vrhich Po11zq1-5t1ene of both densities can be

seen to exhibit some degree of strai.n-rate sensitivity.

The behaviours are very similar: for LDPE, the stress

at 0.O2 strain varied from J5O to 660 psi (81% increase)

when strain rate was raised from ),)xLO"a +:o 3')x)O-z

se"-] . For ItDpE, the stress at 0.02 strain increased

from 1,800 Lo j,OB6 psi ('(2%) for a similar increase in

strain rate. Compressive stress--sirain behaviour of

LDPE at various strain-rates have been investigated

several times previously. Tfuese vrorks have been reviewed

in section 4,5, arnd some of the results are indicated in

figure !p for coxrparison with the present data'

Elyrs results=tu covered a'similar range of sLrain rate

to that of the present investigation. His material was

an LDPE of unknown density and rqelt index. The specimen

was 0.175 in. in diameter and O.75 in. 1ong. EIy used an

Instron and a pneumatic-loading machine.

The results at the two strain rates of JJ1.J and 27.1 sec-r

(figure 99) were from a recent investigation (f968)ztu in

which a hydraulic-loading machine was used, the LDPE and

the specimen dimensions were of the same descriptions as

those in the present investigation

The material tested by Kolsky"tu was ICI polythene grade

20. Strain raLes of l-r9OO, 516OO, 6,2OQ and' 7r5OO sec-l

were obtained by impact loading using a small detonator.
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T-he speci.rnene were I in. in d.iarneter and 0.0'L in' long'

Da.vieg and Elunteree'a investigated fC: Alkattrene 7'

T'rla.eir specitnens were 1in. in dianeter and 0"2L in' I'ong'

The results werg obt'a.ii.ned fo'r etrain rates' of Lt2f-O and

7r7'A'Q sec-tr also by i,rnpaet loading'

trn spl-€e of t-he differences ia rnaterials, specirnens and

testlng machines, Lhere ip sorne agreeme-nt enong the

resultE of diff,erent inVestigations. Tlie :re:gults of,

Darries anril llunter2z?i DaO116 and the present investi-

gf,ation are in good agfreement. Dot'ted llnes tralrrre been

drawn- ttrrough the6e results in flgrure 99'
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Chapter 17

Small Deformations: the time-temperature

superposition

-lNrEopucrIgry

The experimental results presented in Part C indicate
that the tvro variables, temperature and strain ::ate,

have a combined effect on the mechanical response of
polyethylene.

The results at small deformations (sections14.5 and 1!,!)
have two interesting features:. first, although the

strains are fairly sma1l, the data ae of reasonabl-e

accuracy. Second, they correlate very well throughout
the range of temperature and strain rate investigated.

Attempts will be made in this chapter to analyse the

results, using several relevant theoretical approaches

possible because of the smal1 magnitude of ttre defor-
mations., so that the temperature and strain-rate effects
can be separated.

While the effects of temperature can be assessed only by

studying results of the series of tests performed at a fixed

strain-rate, the study of the strain-rate effects can be

extended to a wider range by appl-ying ttre time-temperaturs
superposition principle to data at different temperatures.

The method. used to "reducet' the data at different temp-

eratures to those of ambient conditions will be used to
obtain the stress versus strain-rate master curves.
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several parameters characterizing the behaviour of the

polyethylenes will ernergie: in particuia'', the hcrizontal-

and vertical shift-factors, the activation c' '-rTY, the

relaxation moCulus and the relaxation speetrum'

STRESS VERSUS STRAIN-RATE MASTER CURVES

The resr:lts at small clefo::nations presented in sections

14.5 and 1!.! cover a wicle rangie of strain rate and

temperature. Stress versus strain-rate curves at 0.01,

o. oo75 an<l 0.005 strains have been plotted separa'tely at

various temperatures in figures 47 to 62 for HDPE and in

figures 75 to 65 for LDPE.

In figure 100 stress versus strain-rate curves for HDPE

at 0.01 strain at aII temperatures have been plotted

togrether for contparison. In figure 101 stress versus

strain-rate curves for LDPE at o.ol- strain at all temp-

eratures are plotted.

It may be seen from figure 101 ttrat the lines drawn

through the points are not all straig.ht as assumed in

section I5.5. The evidence of a change of strape from

concave to straight at about z5QoKt and from straight to

convex at 160oK may be found later in the form of the

master curve in figure IOJ which has three distinctive
portions.

The following general feature of the results presented
'in figures foo and 101 is noteworth: while at any par-

ticul-ar temperature (-ty one curve) tfre stress increases

with increasing strain-rate, ttre rate of increase (not
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to be corlfuse,l with the percentage increase ciscussed

earlier) varies substantialJ-y frorn one temperature to

another (from one cLlrve to another)' For HDPE, strain-

rate effects are most significant at 17OoK, wttereas

LDPE appears to have the greatest rate of stress in-

crease with strain rate at 195of. At elevated temp-

eratures, the eifects of strain rate become increasingly

small.

To eliminate the temperature effecLs as well as to extend

the strain-rate scale, a method of reduced strain-rate,

similar to that used by Kawaguchi (t961-)22r, Holt (t968)4t,

Dao (f958)2r6 and Meikle (t970)n=, based on the time-

temperature superposition principle, ttas been employed

to shift the curves at temperatures other than t6OoX

and. obtain a stress versus reduced-strain-rate cul:ve at

one ref erence temperature. Tracing paper was used arrd

each curve was shifted horizoltal ]y until a best fit was

possible. As a result, the shift factor aT corresponding

to each temperature has been tabulated in table 18 for

HDPE and in table ]9 for LDPE. The stress versus strain-

rate master curves which have thus been obt'ained are

shovun in figures 102 and 1Ol. Figure 104 shOws aT as a

function of reciprocal temperature. Results at f42oX

for HDPE have been omitted from shifting because of their

higher degree of scatter.

The time-temperature superposition principle and its

recent applications to reduce various viscoelastic data

have been discussed in detail in section 1'4' The succes!

of the shifting depends upon having stress versus strain-
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TABLE IB

IIDPE Horizonta.l Shil!:lgctor

-Log aT

750
v2tr'

7to
296

277

260

247

240

27o

2i6
195

lBO

170

160

16 .8

J.5.75

1tr

r 4.55
rt.o5
12. 05

10 .5

10.45

9 .55
Rz

RR

1.o5
T,7
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TABLB 19

I-,DPE Hor:izontal Shift-factor

-Log a1

296

271

250

240

27c

220

210

t95
180

170

160

14. 00

L Z,O)

ti .25

9,75
9. oo

7,75

7 .r5
5.75

4. 00

2. 00

u
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rate curves over a sufficiently vlide rangie of strain rate

with enough points to def-ine the shape of the curve ade-

quately at each ternperature. Enough temperatures must be

investig'ated anC the curves at successive ternperatures

must be reasonably similar in shape so that they may be

shifted onto one arrother confidently to create a master

eurve. fn a stress-relaxation22 or a creepttt "*p"riment
a single test pro'rides data over the whoie time sca-le of

measurement. In constant stra.in-rate testing, bY con-

trast, only one poitrt is available from each test. As a

result, data of sorne 7J tests for I{DPE and Jl tests for
LDPE are reporte<l here

From ttre results presented in figures 1O2 and' IO1, j-t is
evident that, except for a few elevated temperatures, a

single master curve is obtained which represents the

strain-rate dependence of each polyethylene which would

have tO be obtained. over a much wider strain-rate range

at a sinEle temperature. The horizontal shift factor a3

(figure 104) which, determined as described, can be seen

to be strongly dependent on temperature. Thus, starting

from a complicated dependence on both temperature and

strain rate, these two variables have been separated to

give a function of strain rate alone (tigure 102 or 10r),

and one of temperature alone (tigure 104). The choice of

a reference temperature is usu.ally arbitrary and a matter

of eonvenience. It should not, however, be in the

temperature range where a relaxation or a change in

crystalline structure of the polymer is expected to occur'
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It can be seen that fcr HDPE (f igure l.O2) the results

above 2960 x and for LDPE (tigure lof ) those above 2rtoo K

do not superpose completely. For these ternperatures

extenclecl horizontal translation for perfect matching is

unjustifiedrinstead horizontal shifting followed by

vertical shifting is thought to be necessa4r. Tentative

values of the vertical shift b, ( for its definition see

section 1.4) as a function of temperature are presented

in figure 105.

The change in behavfcUf of HDPE itbove ry6ox and that of

LDPE above 25OoK are believed to reflect the influence of

the o, and the F relaxations in the respective polymers.

These rel.axations vrhi-ch also featured in the stress

versus st::ain-rate results presented in sectionsf4.5 and

]5,5 vrere seen there to influence the strain-rate depen-

dence and the shape of ttre sLress versus strain-rate eurves

of the polymers. Table 20 lists the probable temperatures

of the 7r Fr o relaxations of HDPE and. LDPE reflected in

various results of the present investigation. chapter 1

describes in detail their molecular and mechanical nature'

Several investigators have successfull-y applied the method

of time-temperature superposition to reduce their data

for polyethylene. Detailed account of their work appears

in chapter 4.

Nagamatsu and Takemura 46, and Nagamatsu az employed both

horizontal and vertical shifts for their stress-relaxation

measurements of a HDPE and a LDPE from zT1ox to 357ox'

The necessity for a vertical shift was attributed to a

change in crystallinity with temperature. Faucher22
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obtainecl sLress-relaxatiorr da'ba for an LDPE and an HDPE

frorn POD" to 35)oX. He used a horj.zontal shift oniy,

but found the curve of a, versus reciprocal temperatu::e

to cnange slope at 751oX for the HDPE an<l Z9fX for t1e

LDpE, a feature which woulcl have been observed in this

investigation if an extended horizontal shift were ad-

opted. McCrum and Morrisl77 measured creep of an

HDPE between 2!j,o and J58oX. Their results reflected

both 0 and c[ I relaxations in the HDPE. The:r tirne-

temperature supelposi.tion involvecl both horizontal and

vertical shifts. The use of a vertical shift foll0wed a

theory developed earlier2lo to correct for the temper-

ature-rlependence of ttre limiting compliances. Nakayasu,

Markovitz and Plazek2s found, in their clynamic measuremen-:='

the temperature dependence of an HDPE was characterized b]'

two different horizontal shift-factors, one bel-ow e$f X

and another above it. The latter vras attributed to the

onset of the cr relaxation at high temperatures.

whether ttre values of the vertical shift found in this

investigation should be related to the change of crystal-

linity of the pollrmers 46' az or Lo the temperature depen-

dence of the limiting moduli ltt cannot be usefully resolve=

here, They are thought bestto be left in their empirical

form

It is of obvious interest to obtain stress versus re-

duced-strain-rate master curves at room temperature.

HDPE does not undergo any sudd,en changes either struct-

urally or in mechanical behaviour at Z96oX. Thus this

temperature coutd very well be chosen as a reference
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TAB.IJ.E AO

EviGspee of Relaxatione in the Pr.esent ,Regutrts

HDPE

TCL
oK tK

I!80 ry6

160

LDPE

TF
oK 'K

zra

160

Results

gtress versus ss-rain=rate curves
at" diff,erent temperatutes

Stress versus temPerature eurves

Stre,ss nersuF- ELrein-nate
naster eurves

temperatnre f,or superPositio:n. Al.ternatively, the whole

maste:i eurve at 160dx in flgure 1O2 cah be ehifted hori-

zontally to 296ef ueing the eorresponding \ra1.ue for a* at

ttris tenperature. The curve is shown in fi.gure 1.06 (at
g.01 strain) w.here ttie j-ndLvLdual points have o'een omi'tted

for cLarity.

Constnrction Of a curve of stress versals redueed strain-

rate at 296oK for IrDPE can be seen to involve bottr lrorl-
.z,ontal and vertieat shifting beeaUs-e of, Lhe influence of,

the .influeRee of Lhe p relax3tion near e5O€X. Ttr*e pro-

"96
250
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cedure is similar to that described earlier for LDPE but
in reverse. For example, the stress versus reduced-

strain-rate master curve at l6Ocx in figure lOJ can be

shifted horizontally back to 295oK using the value of
aT corresponding to this temperature. The curve is
subsequently I'normalized." n= by a vertical shift using
the relevant value of br. The resultant curve is shown

in figure i07 (O.Of strain) vrhere the actual points are

also omitted.

One other step, which was taken in the analysis of the
small-deformation results at various temperatures,
involved the superposition of data at 0.OO75 and 0.O05

strains in a manner similar to that for 0.Ol- strain. It
was found that approximately the saJne trorizontal and

vertical shifts could be used within an acceptable degree

of scatter of points. The corresponding curves are in-
cluded in figures f06 and l-07. The agreement of the
resuits at all. three strains in relation to the mettrod

of shifting is believed to be of great significance.

The master curves of stress versus reduced-strain-rate
obtained as described. are subject to various sources of
error. First, the average errors produced in the measure-

ment of stress have been estimated as +Z.T% (chapter 1])
which places upper and lower confidence limits on each

point. Second, if too few strain rates are invest.i-gated
(".g. figure lol-r curve at 210ox), the fitting of a curve
at a given temperature and. the shifting of the points are

difficult and can be subjective resulting in cumulative
errors. Third, the HDPE curves in figure 105 and the
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LDPA cr-lrves in figure l0f are approximate 'lines drav;n through

a collection of points.. and errors j.n the positions of the

curves wiIl result.

To take account of the above errors, errol: bars givrng the

estimatecl total error are shwon, for different portions of

the master curves, in figures f06 and f07

Apart from these inherent errors, caution should also be

exercised in usirrg a master curve to predict proper"ies at

strain rates or times many decad.es removeC from the range

of actual measurements. For exannpl.e, figure 106 coirl.d be

used to predict ttre stress at O.Ol- strain for and HDPE at

296oX and at a strain rate of lolo sec I . Since this requires

the testing-machine crosshead. to move at about 25 times the

speed of light the interpretation is absurd. At the other

extreme, the master curve of this polymer (tigure 102) could
rate.

be used tr> predict its propert-ies at 160oK at a strainnof

10fo sec-10r a testing time of lo8sec for a strain of c.01.

This is about three years and lower strain rates could be

cited where the period would. be greater than the duration of

historical time. Nevertheless the usefulness of the master

curve and the shift factor a1 (f) cannot be denied, since it

provides an economical expression of data from which the

behaviour of a polymer can be predicted over wide ranges of

temperature and within reasonable limits of time scale.

ACTIVATION ENERGIES

The modern development of the theory of reaction rates came

from the proposal mad.e by ArrheniusT2'2e7 to account for the

influence of temperature on the rate of inversion of sucrose'

He suggested that an equilibrium existed between inert and'

active molecules of the reactant and ttrat only the latter

17 .7
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were able to take par:t in the irrversion process.

By applying the reaction isochore to the
equilibri um between inert and active species, it can

read.ily be shown that the variation of the specific
rate of the reactions with Lemperature should be ex-
presseC by an equation of the fonn

lnK lnA ( +z)

where E is the difference in heat content between the
activated and inert molecules, and A is a quantity that
is independent. or varies relativeJ-y 1ittle with temper-
ature. Subsequently, the R;rltenius eguation was written
in the equivalent form

E
RT

K = A e-E/RT ( +>i

and it i-c now generally accepted that a relationship of
this kind represents the temperature dependence of the

specific rates of most chemical reactions. The quantity
E is termed, the ftheat of activationtr or ttenergy of acti-
vationfr of the reaction It represents the energy that
molecule iri the initial staie of the process must acquire
before it can take part in the reactj-on, whether it is
chemical or physical.

The principle embodied in the Arrhenius equation has been

used to explain the nature of the temperature dependence

of viscous and elastic deformation of polymers for many

years (sections i.4 and 1.5). A recent contribution is
due to Lenk zeu in the interpretation of various mechan-

isns in elasticity and flow of polymers. According to
Lenk, the forces of cohesion between the units making up



the structure (moiecules or: portions of a molecule), horv-

ever strong they rt1&! be, are in equilibrium with opposing

forces" This means that while there'may be a high

probability of finding unit B at a certain location

relative to unit A, there is no certainty of finding
it in this location at all times. The extent of oscillation
of B from its equilibrium position is a function of its

intrinsic eriergy and its mass. Unless the temperature of

the noiecule or a portiot: of a molecule j-s below a critical
temperal-u.re at which it begiins to oscillate ( three-djmen-

sionally), it will- always be out of its equilibrium
position. The greater the mass of the unrts the greater

will be the amount of activation energy (freat) which

must be supplied to force them out of the ground state,

and by then the heat is converted. to iLs mechanical

equivatent which marks the commencement of a d.eformational

process, Its frequency will increase linearly and its
amplitude will increase exponentially with increasing

temperature:

Rare of process = #ffi = # = o.-AHlet (4+)

The net change dD therefore comprises the product of a

frequency factor Adt and an energy factor e{H/RT. At

constant tempcrature e-l/RT is constant. AH is the

activation energy which is also eonstant because the

process itself involves work done in its accomplishment

(such as the creation of a new molecular configuration
d.escribed. in chapter 1, section 1.1)

The Arrhenius equation is experimentally verifiable over



Iimited range of temperature by using it in its logaritnnic

forrn when

rr,9P = A
ctc

so that a ptot of 1n (aO/At) versus I/T (errhenius ploti

shcruid. give a straight line with slops-Alr/n and inter-

cept Ar.

The behaviour of HDPE between 16Co and 296"f and that of

LDPE beLween 1600 and 25OoK can be assumed to be cotrtrolled

byasinglerelaxationprocessrvhichfollowsasimilar
Arrhenius lavr if the shift factor foll-ows the relationship s

' -AsRT
( +r)

(+6)

( tg)
or

lnat =

log 4T =

(anln) (i /r - t /ro)

(nn/z.to)R) (t/t - r/ro)

as g:iven in chapter J. Here R is the gas constant' T

andToarettreteraperatureofmeasurementandttreref-
erence temperature respectively, and AH is the activation

energyoftherelaxationcontrollingthebetraviour.For
glassy and crystalline poJ-ymers' equation (19) has been

used with considerable success 36'6€. Section I .4.,

describes in some deLail its application in several

previous investigations.

The activation energy can be obtained, therefore, from

ttreslopeoft'hestraightlinefittedtodatapointsof
a log aT versus (itt) ploL. rf the data points on this

plotcannotbewellrepresentedbyastraightlinethe
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assumption that. the behaviour i.s controlled by a simpl-e

Arrhenius-type thermally-activated relaxation may not be "

made.

It may be seen from figure 104 that the data points fit
quite lvell to a straight line. The activation energi-es

and estimated errors obtained from this plot and those

for 0.0075 and 0.005 strain data are given in table 2L.

TABLE 2I

Ac tjva!1qn Eq€glf_ol-B elye thv 1 ene

Material

HDPE

LDPE

Strain

0. cl'

0. oo75

Q.005

0.0J

0.0075

0. o05

Temperature
oK

t6o-296

16o-296

160-296

160-250

16o-25a

160-25o

AH
Kcal/mo1e

27 .I! t .5

22.5!2

21 .8r 2

2I .7tr.5

2Q,6L2

20 .8r 2

It can be seen that activation energies of the two kinCs

of polyethylene are essentially equal. Values obtained

from 0.01-, 0.0075 and 0.005 strain data all differ by

the magnitude of the experimental error. This suggests

that the response to all the three strains is controlled
by the same mechanism.

Table 22 shows various values of activation energy pre-
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U.ABTJE 2?

4,ctivation Energies Previouslv Determined

Worker Materi.al Tempe6'qt-ure AH,
KeaL/mole Method !*e:.

Nag:amatsu and
Takernura

Fa-richer

lTaganatsu

MgCrtm and Morris

Nakayasu, Markov'itz
ind Plazele

Fe.nn

TakeU.oh,i and Stein

FDPE
EDFE

RDPE
T"DPE

I4'DPE

HDPE

HDPE

XDPE.

trrDP.E

278-7V7
2.e2-332

Ea,5'-7U,
22J-743.

280:1r+8

?,9,7.-358

a\3-7,57

e22-fr7

?9,3-75i8

ao
?2

70
70,4'

25'-tt8

24,10

ag

22

2a-?6

gtress E€1Ec,
Strese relas.

Streg,s re,la=-
Stress fel,e.E

$tress rela:c.

CreeP

Dnr'namic

.Dlmamic

rynartid

1;

==

?',

:=-

aa=
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viously determined in botb t::ansient and dynamic measure-
menLs of polyethylene revj_ewed in chapl,er 4. Because of
the difference in temperature range no useful comparison
can be made. It is significant, however, that the
average value of 22.4 Kcal/mole obtained from this
investi-ga'Lion for HDPE from 1600 296"x and for LDPE

from 1600 25Oox is of the magnitude expected.

As re-riewed in section r.7, linear viscoelasticity theory
shcrvs that a stress-strain curve determined in an ideal
constant-strain-::ate test is described by equation (lC)
which is, for corrvenience, reproduced here:

o(e,t) =Eoodr + ef-"H(t) t1 -e-t/rldlnrv-m

= EoJ: [* H(t) e-t/t dln . = n(t) (rr)
v -oo

( ro)

Also the tangent modulus evaluated at t = e/e is
equal to t.he stress-ielaxation modulus (Voungts modulus)
n(t). This interrelation results from differentiating
equation (lO) with respect to e which gives the following:

d51d6
d.=adt

Since pollnners exhibit linear-viscoelastic behaviour only
when subjected. to small deformations, equations (fO) and
(f1) have little practical utility in the present investi-
gation where the determination of the tangent modulus is
inaccurate, and the time scale restricted.

An alternative equation has been derived which involves



replacing € in
then r:earranging

252 -

equation (f0) by its equirralent
to obtarn the secant modulus:

dt and

(r z)
9- = E-*f f*"H(") tr -"-t/r I <lrnr = r(t)€ tJ

n(t) = r(t) [t +
d roq r'(t)'l

dlogtj

A : relation be'tween r'(t) and u(t) ean be derived
from equations (11) and (rz).

In rnosL practical cases where large
involved, the seeanL modulus 6/e

the strain.

Whether or not at small strains the secant modulus can

be represented by equation (fe) can be determined in a

relatively simple manner. From the master curves of
stress versus strain- rate at strains of 0.01, 0.C075

and O.OO5 (tigures 106 and. l-07). the secant moduli 5/e

can be calculated and plotted against corresponding time,
t - e/d..

These curves are shown in figure 108 where lines
corresponding t-o 0 . 01, O .0075 and 0 . 005 strains lie,
within experimental errors, on the same curve: the
secant moduli, at these magnitudes of strain, are thus
inde.pendent of the strain, and therefore an approximation
of r(t) in equation (12). When corrections given by

eguation (if) have been.included the stress-relaxat:-ons
modulus g(t) is obtained. Results are shown in figures
ro9 and 110. The velaz large time-scale over which the

( rr)

deformations are

is also dependent upon
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response to deforma'tion has been determined is apparent.

Remarks on the time scale given at Lhe end of section

17.2 apply equallY well- here.

The two curves of stress-relaxation versus time (figures

109 and 110) obtained in the present investigation are

similar in shape. Their vertical posS-tions indicat'e the

physical difference of the two types of Polyethyiene at

room temperature. HDPE is a hard, highly crystalline

material with a density of O.g47 g/cms and a degiree of

crystallinity of 8O%. LDPE, oh tle other hand, is soft

and has a density of 0.910 g/cms and a degree of crystal-

linity of 40% (more detail-s in chapter 6).

The results obtained by Fauchet", Catsiff and Tobol"ky1"t,

and Nagamatsu4T, whose work was reviewed in chapter I*,

have been included in figures 1C9 and 1l-0 for comparison'

It is important to note that these previous investigations

vtere in tension. The results were master curves reduced'

from stress-relaxation data at various temperatures by

time temperature superposition. The materials are 1ikely

to differ in physical properties, such as density, degree

of crystallinity, melt index and molecular weight, from

each other as much as from the present polyethylenes.

In spite of these considerations, it is thought that their

results and. those obtained in the present investigation
strow reasonably good agreement; that this supports the

contention that ttre behavlour observed in the present

constant-strain-rate measurements at strains within O'C=
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j"s linear viscoelastic; ancl that the t;oltzmann super-

position principle, on whj-ch the anal-ysis at the beginni:.r;

of thi-e section was based, is applicable to the present

measurenrents.

Using the so-called second-order approximation, method

described earlier, equation (ff) chapter 1, the relax-
ation-time spectra (ot in short the relaxation spectra)

of HDPE and LDPE can be determined from the stress-
relaxation curves. These spectra are shown in figures
111 and. l-12.

The specLra can be compared with those calculated from

d.ata of Fauchey22, catsiff and TobolskyleI. Those

obtained. by Nagamatsu 47 were limited to a fairly narro-w*

time scale (tigure 110), and therefore omitted. All
spectra seem to have the features of flat shapes and

high values, which differ from the coilImon features of
the s,oectra of the amorphous polymerse. The rrintensity"

values of these spectra are nearly of the same order of
magnitud.e, expecially those of low-density polyethylene.

There are, however, some disagreements in the details of
ttre spectra, in the curvature for example. These disa-
greements come probably from cumulative errors incurred
from the operations of equation (ff) which can be seen -Lc

involve both first and second derivatives of e(t), a

fairly t'flat" function of logarithmic time.

The relaxation spectra, thus determined by measuring the

linear-viscoelastic response to small deformations at
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constant strain-rate. in this investigation, should make

it possible to predi.ct variorts, vi.sCqelastic funet'ion

[equatiore (]) to (8) of c]rapter 1] of the respeetive'

pol.yethlrlene$- ottrer than 'Ehose of non-li.near character

(large d.ef,onirations) . Moa'eo"rrer, the time-tefo5rerature

"nrp"rtr 
o"itioh gives the activatjr@n en€rgy of, the relax-

ation Broeess which d.egcribes the temperature dependence

of the viscoelasti.c behaviour. Tt'rese troo fundiune'ntal-

pa.rane-tefs, i.e., ttre rel-aXation spectrum whicft Govers

a wide rang.e o'f time seale at one, temperatnre, and the

acti.vatian ,€11€y1g1r can be u'sec .to caleula.te variou.s

viscoelastic responses und,en arbitrar,y condLtisns of

temperature (wiLhin a certain ran€te of course) anil tl'me

( or freqrrency") .
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2tr l-

Chap:caL -19

Sma-]-1. deformations: Tir':ie-Fl:essure Super:position

INTRODUCTION

The possibility that the time-pressure superposition
may have as wide an application as ttre time-temperature

superposition has been mentioned in section 1.! where

several invest:.gations of polymers, both amorphous and

crystal-line, under pressure were revierved r+hich

employed the t'pt.ssure shiftrt surccessfuliy.

In this chapter, the resuits presented in sections

14.6 and 15.5 at different pressures will- be reduced.

irr ttris manner by both ?rorizontal and vertical shifts
to those of ambient conditions in terms of master

curves of stress versus strain-rate. The activation
volume (section 1.5.1) can be obtained directly from

the pressure dependence of the horizcntal pressure-

shift factor. Its magnitude will be discussed in terms

of the molecular motions in the polyethylenes in the

range of pressure investigated, and compared with those

previously found for other polymers. FinalIy, an

equivalence between temperature and pressure will be

established in retation to their effects on the visco-
elastic behaviour cf the two types of polyethylene

under investigation.

TH.E STRESS VERSUS STRATN-RATE MASTER- CURVES

The curves of stress versus strain-rate at. 0.01 strain
for HDPE at different pressures presented in figures

18. 2
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67-7O have been pJ-otte<l together in figure Lll' those

for LDpE presented in figures 86-91 have been plotted

together in figure 114-

While, at any particular pressure (anyone curve) the

stress increase-e wittr increasing strain-rate, the rate

of increase varies from one pressure to another ( frorn

one curve to another) irr a more grad.uai manner than it

does in ttre curves fcrr various temperatures (figures

IOO ancl fOl). For HDPE,. the shape of the curves

remains slightly concave from O.OC1 (atm') to 2 Kbar '
At higher pressures they are straight lines with

slightly decreasing slope. For LDPE' the curves re-

main concave at all pressures, except perhaps at the

highest pressure, 4 Kbar, wttere a straight line is

more reasonable (for detailed description see chapters

l-4 and 15).

Figures 11! and 1l-6 represent the master curves of

HDPE and LDPE constructed by shifting horizontally

all the curves in figures 1IJ and 1l-4 respectively

until they superpose. The curves at 4 Kbar (tfre

reference pressure) remain un-shifted' Figure rlf

shows the horizontal shift factor ap as a function

of pressure.

There is meaning in doing this if there is an

equivalence between time and pressure or between

pressure and temperature, and if there are theories

and experimental evidence to support it ( see

sections 1.5) .
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It can be seen that for I{DPE (figur:e 115) the resul-is

at all pressures superpose completely, whereas for
LDPE (tigure 1f6) those at low pressures do not match

the master cllrve. In the latter case' additional
vertical shift would be necessary. Values of bn (tor

its definition see section 1.5) corresponding to
pressures of O,OO1 (atrn.) and 0.5 xbar are estinated

at. 1.! and 1.] respectivelY.

The change in behaviour of LDPE at 'l K bar is believed

to reflect the influence of the F relaxaLion in the

polymer which has been observed at 25OoY in the

temperature results discussed in sections IT.2. This

relaxation can be said to occur near l- Kbar at room

temperature or in the vicinity of 2!OoX at atmoshperic

pressure. The exact pressure and temperature of the

relaxation are not knovrn.

High-density polyethylene, on the other hand, exhibits
no sudden change in behaviour between 0.001 and 4 Kbar'
This is e:<pected because no relaxation in HDPE in the

corresponding range of temperature (295"x to 195oK say)

has been reported in the literature or observed in the

temperature results of sections 17.2,

The values of the vertical shift b* required for
results of LDPE at atmospheric pressure and 0.5 Kbar

cannot be usefull1r related to the change of crystallinity
of the polymer with pressure nor to the pressure

dependence of the limiting moduli. This is mainly

because data are too few and of insufficient accuracy.
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The nra.ster curves of stress Versus strain-rate cOnstrccted

by a simila.r superpositj-on of clata at 0.0075 and 0.0C1

strains and the nasi-er curves at 0.01 strain obtained

above (figqres 11! and 1f6) were found to have similar
trends. The magnitude of an and bp for all three le'rels

of strain show good agreement. Their pressure dependence

will be compared and discussed in terms of the activation
volurnes in the next section (iB.])

The master curves cf the stress versus strain-rate for

both types cf polyethylene reduced to atmospheric

pressure wilt be presented. in section 18.4 where they

are compared with the corresponding cu1:ves determined

from temperature data

The various errors arising from this nrethod of shifting
are of the same nature and. Order of magnitude as those

encountered in shifting temperature d.ata which were

d.iscussed in some d,etail in chaptet 17. For clarity,
trowever, error bars representing these errors have been

omitted from the curves in figures 118 and l-19 which

form part of section 18.4

ACTIVATTON VOLUMES

The rate of molecular translation in a liquid is
d.etermined largely by the presence of holes large

enough to accommodate a molecule. If such a hole

exists next to a molecule, the molecule can be dis-
pl-aced into the hole. There is a reasonable cttance

that another molecule will move into the hole which
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is left betrind b1z

chance to return.
this reasoning to

z',(2

the first molecule before it has a

Cohen and Turnbull 2es have used.

obtain the diffusion constant D:

noo
gau / p(.') art

"AV
( 4z)

where g is a conslant of the order of unity, a is the

diameter of the molecule, and u is iLs average therma]

speed. The lower limit of the integral is the volume of

a hole large enough to accornodate a moiecule. We refer
to it as the activation volume. p(v) j-s the probabilri-y
functj-on of finding a hole of volume v L'eLween the two

molecules, and the integral is therefore the probability
of having a hole equal to or larger than the activation
volume AV necessary for molecular rnotions.

When pressure is applied to the liquid, the probability
function p(v) is altered in such a way as to decrease

the number of holes larger than AV. As a result, the

rate of molecular motion is decreased.. To take account

of the effect of pressure p, in place of equation (+Z)

Bueche sa has shown

o(p) ( 48)

i (const.) exp [-(Avlft)2 - (env7s1;] (49)

where fl is a constant called the characteristic hole

6rO
gau / p(n) exp (-Pv,znr) dv

"av



' where op is the shift factor applied to pressure-

volume. This gives the following result for the

variation of the diffusion constant with pressure

rn [D (po)./o (p) ] = (lvlnr)(P - Po) ( ro)

where P and Po are the pressures of measurement and

reference respectively and because ""

r*[n!)/rt(po) ] ! 1n fD (v)/o (p)I (fr)

rrr an = ln I rl (p)/ n (po) I : (nv,znr) (e - eo) $z)

dependent viscosity data, \ , of liquids

The Bueche equation, equation (Sz) or equation (zp) in
chapter l- has been applied successfully to various

viscoelastic properties of a number of solid amorphous

and crystalline polymers. A detailed account of its
application in Lhis manner has been given in section

t .5.r.

It may be seen from figure lIf that log .p for both

types of polyethylene is indeed a linear function of
pressure. Thus the behaviour of HDPE between 0.001-

and 4 fbar and that of LDPE between l- and 4 Kbar can

be assumed to be controlled by a single relaxation
process which follows the Bueche equation, equation (ZZ).

It is important to note that equation (ZZ1 and the

Arrhenius equation, equation (fg) are both embodied in
the theory of rate Processes.

It is not difficutt b explain why an increase'in pressure
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should cause etrang'es in meehanloal. behaviour of a

pollnner courparable tei tlrose obser.ved by coolinE it. In
both ce$Ese the avaiLable voLurne (ttfree voJ.umetl) is
deereased,. Furttrermore the tre,at a'vailable to fl-o-w units
(po::tions of a moLeeule in case of a Polynst) f'or sur-

urounting the activation ener,gy tthunprt ig :!es's at re-
duced ternperatu,re,s, while at incneased pressu1tes the

floW Units are BlaCed in a tttightil environrneft wi-ttl

less poekets of, free volgme greater than €he aetivation
vsLume for eonfigurational changes'

.AativaLiOn vohgie for ,Bdeh p=olyethltlene san be Obtained

fron the sl-ope of tl,te straight lines fitted to data

points, in figure 11?. This and those determined from

sirnilar pl.ots for O .OO]5 and O.OA5 - stra.i-n data are .

g:iven I.n talrtr-e 2).

Matlerial,

gDPE

g4Pr,ry

Acti\ration .,Valume of PolYFthvLene

Strain

0.0i

o. oo75

o.00-5

0. oL

0.0075

o.005

Pres,sune
Kbar

o. oo1-4.0

o.001-4. o

,0 . ool--4. 0

I "0-4.0

I.O-4.0

1.0-4.0,_

AV
e$r3lmol,e

1Lltr' I
119rL0

10lElG

108r I
toor10

Lo2t10

LDPE
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It is evident that the acti.vation volumes of the two

types of polyethylene are essentially equal-. Further-
more, values obtained at all three strains differ littJ.e
from each other. The suggestion that the response of
polyethylene to all small strains up to 0.01- is con-

trolled by the same mechanism in rel.ation to temperature

dependence (chapter 17) shoul<I hold equally well in
relation to pressure deperrdence.

Saito et al 7s measured d.i-electric loss cf several-

polymers at different pressures. fhey used horizontal
pressure-shifting similar to that of the p::esent

investrgation and we::e able to calcul-ate an activation
volume for each polymer.

Table 24 lists results cf activation volume calculated
by Saito et a1 for four polymers, three amorphous and

one crystalline, and the activation volumes obtained

for polyethylene in this investigation. The ratio of
AV to the molar volume V6 of the monomer unit are also
listed in table 24. The vaLue of AV/V* is obviously
Iarger than unity for all polymers presented. This
re_sult sug:gests that the relaxation involves more than

a single monomer.

It is of interest to consider the nature of the various
relaxations detailed in chapter ) Ln the light of. the

results obtained above for HDPE and LDPE.

The properties of HDPE in the range from 0.001 to 4 Kbar
are expected to reflect the behaviour of the polymer in
the region between its d, and ^y relaxations.
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TABLE ?II

Activatj-on Volu4e of Varioul Po1.yre-qs

Polymer

PVCA

PVAB

PETA

PETA

HDPE

LDPE

.o,t - Av,/vrn
cm-lmol.e

12r 7

rt9 2

518 4

150 i

7-4
7-4

Pressure
K bar

0.001-1. 4

0.001-2.,
c. ool-1 . o

0.001-1 . 2

0 .001-4.0

I .0-4.0

relaxation is
behaviour should

Method Ref.

Dielectric 7t
Dieleetric 71

Dielectric 7,
Dielectric Tj

ConstanL d Thesis

Constant € fhesis

dominant, but
mark the onset

114

108

a amorphous
c crystalline
PVC PolyvinYl ctrloride

The influence of the ^1l

near room pressure Lhe

of the o relaxation.

PVAo Po1yvinyl acetate
PET PolyethYlene terePhthalate

Similarly, the influence
dominant in LDPE between

behaviour between 1 Kbar
I relaxation.

of the 1 relaxation is
1 and 4 K'bar whereas the

and l- atrn will reflect the

It has been possible to calculate the activation volumes

of both polyethylenes only in the region of the ^y relax-
ation. The value found for Av,/v*, namely 1 Lo 4 in
table 2{, suggests that the controllingr molecular motion

involves three to four monomer units (C"Hn), or segments

of six to eight carbon atoms.
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While none of ttre previous predictions (chapter 7) that

the ^y relaxation in polye.thylene involved three or

four carbon atomsr38rL681169'r174-i7u or even five carbon

atoms t67 was er,:perimentally verif ied, they are thought

to be correct for the motion at the onset of the T

relaxation. But as temperature increases or pressure

decreases the motion is expected to have increased

magnitude as WeIl as to inr,'o}ve an increased number Of

carbon atoms, as observed in the present investigation'

tB. 4 THE EOUIVALENCE BETWEEN TEMPERATURE AND PRE-qSURE

It may be noted that the master curve determined by

superposition of temperature data and that determined

by superposition of pressure data should be identical
at ttre same reference cond.itions if an equivalence

between temperature and pressure exists.

Figures l_18 and 1]9 show stress versus strain-rate
master curves for HDPE and LDPE respectively, reduced

to room temperature and pressure. The agreement for

both materials is good

In equation (eO), chapter 1, the horizontal shift

involves both temperature and pressure changes. Within

reasonable rangies of temperature and pressure, any

general expression for the horizontal shift factor can

be written as

Iogr a1,, p log a (t, P) $t)

is maintainedIf the viscoelastic response of the polymer
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constant by appropriar:e112 increasing (cr ,lecreasing) both
T and P, "Trp should remain unity with no shifting at all,
i. e.

\o l-og a1
d log aTrp dr

B; ar + (LlTr-) ae = o

( r+)

which gives

,d T.- \dp/rog.T,p
(d rog at_-p,/dp) r ../_ -.c r-fi;ffi = R(r'P)(55)

,dT,
-(#)" or n(rrp) is a function of temperature and

"' rog a
pressure and is referred to here as the temperature-
pressure equivalence ratio. It can be determined from
the results of this i.nvestigation for roorn conditions,
To = 296oX and Po = 0.0C1 Kbar,

n(ro, no) - To LV/LH $6)

Values of R(TrP) have been determined previously for a

number of amorptrous polymers at their glass-transition
temperature. They are listed in table 25 together with
the present results at room conditions. The magnitude

of this ratio for amorphous polymers is generally
-20t5'X/Xbar, whereas the values of the two crystalline
polyethylenes are thought to be distinctively higher.

Very approximate estimates in sections 14.6 and 15.5 of
R(fo reo ) narnely -2! and -2f X/xAar for HDpE and LDPE

respectively have not been unreasonable.
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TEAI,E E5

Temperatufe- pfeEsure F:auivalence Riittio

,Fotryi$e-r n(r, p)irrfrrr u€thodl Reference

Pof,yi,eobrutJlene

NatjrrraL nrbber

Polyvfury.-l asctate

FolysWrene

Po1pi.rryl alrloridlq

Pol!@ethyl ne thacr.ylate

Dollme ehy l arethEery.la,td

Pofwinyl chlorlde

Pollrvlayf aeeti-te

PoltiltropylqDe

Polylrr-g11y lene oxlde

PollnaethYl ael?tr'4te

Fo1yvl,nql chloride

,go_l!4Fe tt4fl Ee,tliacrl|1;3t€

lollruethyl DeAhaotYle te

Pbtry.€ster

PolYsiloxane,

Polyvtnyl eblotlde

HDPE

I,DPE

25 warNe tr ropagattorl

24 Dgaanic meelarrisal

2o: Dynamlc mechanlcal

lO . ConrprQss,ilillty

L1,5 conp.re+eib{liQr

2, ewtgr:ceasibi.litY

18 ccqrpreseibi,li.ty

1& Cocrpnesalbllity'

eo grnarnic meclrantcal

A . €crnpr r*sibllitnr

14:17 Dienecefl's

tr-$-2P., Ef.ektc,trie

l7 Dlrnanid mechania:rl
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24. 9seFree,sl;bitrity

22 Corltrlriessibilitar

n ceqPrelslb'i'ltty

L| Dle,lectrie

&t cohstant atrain-rait'q

gl+7 cqliEtasts.train-tate

57

6,

T4

58

58.
58

59

59

64

322
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6.0

5o

66'

66,

66
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Prest?nt

Fres€rlG

laves'tsigatLon

investigation
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ChaPter l-9

Conclusions

The present series of measurements have led to the

following ma-in conclusions, namely

1. COrnpressive stress-strain properties of polyethylene

are sensitive to temperature, hydrostatic pressure and

strair: rate.

2. Effects of cecreasing temperature on the stress-

strain curves are a progressive steepening of the

early part of the curves and a lifting of the t'plateaurt

region. The polymers exhibj-t no defj.nite yield-points

and. show plasticity at all temperatures investigated,

except aL Tf K where HDPE shows yielding at Q. OJ strain

and LDPE is quite brittle

7. Effects of increasing hydrostatic Pressure on the

stress-strain curves are also a Progressive steepening

of the early part of the curves and a lifting of the

plateau region. Both materials also exhibit no definite

yield-points and show plasticity at all pressures investi-

gated.

4. The effects Of increasing strain-rate on the stress-

strain curves, Iike those of increasing pressure may be

regarded as equivalent to lowering the temperature.

Both materials exhibit no yield points and show plasticitl'

at aLl strain rates investigated'.
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5. Near ambierrt conditions, LDPE exhibits higher
sensitirrity to Lemperature and hydrostatic pressure thai-

FIDPE because of its higher amorphous content and the

influence of the I relaxation.

b. The viscoelastici-ty of polyeLhylene can be approx-

imated as linear to a strain of 0.01.

7. There exists an equivalence betvleen temper:ature anl
pressure affecting the linear-viscoelast-ic behaviour of
polyethylene. This equivalence is established at-28o R,i|'--

bar for both pcllyethylenes at ambient conditions.

8. The time-temperature and the time-pressure super-
positions used here may have the possibility of wid.e

application to the viscoelasticity of crystalline poly-
mers in general.

9. For the application of such su,perpositj-ons, measuis-

ments are carried out in the range of linear viscoelast':' -1--.

and are preferred to be made in such temperature or
pressure ranges that no relaxation or change of crystal-
linity occurs.

10. Even at such temperature or pressure where poly-
ethylene und.ergoes a relaxation or a sudden change in

'crystallinity, the superposition may still be carried
out by means of an additional translation parallel to
the vertical axis.

11. The Boltzmann superposition principle is valid for
constant- strain-rate mea surements .
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l-4, The y relaxation in both polyettrylenes (at i6OpR)

infl-uences thr€ curveg of stress at 0.01 stra,in versus

ternpe:iature '

x7, trhe o( nelaNation in bhe ADFE (at a96"K and'

atrnospheric pressure), and Lhe P relexaLj.on in the LDPE

(at 25OaK and atrnospherie pressure, or at Zg66X and i K

bar) infLrrenae the tifiie-temperptqrie and' ttre tfune-'presaufe

Super,pos-ition P.rocedur€ F c

Jl+. ffre ri,eJ.axation spee'Lra determl-ned for these

crystaI].ine polytners seeln to have the features of f,Iat
shapes and high vaJues, whictr diffe.r frE111 the cornrnon

featu:ces of ttre spectra of arror,photls pollnmers.

15. tshe viScoelastic response to Lernperature an:d pressure

of, HDFB in the transiti.on zone between Ltte T and cl

re.laxatiOns and that of LDFE i-n the transition zone

be-tween tbe "y and F relaxat,ioRs are found to b;e Gof,r-'

tro-Iled by the sane nr,oleqqlar motion. lFhis srot'ion, ar-r

Arrhenius-tsy,pe a,ctivated process, i,s idenLified as

inVolving lno.lecular seg,nienf,.s of eix to eight earbon atoms

With an aeLLv--ation enef,g!' af 22 Keatr,/mole and an activ-atic=

volurne of,, 1IO sns,fuole.
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APPENDIX I

INDEX TO DRAIV-I}IGS OF THE HIGH_PRESSURE

SYSTEM

D-:S.awing
nrrntb_qr

54-t6o-69
54-16r-69
54-162_69

54-t6)-69
5t+-I64-69

54-t65-69
54-t66-69
54-t67 -69

54_168-69

54-169-69

54-r7o-69
54-r7t-69

54-r72-69
54-171-69

54-77 4-69

54-l-75-69

54-176-69

54-rrr-69
54-rT8-69
54-179-69

Descrip_b:iqn

General Assembly

Outer. Liner
Inner Liner
Upper End-PIug

Lovrer End-Plug

End Collars
Pressure Screw

Pressure Gland.

Retaining Ring

Adaptor Ring
ttot'Ringf

Back-Up Ring

Back-Up Ring

Dead-End Plug

Load Bar

Back Bar and
Specimen Adaptor
Load Transducer

Aligning Discs
Gland Nuts
Tubing Collars

Material

En]OA

EnlOA

F,nZJ

En?J

l,Iild Steel
EnJ0A

En]OA

Al.Bronze
Teflon
Neoprene

Graphite fill-ed
Teflon

A1. Bronze

Al.Bronze
Enl0A

EnZJ

AI. or Brass

Perspex

Stainless steel
Stainless steel

Reference
number in
fi,gure 72

t2
11

tt
I7
I3
'1 Z

1

815

10

6
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INTENSIFI,ETT

Drawincr
nq$her

54-180-6,9

54-181-69

54-l_8e--69

54-L81-59

5ll-184-69

54-185-69

54-186-69

54-r8f-69
54-188-5o

5t+-189-69,
j)a=Jp0,49.

54-191-59

5,4-I9z-6i9
54-W]''4,9

5t+-\91+-69

54-195-69

Description

General Assenb$
[:ter f.iner

In[ler Liner
HP Snd Pl,ug

Pressure Screw

Fres.sure Glarrd

Retaining Ring

Adaptor Rlng
r!otnRing

Back-up Ringl

HP Piston
Bac&*up Ring

LF C1r'linder

LP Fi.ston

Sealing Plug

snd Plugl

Material

En70A,

En]04

En,25

En-JOA

Enl0a

AX.Brorlae

Teflort
Neoprene

Tef,].on

EnloA

A1 , Bronze

En25

Enz$

Nyl-on

Fn25

Referelrce!-++

nunttter ia
fiqure l-#

f,o

T

'9

9

9

9

2

T

4

6
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AFPIENDIX II

DFTATLED _oprBBATroE{ _ oF TIm rrrGE-pRE$$u,REt

sqSJEM

NOqS+,L+, qERATTON

tro pressurise, Lhe, system Lo a pressure within the safe

llmits (nig ,fi),

CETACK SIGIITI Gtr,ASS gG tr'OR LOWESE POSTTION

OF TEE IIEIENSIF'IER PISTON.

oPEN ArR VSr AV, VALV'ES X, Y AND A.

CLOSE \lAXJr,7E E,

PUSH COIT]rROL ROD CR TO STOP FOS|ITIOST (ZNNO

DEL VERY) .

graRT lrlo{roR.

St T{IiY INCREASE DELIVEFST BY CR.

ffiTRACT AIR FROII{ AV.

RETTTBN CR TO SJOP POSITION.

c.LosE Av wxrE A ToRQrrE Oa 10OLb. in.

cl,osE x, A, oPEbT B.

INCREA.SE DEII\reRY 8LC['fLY BY CR,



CHECK GAUGE G FOR

CHECK CELIJ MC FOR

WHEN DESIRED HIGH

PUSH CR BACK TO

286

LOI^I PRESSURE.

HIGH PRESSURE.

PRESSURE REACT{ED,

STOP POSITION.

cl,osE Y, oPEN A.

ST{ITCH OFF MOTOR..

CHECK MC FOR FII{AL BOMB PRESS'dRE.

To release Pressure in Bomb at end of test:

OPEN VALVE Y.

CHECK SIGITT GIASS SG FOR GRADUAL RETI'RN

OF'INTENSIFIER PISTON TO LCWEST POSITION.

rF PISTON DOES NOT RETI'RN, APPLY A

PRESSURE OF ABOtn 4,000 psi To HrGH-

PRESSURE PISTON.

PROOF LOADING

Ttre system was designed for an operating pressure of

/ Kbar, but so far has been proof-loaded to only

4.5 Kbar. If pressures higher than ttre specified

safe pressure, J1 K bar, are desired', proof loading

of the system beyond 4.5 Xbar is necessary. This

can be achieved by the normal pressurising progedure

conducted, however, under safe cond.itions. The test
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should be carried out in an encl.osed area t'o pgevent oil"

jets or fIyS.nE nteta.l from causi-ng serious injury or

propertY damage.
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APP]]NDIX III

IEsLE_W OF PREVIOUS HrGH-

AND TECI{NIQUES

In the coqrse of a search for knowledge necessary for

the desigu and construction of the high-pressure syste:-.

a number of related. publica.tions was found. several
Itpackagerl units were also offered (garviood Engineering-.

Autoclave Engineers and Pressure Products, all of the

U.S.A.), but these commercial units prorzed too costly
and did not readily meet our specifications. The high-

pressure system envisaged had to suit local limitations
in material availability and construction facilities.
It also had to make use of the best 'techniques availabl=

in terms of material, size, pressure fluid, seals,

electrical leads and measuring devices'.

The general features of the previous pressure containe:s

and various experimental methods, found in the literati::=.
are summarized in tables26 and 27.

The choice of a material for use in high-pressure

containers depends on pressure range, size of the

containersi cost, availability, strength and machinabi- - --:

of ttre material. The alloy steels commonly used are

nickel-chromium-molybdenum steels and, in particular,
the British Standard (es gZO) En2l1, 25, 26 and )0n

types. Machinability of a steel depends on hardness

and composition, however, in all cases rough machining

was carried out before heat treatment, and the compone:---
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was fin.ished by grind.ing after quenching and ternpering'

EnJOO contains more nickel than En2J and '26, and the

higher nickel content increases its hardenability' Enlr-]-

(used in the present high-pressure system) has the same

Ievels of C, Mr, Ni and cr as EnJOB but does not contair

Molybdenum. This steel (Snl6e) is more susceptible to

tein_oer-brittleness wtrich can be avoided, by choosing a

propert.emperj.ngtemperaturerange.Themaximumultina:=
terrsile-strength of these steels is of the order of I€ :-':zt

(zlorooc psi)corresponding to a Rockwell hardness of abo::--

c50. In reality, heat trea|ment of heavy blocks of ste=]

such as 'these coirtainers results in non-uniform hardness

andstrengthacrossthecylinderwallrandtheaverage
hardness and strengttr are much less

Ttre diameter of ttre bore was ljmited by Lhe size of the

steel block available and the required wall ratio. If

the clesign is linrited. to elastic behaviour, increasing

Lhe waI1 ratio beyond three will not raise the elastic

breakd.orvn pressure which approaches a value of 0.5 of

the yield strengthsos.

The pressure fluid has to meet conflicting requirements

(nppendix VI) which, at high pressures, are sometimes

impossible to satisfy wholly. For pressures up Eo io K:=:

Bridgman2ll used glycerine diluted with water, whereas

Beresnevtlu ttggested. aviation fuel or pentane which tc'c

does not freeze. For medium pressures (op to 10 Xbar).

silicone oil, castor oi1, ether, kerosene and synthetic

oils (hercoflex 600, Esso xcT rr250) have been employei
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successfully. Light hyd.raulic oils were fou.nd suitable

fcr rnost lovr-pressure applications (l Xtar). At ele-

vated temperatures, silicone oi1 and argfon gas have been

used successfully, the former to 673"x, the latt'er to

871" K.

Details of different types of seals and electrical leade

are included in table 6.

The Bridgman unsuppo.r:ted.-area type seals which work on

the principle of the non-compensated area, have been

employed effectively for many years. T'he ratio of the

diameters of t|e head to that of the tail of the packing

is greater than unity so that the compression in the seal

always exceeds the internal pressure. These Seals ttave

recen1ly been replaced by rubber and teflon ttOttrings

backed by heavy packings. Hufs2tn combination of
ttKorosealtt electrolytic CuPb washers and steel- rings

proved very satisfactory for pressures as high as 20 Kbar.

For medium pressures (Z Xbar) Chalupnikrs26T positive
packings and teflon ttottrings have been effective'

until l96t Bridgman "pipestone'r coner2?0:2?r had been

widely adopted. for introd.ucing electrical teads into the

containers' cornish and Ruoff2er in 1961' Blosser and

Young2a2 in l)62, DavisrGordonrTien and vaisnys2s3 in
196)+, and Chandler2aa in f967 each developed a simpler

technique which eliminated. the elaborate machinirr-g and

fitting required for Bridgman cones. Lately ceramic

cones have become available commerciall-y with extended

lead wire.
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Table 27 summarizes different techniques used previousl_v

for measuring load and strain and for caiibrat-ions under

pressure.

The specimen load was commonly measured internally with
a load transducer located inside the pressure container,
The latest load. transdr,rcers developed for tnis purpose

by pugh and associate"266'1268t279:285rP86r"ou, by de vries
Smith Stacey and Brownsoe, and by Birks and Ludlow2el,

are of resistance strain-gauge type; those developed

by Chalupnik267 are of capacitance 1oa<1-transducer type.

Load cal--tbrations under pressure have been carried out
by many workers. The results were either scattered, or
found unaffected by pressure.

Ivlost investigators measured specimen strain externally,
and argued that deviations from true values were

negligible because of the considerable stiffness of
the testing fixtures compared with that of the test
specimen. onty Chalupnikz6t in t964, and Tanaka and

Nakastrima"osin t95T attempted, to measure strain internally.
Chalupnik used foil strain-gauges bonded. directly to
each specimen, whereas Tanaka and Nakashima employed

two differential transformers.
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APPI]NDIX Tv

STRESS 4I{ALYSTS BOMB AND INTENSIFIER

The commonest method of containing a pressure in the order

of. 7 K bar has been a mono-bloc cy)-inder mad.e of a1loy

steels such as British StandarclEnJO, 25, 25, il1 or

corresporr.ling American designatiOnS. For the present

high-pressure systems EnloA was considered as being the

best. steel locally available. If the analysis is l'imited

to elastic behaviour and to stresses explicitly calculable,

design criteria srrch as that of Lam6uo= require the

material to have a yield. strength of at least 14 x bar

or 2OO,OOO psi regrardless of wall ratio. This is about

the upper limit of the strength of the 'above materials

by heat treatment, and cannot be easily achieved in large

sections. Therefore, it was decided to use a shrink-fit

technique. This methocl, in which tvio thinner cylinders

are pressed or shrunk, one inside the other, l'fith conside:-

able interference, alters the stress distribution in the

container and creates compressive hOop stresses in the

inner cylinder and tensile hoop stresses in the outer

cyJ_inder. und.er internal pressure a more uniform

distribution of lower stresses results, which reduces

the required ultimate strength of the material. Under

these conditions EnJ0A could be used, quenetred and

annealed to another high temperature to maintain a con-

siderable amount of its original ductility'

For design, ttre criterion of static shear-strength was

adopted 310. This criterion is used because it is more
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conservative than the von Mises distortion-energy

criterion311, and is simpler Lhan the fatigue shear

criterion3I2. The design was based on the premise that

alt all points of the container, the maximum shear stress

should not exceed the yield sttear-stress of the materiai'

The validity of a design based on stresses relies upon

the assumptions in the theory of elasticity as they

apply to high pressures. It was assumed that the stl:ess-

strain relaticnship remained linear and that the values

of the modulus of elasticity and Poissonfs ratio remainei

consl-ant. In addition, the yield shear-stress was

assumed to remain constant even at high Pressures'

Cylindrical polar coordinates (t, e, z) were used in
the anatlrsis. Axial slmmetry was assumed, i.e' the

stresses were assumed independent of the angle 0. End

effects due to end closures and possible axiai stresses

resulting frcm shrink fit were considered. negligible.
Henee, the computed stresses are independent of the

axial coordinateZ.

Each container (Uomf and intensifier) consists of two

cylinders of nominal wall radii rs' E-1 and rl r T2

respectively (to ( rI
exists at the interface be@rr.se of shrink fit A, When

the container is pressurised to a pressure Per the

interface pressure becomes P1 which is built up by the

interference fit a and the bore pressure Po. The two-

dimensional- solutions for a cylinder loaded by uniform

inner pressure and outer pressure has been given by
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!f ilnOehenl<o and Goodi-er 31s. The gelleraL e*pre$sions for

stieEses and displacements at raditls r in c11trinder n

loaded. bry" lnner Bressure Fp-l annd ,outer Pressure P; ase

6'r: =

," I'
l&
r

Inr,-r- Fn (+-rf (pr,-r- Pn) rffJ tlrl

t?;'Jtler

=O

Er(+ i rl*rl-l
l{t - v) [rr,-r - n" tff-j r

+ (r + r)) [ph-r- n" (#)" 
I

(rs)

1r=o

Wtr.ere 6", 66, TEp, Are nadial stress, hoop stress and

sihear stress respectively, u, \t.are the radial and

airisunferentl.al displaeeinents :resPeetiveiy, and, where

E, 1) are ttre noduLus ,of elaetleity and Pol-s,son t s ratio
respeetively.

Tbe greaterst, shear sttress, o'e€urs at. the b-Sre :o1r d p-J'ane

45o to the r and 6 ax€s and ils given hy



6g- 5r
s=-*

ryT-

Po*Q

(601

(521

or

and

and

s1 = (po-p,\ |:'(t)) tefi
E-b = (5r1

11

for ianer anr:[ outeri cylinders respe'cti'vely'

P1 is analytically the sum of radial stress 6t due to

bore pressur€ no and the recidual pressur€ q due to

shrink fitr

(3f
P1 i#,](j"r

pr = (-or)r=Er + qt

using eguation (Sf) .

optl.mrrm desiEn in naterial utilLzation is aahieved' by

clloosing q in SUch a wal1 as to prOduee'equa1 slrear stltess

s at the bOre and,at the ilrterfacesla i.€'.1,'b1'equating

(60):, (611 and using' (6a1'
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q= xf - r '

AFr3 -+ Po (6t)

(6t+)

and

Po
Kr=

Kr.'- 1

arad
rwhere Kr - :r--ro

%
f1

r^
IG =&-f1

Equation (lg) gives di,spLaeerneqt,s d,ue to q.at, ttre inter-
face o,f inner and outer eylJ.nders respectively:

E (rf -1)

T

[(r -d)(- qKf+ (1 +t) (- q) ] (65)

t0-\) ) q+ (r +f) q K='l (66)

and ttre necess,ar:r shrir,rk fit beeomes

A = u2+(-*r)

5d
f1

whieh can again be expresseel in terns

lgtr€, cal,cglated value,s of, Aj q and s

intenslfler are given in teible 28.

n€DvG *9.

for ttre bonib and

Kae

-L
r(d
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The maximum shear st:r:ess in each container at 7 K bar
pressure can be seen to approximate the yield shear

strength of the material, leaving only a small safety
factor. Ilowever, this is not dangerous. Considerable

rese6rch has proved the safe use of over-strained
containers =r", which actually forms the basis of
autofrettage technique used in reinforcing pressure

vesseJ.s 315.

Furthermore many experiments have shown Lhat the maxi-
mum shearr st::ess criterion is over-consenrativ"tlu.

has
Bridgman3lT,rsuggested that this is because it is based

on tlie assumption of elastic behaviour, whereas in
realiLy the inner portion of the stressed container can

withstand plastic deforrnation at ?righ pressures. The

boundary of the plastic layer moved tor'rar:ds the outer
wall as the pressure is increased, and at some stagie

during this process the outer layers reach the limit of
their strength. Only then does the cylinder yield and

burst. The theory of cylinders in the semi-plastic
state has been worked out by Turnersr8 and more recently
by Mannirg tt", Their theories, however, do not relate
the bursting pressure to the tensile strength which is
easy to measure but to more complicated empirical
results. !'or these reasons this approach has not been

employed in the present design.

Figures 120 and l-21 show various parts of the bomb and

intensifier during the construction stage.
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Fiqure 120 Parts of bomb (feft) and intensifier (right)
ready for shrinkage
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Fiqure 12f Parts of bomb (feft) and intensifier (right)
ready for final assemblY
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APPENDIX V

FRICTIOT\.I AT THE PRESSURE SEALS

Bycomparingtlreloadrecordedonanexternalload-
gauge (a proving ring) and the bomb pressure, it has

been fc;und that, over a wide range of confining pressures,

Lhe fr-ictional load at the seai of the upper end gtug of

the bomb j.s usually between ]o to 1,11 percent of the total

load on ttre load bar, ttre average being I2'7 per cent '

However, the friction under any given condition nalz vary

somewhat from run to run and even during a run' It

presumably depends on the state of wea:: of the seal'

such high friction is one of the disad.vantages of the

present. seal arrangement. since the specimen load was

measured internally this does notrhowever, have any

effect on the experimental results'

The overall friction of the seals in the intensifier

ean also be determined by noting the low and. high

pressures of the system knowing the piston areas' The

frictional load is usually between i4 and f6.5 per cent

of the total load, being highest at low pressures. The

ef ficiency of ttre intensifier, as a result, is about

Bt.5 per cent, reducing the piston area differential from

an actual value of 12.2J to an effective value of about

rQ ,25 .
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APFENDTX VI

SPECIFICAT]O}IS }'OR A HIGI{-PRESSURE FLUID

In general, the fluid to be used in a high-pressure

system is decided beforebuilding the apparatus. The

fluid needs to meet exacting and sometimes conflicting
requirements which, at high pressures, are often

difficult to satisfy entirely. 'Ihe following are

several importanl- specifications "to from which a

selected compromise is usually necessary.

The high-pressure fluid should be relatively incom-

pressible. Most liquids compress greatly under

pressure3f6, the compressibility decre"t"tt=t as

pressure increases. This is accompanied by an increase

in density and in viscositY.

Viscosity increases approximately proportionately to

density. The only general rule is that the more

complicated. ttre molecule the greater is the increase

in viscosity with pressure. High viscosity is an

objectionable obstacle to free flow of the fluid and to

rapid transmission of pressure. In the extreme, pressure

causes a gradual freezing of the fluid.

A leak at high pressure is dangerous due to the

considerable energy stored in the system, The leaking

fluid generally rratomizesil when it discharges into the

air. If ithas a low flash-point such a liquldcould'cause

fire and explosion.
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The fluiC should have good lubricatir.g qualities.
Lubricating e:<tends the life of seals, packings, Pistons,
and cyiinder walls, and increases sealing efficiency.
While lubricants can be force-fed into the sea1s, it is
more effecliive when the fluid itself has 1-ubricating

properties. Many fl-uids are ideal lubricants but have a

high viscosity. others have a low viscosity but poor

lubricati ng properties and a dangerously lor'r f lash

point.

Light mineral oils (hyarautic or brake fluids number

10 and fl) are good lubricants but they are so viscous

at 11 K bar and above that they d,o not transmit pressure

readil-y. Up to 10 Kbar synthetic ttoilsr' (esso P1exso1,

Hercules Herccffex 60O) and rrwater white" kerosene may

be used with the choice strongly in favour of the former

if available, because they are superior lubricants and

norr-explosive. For pressures to 1l Kbar the choice of
fluid is limited to light, small-molecule distillates
such as alcohol, aviation fue1, glycerine and 91ycc1-

solutions. Most of these have no lubricating properties,
and are highly inf larnmable. These considerations are

but a few among many problems in extra-high-pressure
research
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